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Abstract 
Instead of studying phase formation in conventional thin film binary diffusion couples, various 

unconventional thin film sample structures were used to investigate the influence of certain parameters 

on phase formation. Iron-silicide formation on Si(lOO) through metal alloy diffusion barriers, Ti

silicide formation on stressed Si(lOO) substrates and phase formation in various lateral diffusion 

couples was studied. 

A variety of amorphous alloys were used as diffusion barriers through which Fe reacted with Si(100). It 

was found that the diffusion barrier did not change the effective concentration at the reaction interface 

enough to cause the formation of the semiconducting j3FeSiz phase instead of EFeSi as first phase. 

There is much technical interest in growing the semiconducting j3FeSiz phase epitaxially on Si(100) for 

use in amongst others infra red detectors and light emiting devices. The use of the diffusion barriers did 

however control the reaction in such a way as to allow the formation of a uniform film of 

polycrystalline j3FeSiz at 800°C. In the case where Fe reacted directly with Si(lOO) without a diffusion 

barrier the Fe film reacted very non-uniformly with the substrate. The uniform polycrystalline thin film 

of j3FeSiz was then converted to epitaxial FeosSi[CsCl] using a 0.8J/cmz laser pulse from an excimer 

laser. This was the first time that a continuous film of epitaxial FeosSi[CsCI] has been formed on 

Si(100). The j3FeSiz films with large grain sizes formed the best quality epitaxial FeosSi[CsCI] after 

laser annealing. The grain size was dependant on the type of diffusion barrier used. 

The influence of stress on Ti-silicide phase formation was also studied. TiSiz is commonly used in 

integrated circuits and with the move to smaller devices and linewidth's stress is playing a larger role. 

Varying amounts of compressive and tensile stress was induced in Si(100) substrates by depositing 

different thicknesses of SiOz or Si3N4 on the backside of the Si wafers. These back side films deformed 

the wafers causing stress throughout the substrates. The stress in the substrates was determined by 

measuring the radius of curvature of the samples using a laser technique and then relating the radius of 

curvature to stress using Stoney's equation. It was found that when Ti reacted with a substrate under 

compressive stress. the Si diffusion process was slowed down so that TiSiz[C49] grew 50% slower than 

when Ti reacted with substrates under tensile stress. In the samples with the most compressive stress in 

the substrate the Si diffusion was limited so effectively that the Ti-rich TisSi3 phase formed instead of 

TiSiz. This is explained using the Effective Heat of Formation (EHF) model. 

Lateral phase formation must take place in order to form some of the complex device structures present 

in the modem integrated circuit. In this study the nuclear microprobe, electron microscope and optical 

microscope was used to study phase formation in Ru-Al, Pt-Al and Cr-Si lateral diffusion couples. A 

typical lateral diffusion couple consisted of an island of one material deposited onto a thin film of 

anoth~r. Jt .was found that if the island did not consist of the diffusing species there was no lateral 

reaction. In the aluminide systems the AI-island geometry always showed lateral reaction. In the Ru-AI 

system the RU4AI\3 phase was the only phase to grow laterally with reaction limited kinetics while in 

the Pt-Al system two phases namely PtgAlz1 and PtAlz grew laterally with diffusion limited kinetics. 

The EHF model is used to explain how diffusion limited growth causes the simultaneous formation of 

more than one phase. In the Cr-Si system the Si-island geometry grew laterally forming CrSi2. 

Oxidation made it impossible to do any kinetic measurements. It is shown how lateral diffusion studies 

can be used to give information on diffusing species and diffusing mechanism. A summary of all the 

work done on lateral diffusion couples was also compiled in this study. 
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Opsomming 
In teenstelling met die ondersoek vankonvensionele dunlagie faseformasie is verskeie 

onkonvensionele dunlagie strukture gebruik om die invloed van sekere parameters op faseformasie te 

bestudeer. Ystersilisied formasie op Si(lOO) deur metaal allooi diffusie-versperringslagies, Ti

silisiedformasie op gespanne Si(lOO) substrate en faseformasie in verskeie laterale diffusie stelsels was 

bestudeer. 

Verskeie amorfe allooie was gebruik as diffusie-versperringslagies waardeur Fe met Si(lOO) gereageer 

het. Daar is gevind dat die diffusie-versperringslagie nie die faseformasie op so 'n manier kon 

beinvloed dat (3FeSiz as eerste fase sou vorm in plaas van cFeSi. Daar is baie industriele belangstelling 

daarin om (3FeSi2 epitaksieel op Si(100) te groei vir gebruikstoepassings soos infra-rooi detektore en 
lig-stralende toestelle. Die gebruik van 'n diffusie-versperringslagie het weI die reaksie op so 'n manier 

beheer dat 'n uniforme lagie polikristallyne (3FeSi2 gevorm kon word by 800°C. In die geval waar Fe 

direk met Si(lOO) gereageer het, het die Fe op 'n nie-uniforme wyse met die silikon substraat 

gereageer. Die uniforme polikristallyne (3FeSi2 lagie was toe omgesit na epitaksieel FeosSi[CsCI] deur 

die gebruik van 'n 0.8 J/cm2 puIs van 'n excimer laser. Dit is die eerste keer dat 'n ononderbroke lagie 

epitaksieel FeosSi[CsCI] gevorm is op Si(lOO). Die (3FeSi2 lagies met groot korrels het die beste 

gehalte epitaksieel FeosSi[CsCI] gevorm na die laserpuls. Die korrelgrootte was atbanklik van die tipe 

diffusie-versperringslagie wat gebruik was. 

Die invloed van spanning op Ti-silisiedformasie was ook bestudeer. TiSi2 is algemeen gebruik in 

geYntegreerde stroombane en met die neiging na kleiner lynwydtes en toestelgrotes speel spanning 'n al 

hoe groter rol. Verskillende hoeveelhede druk-en trekspanning is in Si(lOO) substrate geYnduseer deur 

middel van die deposisie van Si02 ~n Si3N4 op die agteroppervlak van die substrate. Die lagies wat op 

die agterkant gedeponeer is vervorm die Si sodat 'n spanningsveld ontstaan deur die substraat. Die 
spanning in die substrate is bepaal deur die meting van die krommingsstraal van die monster m.b.v. 'n 
laser tegniek. Die spanning kan afgelei word van die krommingstraal deur gebruik te maak van Stoney 

se vergelyking. As Ti gereageer het met 'n Si substraat wat onder drukspanning was, is die 

diffusieproses so vertraag dat die TiSi2[C49] 50% stadiger gegroei het as wanneer Ti met Si substrate 
onder trekspanning gereageer het. In die monsters met die meeste drukspanning in die substraat is die 

Si diffusie so doeltrefend afgesny dat die Ti-ryke TisSi3 fase gevorm het in plaas van TiSi2• Hierdie 

word verduidelik aan die hand van die Effective Heat of Formation (EHF) model. 

Laterale faseformasie moet plaasvind om van die komplekse strukture te vorm wat op moderne 

geYntigreerde stroombaan bestaan. In hierdie ondersoek word die kemmikrosonde, elektron mikroskoop 

en optiese mikroskoop gebruik om faseformasie te bestudeer in die Ru-AI, Pt-AI and Cr-Si laterale 

diffusie sisteme. 'n Tipiese laterale diffusie monster bestaan uit eilande van een material gedeponeer op 

'n dunlagie van 'n ander material. Daar is gevind dat indien die eilande nie die diffunderende spesie 

bevat nie, sal daar geen laterale faseformasie plaas vind nie. In al die aluminium sisteme het die 

aluminium eilande altyd laterale reaksie getoon. In die_ Ru-AI sisteem is dit gevind dat RU4AI13 die 

enigste fase is wat lateraal groei en dat die fase met reaksie-beperkte kinetika groei, terwyl in die Pt-AI 

sisteem twee fases lateraal groei (PtgA121 en PtAlz) met diffusie-beperkte kinetika. Die EHF model 

word gebruik om te verduidelik hoe diffusie beperkte groei aanleiding gee tot die gelyktydige formasie 

van meer as een fase. In die Cr-Si sisteem het net die monsters met Si-eilande laterale reaksie getoon. 

CrSi2 was die enigste laterale fase om te vorm in die sisteem en oksidasie het dit onmoontlik gemaak 

om enige kinetiese metings te doen. Daar word gewys hoe laterale diffusiestelsels gebruik kan word om 

inligting te bepaal oor diffunderende spesies en diffusie meganisme. 'n Opsomming van al die werk 

gedoen op laterale diffusiestelsels is saamgevat in hierdie ondersoek. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and background 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1. Thin film technology 

Layered thin film structures are the building blocks for technologies such as 

integrated circuits, solid state lasers and opto-electronic devices (e.g. photovoltaic 

cells). To create a transistor, diode or solid state laser thin films are grown on a 

semiconductor substrate. In integrated circuits thin metal films that are patterned into 

micron wide lines connect these semiconductor devices. In lasers and photo voltaic 

cells multilayer semiconductor structures are made which are sandwiched between 

metallic conductors. All these applications utilize the same thin film solid state 

technology. The study of thin film solid state interactions therefore plays an important 

role in the development of all these processes. 

1.2. Kinetics of phase formation 

A typical example of a thin film reaction couple is shown in Fig. 1.1. The thickness of 

the two thin films ranges from several hundred to several thousand angstroms. When 

the system is heated the materials in the two films (A and B) mix to form a chemical 

compound phase of a different composition (AaB). This could be an equilibrium 

compound phase, an amorphous phase or metastable phase. In thin film systems only 

one phase usually grows at a time and will continue to grow until one of the 

components has been consumed. During phase formation there are three processes 

which play an important role namely nucleation, reaction and diffusion. The process 

that is the slowest in a given system characterises the kinetics of the phase formation. 

A B 

Fig. 1.1. Schematic representation of a thinfilm binary reaction couple. The two thin 
films composed of A and B respectively react to form a thin film of the AaB phase. The 
thickness of A and B range from several hundred to several thousand angstroms. 

1 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and background 

Nucleation is the process whereby AaB first forms at the A-B interface. At this point 

neither A nor B has to move in order to take part in the reaction. The phase will only 

nucleate if its formation causes a drop in free energy that is larger than the increase in 

surface energy, which results from the extra interface which is formed. In some 

systems there is a nucleation barrier which must first be overcome. The energy needed 

to overcome this barrier is the activation energy of nucleation and such systems are 

governed by so called nucleation-limited kinetics. Due to the high temperatures 

needed to overcome the nucleation barrier and initiate reaction in these systems 

subsequent phase growth is usually very fast. 

The actual chemical reaction in which the new phase is formed occurs at one of the 

interfaces. Whether the AI AaB or the AaB/B interface is the actual reaction interface 

depends on whether A or B is the dominant diffusing species through the AaB phase. 

If A is the dominant diffusing species for example there will be a movement of A 

atoms through the already formed AaB film to the AaB-B interface where the 

combination of A and B atoms will occur. The relationship between the rate at which 

the AaB phase increases in thickness and the time is dependent on whether the 

diffusion or the reaction is the slowest part of the phase formation process. The slower 

of the two processes will dominate the kinetics. 

In the diffusion-limited case the kinetics is described by the simple phenomenological 

relation x2 =kd, whereas in the reaction-limited case the relation is X=kRt. Here x is the 

thickness of the growing phase, t is the time and kD and kR are the respective rate 

constants. Both kD and kR have been experimentally found to be of the form 

kD=kD,Oexp(-Edk8TJ and kR=kR,Oexp(-ERlkBTJ. With kD,o and kR,o the respective pre

exponential factors, kB Boltzmann's constant, T temperature and ED and ER the 

activation energies of diffusion and reaction respectively. 

When the dependence of layer thickness to time has been measured at a constant 

temperature the kinetics ofthe system can be determined by plotting x versus t l12 and x 

versus t. If the x versus tIl2 graph gives a straight line the kinetics is diffusion 

controlled or non-linear. If the kinetics is reaction controlled the second plot will give 

you a straight line graph (linear kinetics). In the non-linear case the gradient of the 

2 
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Chapter 1. Introduction and background 

In(x2/t) versus lIksT curve gives the activation energy ED. In the linear case the 

activation energy ER can be extracted from the slope of the In(x/t) versus J/ksT curve. 

1.3. Thermodynamics of phase formation 

1.3.1. Phase formation sequence 

Binary equilibrium phase diagrams usually show several chemically stable 

equilibrium compound phases. In a bulk system any of these equilibrium phases could 

be produced given the correct composition pressure and temperature. If bulk pieces of 

two materials A and B were joined to form a bulk diffusion couple several and in 

some cases. all the compound phases on the phase diagram would be present if the two 

materials were allowed to react with each other. A striking feature of phase formation 

in thin film diffusion couples (several hundred nanometers of material) is that usually 

only one compound phase grows at a time (say AaB). This phase then grows until one 

of the materials has been consumed (e.g. A). If there is still B left then this will react 

with the phase AaB to form a new more B-rich phase Aj3B. This will continue until 

either B or AaB has been consumed. It is necessary to try and understand the actual 

mechanisms of interaction in these thin film systems in order to be able to forecast, 

which phases will form first and also what the subsequent phase formation sequence 

will be. In the thin film industry it is often desirable to form a second or third phase 

directly as a first phase. In order to manipulate phase formation the driving forces and 

influencing factors should be understood. The following thermodynamic models 

attempt to give the necessary tools to do this. 

1.3.2. Walser-Bene' model 

One of the first rules for predicting phase formation was that of Walser and Bene' 

[Wa-76] which stated:. The first compound phase nucleated in planar binary 

reaction couples is the most stable congruently melting compound adjacent to the 

lowest temperature eutectic on the bulk equilibrium phase diagram This rule was 

relatively successful in predicting first phase formation in metal silicon systems. It 

was later extended by Tsauer et. al. [Ts-81] to subsequent phase formation sequence 

3 
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III metal-silicon systems. Their rule stated: The second phase formed is the 

compound with the smallest LIT that exists in the phase diagram between the 

composition of the first phase and the un-reacted element. ~ T is defined as the 

temperature difference between the liquidus curve and the peritectic point (point 

where a solid breaks up into a liquid and a solid, both with new composition) of the 

phase. For so called congruently melting compounds ~T is zero. Bene' subsequently 

extended the Walser Bene' rule to metal-metal reactions [Be-82] by relaxing the 

requirement that the first phase should be a congruently melting phase. 

1.3.3. EHF model 

A much more fundamental approach in predicting first phase formation was taken by 

Pretorius in 1984 [Pr-84] with a recent review article [Pr-93] giving an extensive 

description of the Effective Heat of Formation (EHF) model. The model shows how 

heats of formation when expressed as effective heats of formation (~H'), can be used 

in conjunction with the composition of the lowest eutectic (or liquidus minimum) of 

the binary system, to predict both the first phase and subsequent phases which form. 

This model combines thermodynamics with the availability or effective concentration 

of the elements at the interface. 

Since thin film reactions occur III the solid state the Gibbs free energy can be 

approximated by the standard enthalpy of reaction alone, as the change in entropy 

may be considered to be close to zero for the majority of systems. Therefore 

~G~ ~ ~Hg98' 

According to the Neumann-Kopp rule [Ku-79] the standard values (T=298 K) of 

e~thalpy and entropy in ~,?l!_~s __ ~~~_~~~~~~ for thermodynamic calculations at any 

temperature. An effective heat of formation [Pr-93] is defined as 

~H/ = ~Ho x ( effective concentration of limiting element) (1.1) 
compound concentration of limiting element 

Where ~H' and ~Ho are expressed in kJ per mole of atoms. For example if the 

effective concentration at the interface was 18 at % Si and formation of CrSi is 

4 
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considered, then Si would be the limiting species. If L1Ho = -30.2 kJ per mole of atoms 

for CrSi then: 

L1H I = _30.2(°.18) = -10.87 kJ (mole. at)-I 
0.50 

From equation (1.1) it can be seen that there is a linear relationship between the 

effective heat of formation (or heat released) and the concentration of the limiting 

element. Using this approach a heat of formation diagram can be drawn for any binary 

system (see Fig. 1.2). 

From the model the following rule to predict first phase formation has been 

formulated: The first silicide phase to form during metal-silicon interaction is the 

congruent phase with the most negative effective heat of formation (&IJ at the 

concentration of the lowest eutectic temperature of the binary system [Pr-84J. The 

effective heat of formation rule is extended to incorporate phase sequence by stating 

that: After first phase silicide formation, the next phase formed at the interface 

between the compound and the remaining element is the next congruent phase 

richer in the un reacted element, which has the most negative effective heat of 

formation. If the compounds between a formed phase and the remaining element 

are all non-congruent, the next phase that will form is the non-congruent phase 

with the most negative effective heat offormation [Pr-93]. In the case of metal-metal 

systems the constraint of congruency is dropped because in metal-metal systems both 

congruent and non-congruent phases usually form. 

The EHF model has been successfully used in metal-metal, metal-silicon and metal

germanium systems to predict first phase formation as well as phase formation 

sequence [pr-93]. As an example Table 1.1 shows that according to equilibrium 

thermodynamics CrsSiJ could be expected to form as the first phase as it has the most 

negative standard heat of formation -35.0 kJ(mol at.rl. Experimentally in thin film 

systems however CrSb is found to form first [pr-93], which corresponds to the lowest 

effective heat of formation of -13.95 kJ(mol at.)-l which was calculated with the 

effective concentration as that at the liquidus minimum. 
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Fig. 1.2 Phase diagram plus EHF diagram of the Cr-Si system showing linear 
relationship between effective heat of formation (or heat released) and the 
concentration of the limiting element 
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Table 1.1 Showing comparison between normal and effective heats of formation for 
the Cr-Si system. The underlined is experimentally found as first phase. 

Phase Congruency Composition ~Ho Limiting .6.H' 

(kJ(mol at.)-I) Element (kJ(mol at.yl) 

liquidus minimum CrO.180SiO.820 

Cr3Si C Cro75Sio.25o -34.4 Cr -8.26 

Cr5Si3 C CrO.625SiO.375 -35.0 Cr -10 .08 

CrSi NC Cro.500SiO.500 -30.2 Cr -10.87 

CrSi2 C CrO.333SiO.667 -25.8 Cr -13 .95 

1.4. Formation of epitaxial metal silicides 

Epitaxial growth occurs when the atoms in the silicide are aligned with the atoms in 

the tilldedying single crystal Si substrate. Epitaxial films are used in a variety of 

applications including semiconductor devices, detectors, optical electronics ( e.g. 

photovoltaics) and light sources (e.g. solid state lasers). Homoepitaxy is the term used 

when the epitaxial film is grown on a substrate of the same material (e.g. porn type 

Si on intrinsic silicon substrates in photovoltaics). Heteroepitaxy is the term used 

when the thin film and substrate are different materials (e.g. any silicide forming on a 

silicon substrate). Fig. 1.3 shows a list of silicides that can be grown epitaxially on 

silicon. The lattice match 11 is very important in determining if a silicide will grow 

epitaxially or not and is defined as 

where asilicide is the lattice parameter of the crystalline plane of the silicide that is being 

latticed matched to the silicon and aSi is the lattice parameter of the silicon substrate. 
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For good quality epitaxial growth the lattice mismatch should not be more than a few 

percent. Fig. 1.4 shows the lattice mismatch that various transition metal silicides will 

encounter if they were grown on silicon (100), (110) and (111). The silicides with 

small unit cell areas and small lattice mismatches (e.g. NiSh and CoSi2) are easiest to 

grow epitaxially and form high quality silicides. Epitaxial thin films tend to grow in a 

number of different orientations with respect to the different silicon substrates. A and 

B type NiSh and CoSh (CaF2 structure) grown epitaxially on Si<100> are good 

examples of this. A type is a continuation of the Si lattice planes whereas B type 

results from a single stacking fault caused by a 1800 rotation of the silicide with 

respect to the substrate. 

22 Ti 23V 24Cr 25Mn 26Fe 27Co 28Ni 

T1S12 VSl2 CrSI2 MnSI1.7 (3-FeSI2 a-FeS12 CoSI2 NISI2 

13 50 0.35" 0.5" 0.85" 250 14 50 

ortho hex hex 0.13 telr 1.8 ortho 1.4 telr 0.7 cub -1.2 cub -0.4 

39y 40 Zr 41Nb 42Mo 45Rh 46Pd 

YS1
1

_
x ZrSI2 NbSI2 MoSI2 Rh3 S14 Pd2S1 

50 100 50 90 30 

hex 0.0 ortho hex hex ortho hex 

60 Er 
73Ta 74W 75Re 760S 771 r 77 lr 78pt 

ToSI2 ~12 ReSI2 05S12 IrSl1.7 IrSI3 PtSI 
ErSIl.] 45 70 Il·13. 1.8" l.2" 400 [,(30 

35 hex hex telr 0.2 ortho mono hex / ortho 
hex -1.2 

* band gap (eV) 7 
lattice mismatch (%) electrical resistivity (~ cm) 

Fig. 1.3 Crystal structures, lattice mismatches and electrical resistivities of selected 
metallic silicides that grow epitaxially on silicon [Ma-95]. 
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Fig. 1.4 Lattice mismatches of transition metal sUicides on silicon (100) , (11 0) and 
(111) at room temperature. 
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1.5. Scope of the investigation 

The main aim of this investigation was to improve the basic understanding of phase 

formation by solid state interaction in thin film structures. Solid state phase formation 

through diffusion barriers, the effect of stress on phase formation and phase formation 

in lateral diffusion couples was studied. The results were discussed in terms of the 

effective heat of formation model, which describes phase formation in terms of 

thermodynamics and the effective concentration of the reactants at the growth 

interface. The samples studied consisted of a variety of metallic thin film structures 

deposited onto Si substrates. The depositions were done using various vacuum 

deposition techniques including electron beam deposition and Molecular Beam 

Epitaxy (MBE). Reaction was usually induced in the samples by annealing in a 

vacuum furnace at pressures below 2xlO-7 Torr. This was done to limit oxidation or 

any other forms of contamination. In some cases an excimer laser was used to 

irradiate samples with a laser pulse. This is a useful highly non-equilibrium heating 

technique that can be used to induce the system into forming metastable phases. 

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) with 2 Me V alpha particles was used 

to study the composition of the thin films. This could also be carried out in the 

Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) in scanning mode to give composition and depth 

information as a function of lateral position. RBS was also done in channeling mode 

to study the epitaxiality of the silicide films. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was used to 

identify crystallographic phases and Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

(CEMS) was used to identify the various Fe-silicide phases. Imaging of the samples 

was also done using optical and scanning electron microscopes. These 

characterisation and sample preparation techniques are discussed in Chapter 2. 

The growth of uniform epitaxial F e-silicides on Si(100) as substrate is discussed in 

Chapter3. Different Fe-M alloys (M=V, Cr, Ti and Ni) were used as either diffusion 

barriers (100 A) through which the iron reacted with the silicon or as reactant from 

which the iron (500 A thin-films) was supplied for the silicide formation. These 

results were compared with the case where Fe was reacted directly with the Si(100) 

substrate. Diffusion barriers have been used successfully in other systems to grow 

uniform silicides on silicon substrates. A Ti diffusion barrier for example has been 

used to form epitax~al CoSh directly as first phase [La-91] instead of C02Si which is 
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usually found as first phase. A Ni-Zr alloy has also been used between Ni and Si to 

form NiSh as first phase instead of NhSi [Pr-97]. In both these cases the success was 

because the diffusion barrier caused the effective concentration at the interface to 

change such that another phase became thermodynamically more viable. This process 

is called Concentration Controlled Phase Selection. This means that a phase with a 

good crystal match with silicon can be formed directly on the substrate and not only 

after another phase has already formed. In other cases the diffusion barrier does not 

influence the phase sequence but rather the supply of one of the reacting species in 

such a way that the film grown through the barrier is more uniform than films grown 

directly on silicon [Ky-94, Ch-85]. 

Chapter 4 deals with the effect of stress on Ti-silicide formation. The Ti was 

deposited onto stressed Si substrates and then annealed to induce reaction. The stress 

in the substrates varied from compressive to tensile and was induced by depositing 

varying thicknesses of different materials onto the back side of the substrates. The 

back side films caused the samples to curve due to differences in thermal expansion 

coefficients resulting in strain and therefore stress in the front side of the samples. An 

optical technique was used to measure the curvature of the samples and this could be 

related to the stress using Stoney's equation. After the Ti films were deposited and 

stress measurements carried out the samples were annealed at temperatures ranging 

from 450 to 650°C. The samples were then analised using XRD for phase 

identification and RBS to determine the kinetics of the phases. The phase formation 

and kinetics were then compared as a function of stress. Ah03 and Ti-oxide capping 

films were used in an attempt to limit oxidation, which was a continual problem. It 

was found that the Ti-oxide cap was the most effective as it seemed to act as a 

gettering site for any oxygen in the system. 

The Cr-Si, Pt-AI and Ru-AI lateral diffusion systems are discussed III detail in 

Chapter 5. The lateral diffusion couples consisted of islands of one material 

deposited onto a thin film of the other. The NMP was used in the RBS mode to do 

phase identification and the optical and electron microscopes were used to measure 

the kinetics of the lateral grown phases. A literature search was carried out on lateral 

diffusion systems and the results summarised and discussed. 
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The summary of the important results obtained in this study is contained in Chapter 

6. All the experimental work was focused on factors affecting phase formation. In this 

chapter the conclusions that can be derived from the effect of diffusion barriers, stress 

and lateral diffusion on phase formation are discussed in terms of the EHF model. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Sample preparation and processing 

Commercial Si wafers were used as substrates whether silicide reactions were being 

studied or not. Si wafers offer a firm, clean substrate with a relatively low mass 

making it favorable for RBS analyses. The deposited metals are mostly heavier than 

Si and can therefore easily be resolved. The silicon wafers could be made chemically 

inert to many materials by forming a film of amorphous Si02 on the surface. Metal 

films are then deposited onto the Si02 buffer layer when intermetallic reactions need 

to be studied. The substrates were degreased using organic solvents and etched with 

HF acid before being placed in a vacuum deposition chamber. The actual deposition 

technique and process was dependant on the desired sample structure. 

2.1.1. Standard thin film structures 

Blanket mono elemental thin film structures were deposited usmg a variety of 

techniques. They included chemical vapor deposition, electron beam vacuum 

deposition, sputtering and molecular beam epitaxy. These techniques were not all 

available at our lab and therefore some samples were made at other institutes. The 

films were deposited sequentially to obtain the desired structure. The majority of 

samples used in this study were made in two electron beam vacuum deposition 

systems. Both systems were fitted with rotary roughing pumps and turbo molecular 

pumps that could pump the deposition chamber down to below 10-5 Torr. A set of six 

ionisation pumps and a liquid nitrogen cold trap in the one system and a cryopump in 

the other system then took the pressure down to below 10-7 Torr. The pressure during 

evaporation was in the low 10-7 Torr range. Evaporation was accomplished by 

electron beam melting the materials in a water-cooled copper crucible. In the co

evaporator system up to three elements could be evaporated at the same time and the 

relatiVe-deposition rates "cieterrriined -the composition of the deposited thin film. The 

depositions were controlled using INFICON deposition controllers that automatically 

controlled the output power from the power supplies to the electron guns while 

monitoring the deposition rates, which were measured using crystal thickness 

monitors. 
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2.1.2. Lateral diffusion couples 

These structures consist of an island of one material deposited onto a thin film of 

another. The thin film is deposited as a blanket film onto a Si02 coated Si wafer using 

e-beam vacuum deposition (several hundred angstroms). The island is then deposited 

onto the blanket film by depositing the material through a silicon mask that has 

rectangular holes in it (400x800 ~m). 

2.1.3. Stressed structures 

There are three forms of stress in thin film structures namely thermal, coherency and 

intrinsic stress. Thermal stress is generated when multilayer structures experience a 

change in temperature. If the different films have different thermal expansion 

coefficients then a temperature change will result in a difference in thermal expansion. 

Metallic films for example generally have larger thermal expansion coefficients than 

semiconductors. If a metallic film is deposited onto a semiconducting substrate at an 

elevated temperature then when the system returns to room temperature the metallic 

film will want to shrink more than the substrate resulting in a tensile stress in the film 

and a compressive stress in the surface of the substrate. If TJ and T2 were the 

temperatures during and after deposition then the film would experience a thermal 

stress (Jth of 

(Jth = -Ex~a(T2-Tl)/(1-V) 

where ~a is the difference in thermal expansion coefficients, E the Young's modulus 

and v the Poisson's ratio. 

Coherency stress results when a thin film grows on a substrate or other thin film that 

has a crystalline mismatch with itself. In order to grow epitaxially on the substrate the 

film must slightly adapt its unit cell dimensions (the unit cell is strained) resulting in a 

build up of stress. If the crystal mismatch is more than a few percent, epitaxial growth 

wilf not take place-and-the-fil~ will g~ow- poiycrystalline. Coherency stress therefore 

occurs in systems where there is a small enough crystal mismatch for the growing unit 

cell to accommodate. Intrinsic stresses are those generated in films during growth that 

are not as a result of coherency or thermal effects. Stress can be introduced into a thin 

film system either through coherent growth of a film or by depositing a film with a 

thermal expansion coefficient different to that of the substrate. Stress introduced in 

this manner can be large enough to deform the entire substrate and thin film structure. 
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Stress can therefore be induced on the front side of a Si wafer by depositing a film on 

the back side which causes the entire wafer to be deformed. In this study different 

thickness of Si3N4 and Si02 films were deposited onto the back side of silicon wafers 

to induce different stress situations in the front side of the wafer. The reaction 

between the stressed silicon and a deposited front side film was then studied. 

2.1.4. Films of compounds and alloys 

In some cases it is necessary to deposit a film composed of more than one element. 

There are various deposition techniques that can do this. They can be divided into two 

groups. The first group deposits the film stoichiometrically from a target with the 

desired composition. Examples are Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) and magnetron 

sputtering. The other group introduces a mixture of gases or vapors into the deposition 

chamber. The relative activity of the components determines the composition of the 

film. Examples are co-evaporation, Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Chemical 

Vapor Deposition (CVD). A co-evaporation system was assembled and used in this 

study to deposit thin films of metal alloys. The different metals were placed in water

cooled copper crucibles inside a vacuum deposition chamber. Three e-guns could be 

used to melt three different metals simultaneously. The evaporation of each metal was 

monitored separately using crystal thickness monitors and the deposition rate was then 

controlled via a feedback system to the power supplies running the e-guns by 

INFICON deposition controllers. The relative deposition rates of the different metals 

determined the composition of the alloy thin films. 

2.1.5. Vacuum annealing 

The thin film structures were annealed in a quartz tube vacuum furnace with a 

temperature range from room temperature to 1100 0c. The vacuum furnace was fitted 

with a .6 boaLcarousel. Each boat could carry 4 samples.- The furnace was fitted with a 

mechanical fore pump, a turbo molecular pump and a liquid nitrogen cold trap. A 

pressure of 10-7 Torr was maintained during annealing. The temperature was 

controlled by a Eurotherm microprocessor which was part of a feedback system 

between a thermocouple mounted in the furnace and the furnace power supply. 
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2.1.6. Laser annealing 

During furnace annealing silicides form by solid state interaction. This means that the 

two materials mix through solid state diffusion. The diffusion is usually uniform over 

the surface of the sample. In contrast to this relatively slow process laser induced 

silicide formation occurs by the rapid heating and then subsequent quenching of a 

molten liquid and often results in a complex cellular structure which is visible under 

the optical microscope [St-80]. An excimer laser was used with pulse energy of up to 

170 mJ. The laser spot was focussed down to about 3x3mm giving a maximum 

energy density at the sample of about 2J/cm2
• 

2.2. Sample characterisation 

2.2.1. X-ray diffraction 

XRD is a quick and efficient technique for phase identification. The phases are 

identified by there crystal structure. The X-rays reflected from the different planes in 

the crystal undergo interference with each other. X-rays arriving at the same point 

from different planes have traveled different distances, which causes a phase shift and 

a resulting interference. Constructive interference occurs when the difference in 

distance traveled is equal to a multiple of a wavelength (see Fig. 2.1). 

crystal planes 

Fig. 2.1 Line -diagram of )Grays--reflected -off crystal planes. Interference between 
these reflected rays gives rise to the well known Bragg equation. By varying e and 
looking for constructive interference the d-spacing of the crystal planes can be 
measured. 

Constructive interference as a function of angle is given by the well known Bragg 

equation: 

2dsin8 = nA (2.1) 
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with d the interplanar spacing, n the the order of the reflection, A the wave length and 

8 the incident angle of the radiation. This relationship states that for a given 

interplanar distance and X-ray energy constructive interference will occur at a 

scattering angle of 8. By varying 8 and recording where constructive interference 

occurs the d-spacing of the crystal planes can be measured. A plot of X-ray counts 

versus 8 gives a series of peaks. The position of each peak defines the spacing 

between a set of planes. The intensity of the peak is determined by the interference of 

the X-rays reflecting off the other sets of planes in the crystal. 

In this study a standard 8-28 geometry was used. The sample was horizontal while 

both the detector and X-ray tube moved symmetrically through an angle 8. The X-ray 

yield is plotted as a function of2x8. The movement was computer controlled allowing 

variable scanning speed and digital data aquisition. The standard set up was 0.2° per 

step and 10 seconds per step. Powder diffraction data files were used to do the phase 

identification. 

2.2.2. Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) 

NormalRBS 

RBS is a very simple and fast method of obtaining elemental depth profiles in solids. 

It is very well suited for the study of thin films. The sample is bombarded by a 

monoenergetic charged particle beam. 2 MeV alpha particles were used in this study. 

The alpha particles penetrate the solid and are attenuated by the potential field in the 

solid. The alpha particles are then elastically backscattered off the nucleus of one of 

the atoms in the solid. As it moves out of the solid it again loses energy due to 

interaction with the solid. T_he Illlillbe!_ ~f elastically backscattered alpha's and their 

energy are detected with a solid state detector (see Fig. 2.2). The energy of the 

backscattered alpha's is proportional to the atomic mass of the atom from which it is 

scattered. The number of alpha's is proportional to the square of the atomic number of 

the scatterer. The energy loss of the alpha as it moves through the solid gives depth 

information. 
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There are therefore three basic concepts in RBS. Each of these is responsible for an 

analytic capability of the method: 

1. kinetic factor (mass analysis) 

2. differential scattering cross-section ( quantitative analysis) 

3. energy loss (depth analysis) 

At the hand of Fig. 2.2 the kinetic factor "k" is defined [Ch-78] as the ratio between 

the projectile energies after (E l ) and before (Eo) the elastic collision. Making use of 

conservation of energy and momentum (lab co-ordinates) it can be shown that: 

k = ~ = (Vl)2 = [mcose + (M2 - m
2 

sin
2 e)~ J2 

Eo vo· m+M 
(2-2) 

If the energy of the back scattered particle is measured at a known angle e then the 

mass M of the atom from which it is scattered can be calculated and thus identified. 

, , , , 
"" V2, Eb M , 

---ti-~-----~~ ----(;}--------
, , , , , 

detector 

Fig. 2.2 Diagram showing elastic backscattering of a light alpha particle from a 
heavier atom. 

The differential scattering cross section do- for charged nuclear particles is given in 
dQ 

laboratory co-ordinates by [Ch-78]: 
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(2-3) 

where z is the atomic number of the projectile, Z is the atomic number of the target 

atom, Eo is the energy of the projectile before scattering, 8 the laboratory scattering 

angle and 0 the finite solid angle spanned by detector. This definition implies that the 

solid angle of the detector dO is so small that the angle 8 is well defined. If this is so 

then the number of particles measured at an angle 8 in a solid angle dO would be 

proportional to the differential scattering cross section. In the case of detectors of 

finite solid angle 0 the average differential scattering cross section 0' is used. 

0' = i. f ( d8 ) dO 
On dO 

(2-4) 

This is sometimes called the scattering cross section. For very small detector solid 

d8 
angles 0, 0' ~ -

dO 

The following functional dependencies can be derived from equation 2.3: 

1. dO' is proportional to Z2. Higher backscattering yields are therefore possible with 
dO 

heavier particle beams. 

2 dO'. . I Z2 B k· : h.c. h . _. IS proportlOna to . ac scattermg spectrometry IS t erelore muc more 
dO 

sensitive to heavier elements. 

3. dO' is inversely proportional to the alpha particle energy. The yield therefore 
dO 

rises rapidly as the incoming beam attenuates through the sample material. 

4. dO' is axially symmetrical with respect to the axis of the incident beam and is 
dO . 

therefore a function of8 only. 

5. dO' is approxim~tely inversely proportional to sin4(8) when m « M. There is 
dO 

therefore a rapid decrease in yield as 8 is increased. 
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By measuring the energy loss of the alpha as it moves into the sample and is 

backscattered onto the detector it is possible to determine the depth to which the 

projectile penetrated. The energy loss is expressed as a stopping power dE in units of 
dx 

V/ATh ' ... IdE h N' h . e . e stoppmg cross sectIOn IS gIVen as E = - -, were IS t e atomIC 
N dx 

density of the target. Both stopping power and cross section are dependant on the 

target composition and incoming beam energy. In general though, for small variations 

in energy, the stopping power (dE) does not change much and the relationship 
dx 

between energy loss (~E) and depth (t) can be expressed as ~E = [S]t, where [S] is the 

so called backscattering energy loss factor. For thin films, ~t less than 1000 A, the 

relative change in energy along the path of the particle is small. In this case the 

surface energy approximation can be used, meaning that (dE) is evaluated at Eo 
dx in 

and (dE) is evaluated at KEo with K known as the backscattering kinetic factor. 
dx out 

Thus the energy lost by a proj ectile of mass m which was backscattered off an atom of 

mass M at a depth ~t can be approximated as [Fe-86] 

( KdE 1 dE J 
~E = [S]~t = ---- E + KE ~t 

\cos8 1 dx 0 cos82 Dx 0 

(2-5) 

where 8\ and 82 are the angles of the incoming and outgoing particle with respect to 

the normal. In a compound there will be more than one element say A and B in the 

sample. The alpha particle scatters off only one atom and therefore only one of the 

elements in the target. The stopping power of the material is however affected by both 

the elements in the sample. The energy loss of the alpha particle backscattered off 

element A at a depth M in a compound AmBn using the surface energy approximation 

is given by: 

~E = [S]A M = [KA dE E + I dE KE J ~t 
cos8 1 dx 0 cos8 2 dx 0 

(2-7) 

where KA is the backscattering kinetic factor off element A. Bragg's rule states that 

EAmBn = mEA + nEB where EA and EB are the stopping cross sections of atoms A and 
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B respectively. The total energy loss of the charged particle in the compound AmBn is 

therefore: 

L1E = [StMBN L1t = M [S]AMBN + n [StMBN 
m+M A M+n 8 

(2-7) 

The height of the spectrum H gives the number of backscattered particles with energy 

in a certain energy interval oE between E and (E + oE) and is given by [Ch-78, Zi-

75]: 

H = non( dO") N bE 
dO [S]cosel 

(2-8) 

where no is the number of incident particles, 0 the solid angle of the detecting system 

and N the atomic density, while (dO") and [S] are given by equation 2.3 and equation 
dO .. 

2.5 respectively. The height of the spectrum peak HA for element A in the compound 

AMBN can be given in the saine way as equation 2.8. 

HA = noo(dO") NA A ~ 
dO A [S]A M N cosel 

(2.9) 

where NA refers to the density of the atoms A in the compound AMBN. A similar 

equation holds for Hs the height of the spectrum peak of element B in the compound. 

As NA and Ns must be proportional to M and N 

H A 0" A M[S]~MBN 
= ----'-''-----=--

H B 0" BN[S]~MBN 
(2.10) 

where 0" A is the average differential cross section given by: 

0" A = ~ f( dO") dO 
o dO A 

(2-11) 

Extensive use was made of-the-RU-MP-RBS-dataprocessing and simulation computer 

package [Do-85]. The two major limitations to RBS as an analytical technique are: 

1. It is difficult to determine the identity of heavy atomic species, since the mass 

resolution decreases with increasing mass. 

2. Low levels of light mass impurities in a heavier mass substrate are difficult to 

measure because of the unfavourable ratio of scattering cross sections. 
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In-situ real-time RBS 

A RBS spectrum gives the instantaneous composition as a function of depth almost 

like a photograph. In order to obtain information on how a system changes with time 

it is necessary to take a sequence of RBS spectra and compare them. To see how a 

phase grows in a thin film system for example a series of samples have to be made 

and annealed for different times. Each sample is then analysed using RBS and the 

spectra are compared to see how the phase grows. Two major disadvantages to this 

technique are that many samples have to be made and annealed and there could be 

differences in the structure and impurity content of the samples, which are assumed to 

be exactly the same. The in-situ real-time RBS system used in this study made it 

possible for a sample to be annealed in the scattering chamber while a scattering 

signal (RBS or ERDA) was being acquired, which meant that all the information 

about the growth of one or more phases could be derived from one sample. This was 

done by mounting an air-cooled copper heating stage into the RBS analysis chamber. 

The sample was mounted onto the copper front plate of the heat stage with silver 

paste. Teniperature measurement was done with a thermocouple mounted in the 

copper heating block such that it touched the back surface of the front plate. A special 

ruggedised surface barrier detector had to be used as it pointed directly at the hot 

surface of the heating element. This detector had a thicker Au window that did not 

allow radiated photons from the sample to enter the active region of the detector. With 

the assistance of a liquid nitrogen cold trap the pressure in the chamber could reach 

below 10-6 Torr. RBS spectra are acquired in situ while the sample was being 

annealed. A 2 MeV He+ beam was used with a backscattered angle of 165° and the 

sample was tilted 10° towards the detector. The heating stage was controlled by a 

eurotherm processor which allowed the temperature cycle, which could include 

isothermal (see Fig. 2.3 and 2.4) or temperature ramps to be pre-programmed. RBS 

spectra Were acquired c6Iititiuc)lisly and' spectra stored at 10 second intervals. The 

acquired charge and sample temperature were also saved with each spectrum. After 

the run was completed the RBS spectra could be added to improve statistics and the 

charge normalised. Any variation in the charge measurement was corrected for by 

requiring that a certain region of the substrate contain the same number of counts in 

all the spectra. The RBS spectra were then analysed using the RUMP simulation 

package [Do-85]. 
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Fig. 2.3 Surface constructed from a series of RBS spectra acquired at different times 
from the same Co-Si sample isothermally annealed at 45(fC using the in situ analysis 
technique. The surface shows the simultaneous growth of Co lSi and CoSi [Th-97] 
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Fig. 2.4 In situ real-time RBS surface showing the formation of CrSil on PdlSi. The 
sample temperature was ramped up to 425°C over 35 minutes by which time the PdlSi 
had already formed, and then kept at this temperature for an isothermal anneal. The 
Ta marker that was embedded in the PdSil layer shifts deeper (lower energy) during 
the CrSilformation indicating that the Si is being supplied by direct diffusionfrom the 
substrate. The element that has been underlined is that from which backscattering has 
taken place [Th-97, Th-98}. 
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2.2.3. Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) 

The NMP used in this study was installed onto the zero degree line of a 6 Me V Van 

de Graaf accelerator. The accelerator was capable of supplying high current H+, H/ 

and He + beams. The beam goes through an analysing magnet that selects the energy 

and then through a series of quadropole electromagnets, steering coils and collimators 

before it enters the microprobe as such. Three Oxford electromagnets then focus the 

beam onto the sample. These were lenses with very little aberration that allowed for 

very small beam sizes down to about 1 ).lm. The beam was steered by Oxford 

scanning coils, which were fully automated with a PC interface, graphics screen and 

mouse control. The beam could be scanned with variable dwell time and step size and 

also positioned at any point in the scanning area for point analysis. Runs could be 

saved in event by event mode. The acquisition process could then be played back with 

different software settings allowing further analysis of interesting areas. 

Detection facilities included: a X-ray detector, annular Si positioned for RBS, 

channeltron electron detector for secondary electron imaging, optical microprobe and 

another surface barrier detector positioned for elastic recoil detection analysis 

(ERDA) and scanning transmission ion microscopy (STIM). Signals accepted in the 

scanning mode included X-rays, RBS, secondary electrons and current measurements. 

2.2.4. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 

In the SEM an electron beam is generated with an electron gun, accelerated through a 

high voltage and focused into a fine probe by electro-magnetic lenses. The electro 

optical column through which the beam passes is held under a high vacuum to allow 

free path for the electrons and to prevent high voltage discharge. Accelerating 

voltages vary between 5 and- 40 kY. A ray diagram of a two lens SEM is shown in 

Fig.' 2.5. The condenser lens causes the electron beam to 'converge and pass through a 

focal point which is above a condenser aperture. The condenser lens, in conjunction 

with the chosen accelerator voltage is primarily responsible for the intensity of the 

electron beam when it strikes the specimen. The beam again diverges below the 

condenser lens aperture. A final lens is used to bring the beam into focus at the 

specimen by demagnifying (converging) it to a focal point at the specimen surface. 
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The final lens demagnification determines the electron beam spot SIze at the 

specimen. This in turn determines the SEM resolution. 

v Gun 

Condenser lens 

\ 
Scan coils 

/ 

Objective lens 
and aperture (A) 

Specimen 

Fig. 2.5 Ray diagram of a two lens SEM showing the electron beam path to the 
specimen. 

The electron beam is scanned across the sample by scan coils (see Fig. 2.5). From this 

the name scanning electron microscope. As the beam is scanned across the specimen a 

detector counts the number of low energy secondary electrons given off from the 

surface of the sample. At the same time the spot of a cathode ray tube (CRT) is 

scanned across the screen in a similar way as in a television. The signal measured by 

the detector is amplified and coupled to the CRT. The brightness of the point on the 

screen is therefore dependent on the amount of secondary electrons given off at the 

corresponding point on the surface of the sample. A one to one presentation is 

therefore produced between the area scanned and the screen of the CRT. 

Magnification of the image is the relationship between the length of the scan line on 

the specimen and on the CRT screen. A prerequisite for effective viewing is that the 

surface of the sanlple must be electrically conductive. During operation electrons are 

deposited onto the sample. These electrons must be conducted away to earth. As long 
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as the Si substrate makes good electrical contact with the sample holder the Si has a 

high enough conductivity to ensure good contact between the surface layers and earth. 

2.2.5. Energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) 

There are a variety of interactions between the electrons in a SEM or e-microprobe 

and the solid being studied resulting in a variety of signals that may be detected (see 

Fig. 2.6). These signals include secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, 

transmitted electrons and specimen current. Information regarding speCImen 

composition can also be determined by making use of the Auger electron signals or 

measuring the cathode illurninescence of the sample. 

. I 
1° Elect ron S.am 

Backscat tered 
~EI.ctron. 

Characteristic X-RayS" / 

'" / ,,pathodolumlneacence 

Seconds ry - ... ~~ ,'/ 
Electrons .~ / ' _ .... Aug.r 

" /.- _--- EI.ctrons 
.---...::111::.;;----... 

Speclm.n 
current Transmitted 

Electrons 

~ 

Fig. 2.6 illustration showing seven of the possible signals generated by the primary 
electron beam-specimen interaction in the SEM 

A technique which is used extensively for elemental identification and mapping is the 

measurement of the excited characteristic X -rays of atoms. The electron beanl excites 

an atom in the sample, which then decays back to its ground state through the 

emission of a characteristic X-ray. This technique is often called EDAX as this is the 

name of a commonly used X-ray analyses system in SEM's and electron microprobes. 
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2.2.6. Optical microscopy 

A NIKON LABOPHOT microscope was used that could be operated in transmitted or 

reflected light mode. In this study the samples were never transparent so the 

microscope was always used in the reflective light mode. For this reason special 

NIKON reflective light lenses were used, with selections of total magnification (eye 

piece magnification multiplied by objective lens magnification) ranging from 50 to 

1000 times. A digital Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera (SONY digital 

HyperHAD colour video camera) was mounted onto the microscope via an 

appropriate lens system. The image was projected onto a PC screen and saved in 

digital format using the miro VIDEO DC20 software system. The instrument was 

routinely used to view the surface of reacted samples as a first stage of analysis. No 

sample preparation is required and the results are immediate. The system was 

extensively used in the study of lateral diffusion, void formation, microstructure and 

other morphological features (see Fig. 2.7). 

Fig. 2.7 Optical micrograph of a rectangular (340 x 710 11m) AI-island deposited onto 
a thin film of Ru. The sample has been annealed at 550 °C for 29 hours. The edge 
around the island shows about 50 11m of lateral phase formation that has grown out of 
the island. The dark areas on the rectangular island are voids in the AI. 
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2.2.7. Mossbauer Spectroscopy (MS) 

MS is a nuclear analysis technique used to study solids. Information about the local 

atomic and electronic environment of a probe atom is derived via electromagnetic 

radiation emitted by the probe atom while it is present in the solid. This includes 

information on magnetic characteristics, chemical bonds, crystal structure and the 

dynamics of the probe atom. 

Hyperfine interactions 

Every atom is in a certain environment (gas, liquid or solid) and the interaction with 

this environment will lead to a deformation and splitting of the nuclear energy level 

structure. This is the hyperfine interaction and is determined by the local microscopic 

environment of the nucleus. There are three basic hyperfine interactions and each is 

related to a measurable parameter. 

1. The isomer shift (8). 

This is the shift in a nuclear energy level due to a change in electron density relative 

to a reference energy level. The electron density around the nucleus depends on the 

chemical environment and in this way MS gives information on the chemical phase. 

The isomer shift is usually quoted relative to that of aFe. 

2. Electrical quadrupole splitting (~ or ~EQ1 

The quadrupole split is a splitting of a energy level induced by the presence of a 

electric field gradient at the site of the probe atom. In other words it is a measure of 

the symmetry in the charge distribution around the probe atom. Deviation from a 

cubic point symmetry around the probe atom will lead to splitting of the energy level. 

3. Magnetic dipole interaction (nuclear Zeeman effect, H or HM1 

The nuclear Zeeman effect only plays a role when there is a magnetic field present in 

the crystal. This field could be generated internally within the crystal (hyperfine field) 

or be an applied external field. Just as in the presence of an electric field gradient this 

will result in a splitting of a nuclear energy level due to the Zeeman effect. The 
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parameter that is measured is the energy change between the split energy levels and 

this can be related to H the hyperfine field induced around the probe atom. 

The combined effect of these three parameters constitutes the hyperfine interactions of 

the atom. They determine the shift and splitting of the nuclear energy levels. Although 

all nuclei in a solid undergo hyperfine interactions the MS technique cannot measure 

these· parameters in all nuclei, because suitable nuclear energy levels are not always 

available. 

Experimental procedure 

A Mossbauer experiment requires a source that contains the radioactive Mossbauer 

isotope in its excited state andan absorber, which is in the sample to be analyzed. The 

radioactive isotope emits gamma radiation with energy of about 10 keY. The 

radioactive element is only classified as a Mossbauer element if the emission occurs 

without energy loss due to recoil. This means that the same element will be able to 

absorb the emitted gamma. The absorber therefore contains the same Mossbauer 

isotope contained in the source, but in the ground state. These atoms are called the 

probe atoms. The absorber is the sample in which the hyperfine interactions are to be 

measured. As mentioned previously aPe is usually used as the reference relative to 

which all shifts are measured. This effectively means that aPe will be quoted as 

having zero isomer shift. By moving the radiation source at different speeds relative 

to the absorber the radiation energy is scanned over a small energy range as it 

undergoes a Doppler shift. This makes it possible for the emitted radiation from the 

source to excite the nuclei of the probe atoms in the absorber although they have a 

different absorption profile due to their different environment. Measuring the 

absorption as a function of radiation energy gives information about the hyperfine 

structure ll!?-g therefore the _ enviroJ11llent of the probe atoms. The probability for 

resonant absorption and excitation is dependent on the f-fraction or recoil fraction of 

the material. The f-fraction is the fraction of nuclei (ofthe same sort) that can absorb a 

photon without the creation of a phonon. This is largely determined by the stiffness of 

the lattice in which the atom is situated. The f-fraction will therefore decrease with 

increasing temperature. The Debye temperature is a parameter that quantifies the 

stiffness of the lattice. The stiffer an atom is bound in the lattice the smaller the recoil 
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after absorption or emission of a photon, leaving the energy of the emitted and 

absorbed photon the same. In this way resonant absorption and emission is possible 

between similar nuclei in the source and absorber. A Mossbauer isotope has to fulfill 

all above mentioned criteria and as a result there are few isotopes which can be used. 

The most commonly used are 57Pe, 119Sn, 125Te, 1271, 1291, 129Xe, 131Xe, 121Sb and 

197Au. 

57Fe Mossbauer Spectroscopy 

Of all the existing Mossbauer transitions the 57pe isotope is the most commonly used. 

One of the most important reasons for this is that the recoil fraction is high at room 

temperature (>90%) which simplifies the experiment. For some other Mossbauer 

probe elements a cryostat is needed to obtain a high enough recoil fraction to do the 

measurement. The excited state of the 57pe transition (98 ns lifetime) can be supplied 

by the decay of either 57CO, 57Mn or 57Ni. The long lifetime (270 days) of the 57CO 

isotope is well suited for long measurements whereas the shorter (1.6 m) lifetime of 

the 57Mn isotope is better suited for shorter or faster measurements. 

The excited Mossbauer state decays to the 57Fe ground state by emission of a 14.4 

keY photon (10%) or conversion electrons (90%). Conversion Electron Mossbauer 

Spectroscopy (CEMS) uses the large number of electrons emitted to gain the 

information about the absorber. In such an experiment a 57 Co source is used as an 

emitter to study the 57Fe isotope in the absorber. The 57CO isotope decays to the 

excited 57pe Mossbauer isotope that then emits a photon, which enters the absorber 

and excites a 57pe isotope atom. This atom in turn decays via 90% emission of 

conversion electrons that are detected as a function of sample speed. Maximum 

resonant absorption is characterized by maximum electron emission, which is a 

positive peak in the spectrum. In conventional MS the resonant absorption is shown as 

a dip iIi thefnfusrilission photon signal. 

The experimental set-up used for the CEMS in this study was as follows (see Fig 2.8). 

The detector was of the parallel plate type operating under constant 50mbar pressure. 

The detector gas was a mixture of 90% He and 10 % methane. The operating voltage 

was between 400 and 500 volts. The samples were mounted onto the ground plate 

using graphite aerosol. The incoming y-radiation was normal to the surface of the 
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sample. A 25 mCi ColRh source was used. For those samples that underwent laser 

annealing only the laser spot was irradiated. This was done by placing a plastic/kapton 

mask over the samples. The data collection period of a single sample extended up to 

three days. 

entrance window 
nylon studs + nu~ 

gas inlet 
I*=J:{::S:i~==~~~=it ________ aluminium housing 

,~~~~~~~w::== positive plate !l ground plate 

HV connection 

Fig. 2.8. Doppler shifted gamma rays enter the CEMS detector through the window. 
The Fe nuclei in the sample (which is placed on the ground plate) absorb the photons. 
In this process conversion electrons and gamma photons are emitted (ratio electrons 
to photons is 8.3:1). The electrons are accelerated by the electric field between the 
plates and they excite the He atoms in the detector gas, which also emit electrons 
causing an avalanche. The electron current is measured between the plates and this 
signal is proportional to the electron emission from the sample. The methane 
component in the gas mixture serves as a quencher to the avalanche effect. 

2.2.8. Stress measurements in thin films 

As mentioned before thin films deposited onto a substrate can bend the substrate as a 

result of stress. By measuring the change in wafer curvature and assuming that the 

stress in the thin film (which must be much thinner than the wafer) is isotropic the 

stress can be calculated using Stoney's equation (see Appendix A equation A.6) 

ESub dSub 1 1 ( J( 2 J( J O"film = (1- VSub) 6dfilm R - Ro 

where ()film is the stress in the thin film (negative=compressive and positive=tensile), 

Esub and Vsub are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the substrate, dSllb and dfjlm 

are the substrate and film thickness, Ro is the initial radius of curvature before film 

deposition and R is the measured radius of curvature. The following assumptions are 
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made when using Stoney's equation to calculate the stress in the thin film from the 

radius of curvature of the sample. 

• The stress in the thin film is homogenous throughout its thickness. This is only 

true if dfi1m « dsub . 

• There is zero stress in the center of the substrate when it is deformed. The stress 

therefore changes sign from the front to the back side. This implies that the wafer 

deformation is small in comparison to the substrate thickness. The bow of the 

san1ple (see Fig 2.9) should be less than the substrate thickness. 

If the stress in the thin film is not isotropic then it will be biaxial with both 

components in the plane of the film. There cannot be a stress component normal to the 

film surface. If the stress is not isotropic then the curvature must be measured as a 

function of position and from there the stress field can be calculated. The substrate 

curvature is measured by scanning a laser across a line on the surface of the sample. 

During the scan the position of the reflected light is measured with a position sensitive 

light detector at a fixed distance from the sample. The scanning is done by a rotating 

mirror and lens setup in such a way that for a flat sample the position of the reflected 

light does not move. For a curved sample the position of the reflected light moves 

proportionally to the position of the laser spot on the sample. The curvature of the 

sample can be deduced from the gradient of the reflected light position versus laser 

spot position curve. 

Silicon substrate 

b 

R 

Fig. 2.9 Schematic of a curved sample with a thin film deposited on the Back Side 
(BS) where b=bow, L=sample size and R=radius of curvature. A positive radius of 
curvature means that the deposited film is under tensile stress and a negative radius 
would mean that the film is under compressive stress. 
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3. FE-SILICIDE FORMATION FROM ALLOYS AND THROUGH 
DIFFUSION BARRIERS 

3.1. Introduction 

On the Fe-Si phase diagram there are four compound phases and two liquidus minima 

(LM) situated symmetrically around the FesoSiso position (see Fig. 3.1). The four 

compound phases are Fe2Si, FesSi3, FeSi and FeSi2. FeSi and FeSh occur in several 

polymorphic structures of which not all are stable under equilibrium conditions. Some 

of these phases are only formed in thin film structures on crystalline Si substrates. The 

equilibrium forms of the monosilicide and the disilicide are 8FeSi, aFeSh and /3FeSh 

(see table 3.1 for crystal parameters). The 8FeSi is generally found as the first to form 

in thin film studies. The EHF model states that the first phase to form will be the one 

that has the most negative effective heat of formation (L1H') at the concentration of 

the Liquidus Minimum (LM). The effective concentration at the interface between 

two materials is usually that of the LM. In this case the system has to choose between 

two liquidus minima at 1212 °c and 1220 °c, (see Fig. 3.1) and therefore seems to opt 

for an effective concentration in the middle between the two liquidus minima, where 

FeSi is thermodynamically favoured. Subsequent phase formation would depend on 

the relative thickness of Fe and Si. In our case the system has excess Si and therefore 

the most Si rich FeSh phase forms as a second and [mal phase. 

Table 3.1 Crystal parameters of different Fe-silicides. 

Compound 
Crystal Space 

Prototype 
Lattice constants (A) 

system group a b c 

Si Cubic Fd3m C 5.4 

aFe Cubic lm3m 2.8664 

Fe3Si Cubic Im3m W 2.841(5) 

Fe2Si Cubic Pm3m CsCI 2.81 

FejSi3 Hexagonal P63imcm MnjSh 6.759(5) 4.720(5) 

EFeSi Cubic P2 13 4.48798 

FeSi[CsCI] * Cubic Fm3m CsCI 2.7 

aFeSi2 Tetragonal P4immm 2.69392 5.1361 

~FeSi2 Orthorhombic FeSi2 9.879 7.799 7.839 

yFeSi2[CaF2]* Cubic Fm3m CaF2 5.4 

Feo.5Si[CsCI]* Cubic Fm3m CsCl 2.7 

*Metastable phases 
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Fig. 3.1 EHF and phase diagram of the Fe-Si system. Each triangle in the EHF 
diagram shows the amount of energy per mole of atom that will be generated if that 
phase were to form, as a function of composition. The effective concentration at the 
interface of a binary system is chosen to be that of the liquidus minimum. In this 
system there are two liquidus minima very close in temperature to each other, situated 
at 30 and 70 at. % Fe respectively. 
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FeSh occurs in two possible equilibrium phases namely alpha and beta. The aFeSi2 

phase is stable above 937 °C, has a tetragonal structure and is metallic of nature. The 

~FeSh phase is stable below 937 °C, orthorhombic in structure and is a 

semiconductor. It has an indirect optical band gap of about 0.87 eV (see table 3.2) 

which places it in the near infra red region making it suitable for a variety of 

applications including optical fiber links, light sources and infra red detectors. This is 

the reason for the extensive studies currently being carried out on the growth of 

epitaxial ~FeSi2 thin-films on silicon. There are three major factors which make large 

area epitaxial growth of ~FeSi2 on silicon problematic. 

1. There are two possible azimuthal orientations that an epitaxial film of ~FeSh can 

have on silicon called type A and type B (see table 3.3 and Fig. 3.2). Films of 

~FeSi2 usually consist of a mixture of these two epitaxial crystallites [Vo-94]. 

2. There is a reversible transition between ~FeSh and the tetragonal aFeSh 

(a=b=2.69 A, c=5.1 A, see Fig. 3.3) phase at 937°C. The alpha phase has also 

been reported below its bulk stability temperature [Vo-95, Ma-95]. 

3. The Fe-Si thin film system has a complicated phase formation sequence with 

many non-equilibrium phases which have been reported. The phase sequence is 

often not just dependant on the relative thickness of Fe and Si but on the absolute 

thickness of the films (see Fig.3.4) [Vo-95]. 

Table 3.2 Electrical properties ofthin-film semiconducting silicides [Ma-95]. 

Silicide Resistivity Band gap 

(ncm) (eV) 

ReSi2 18xl0-3 0.18 

ReSi 1.75 5xl0-3 0.16-0.32 

CrSh 6xl0-3 0.27 

~FeSh 3x l0-1 0.87 
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Table 3.3 Possible orientations for the epitaxy of j3FeSi2 on silicon (100) and (111) 

[Ma-95} 

(100) s ilicon (II I) silicon 

Matching plane Matching planes 

pFeSi2(100) I I Si(IOO) pFeSi2(101) II pFeSi2( II 0) I I pFeSi2CIOO) I I pFeSi2(0 I 0) I I 
Si(l ll ) Si(1ll) SiC 111) SiC III ) 

Azimuthal orientation Azimuthal orientation 

A-type B-type A-type 

pFeSi2 [OOI] I I pFeSi2[01O] I I pFeSi2[O I 0] I I 
Si< II0> Si< IOO> Si[I 10] 

pFeSi2[010] I I pFeSi2[OOI] I I 
Si< IIO> Si< IOO> 

(bl 
THE TYPE A LATTICE MATCHING 

For FeSi:z(100)ISi(001) 

+ + + + + + + 
Common Unit Mesh 

31 A2 + + + [JI+1.8: + 

+ + + + ±O.3" 

+ M----~~~" . + 
, , 
! I· + , , 
!-----J 

+ 

+ + 
Si Unit Meshes FeSi2 Unit Meshes 

.------ Conventional -- Primitive 

B-type 

pFeSi2[OOI] I I 
Si[J 10] 

THE TYPE B LATTICE MATCHING 
For FeSi2(100)ISi(001) 

+ + + + 
+ . + . + . + . 

Common Unit Mesh 
122 "2 . 

+ • + • • + • .0:. 
- 4 .0:< 

• + • 
+ 

+. + . + . 

~---- • +. <1>. : ·---;--:t. . . 
• I , r 

+ L_J~~I ! . ... ! ~est2[0.101 
+ + -------+-

Si Unit Meshes FeSi2 Unit ·Meshes 

.--- - - Conventional - Primitive 

Fig. 3.2 The Type A and type B heteroepitaxial relationship and lattice matching 
between Si(100) and j3FeSi2 [Ge-91}. The common unit mesh which corresponds to 
the mismatches quoted in the figure are also shown. The A type silicide has the [010} 
direction of the silicide parallel to the <110> set of direction in the Si. The type B film 
is rotated through 45° relative to the substrate so that the [010} direction is parallel 
to the <100> set of directions in the Si. In both cases the (100) planes in the substrate 
are parallel to the (100) planes in the silicide. The Si net is denoted by • and the 
f3FeSi2 net is denoted by +. 

When Fe-silicide thin films are grown on Si substrates a variety of metastable phases, 

all with the same [CsCl] crystal structure, have been reported. This is due to the very 
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good crystalline compatibility (pseudomorphism) with the substrate. The [CsCI] Fe

silicides are similar to CoSi2 and NiSi2 which are stable in the closely related [CaF2] 

structure and also grow epitaxially on silicon. The CsCI structure Fel_xSi has been 

formed on Si(111) in compositions ranging from x=o to x=0.5 [Vo-92]. These [CsCI] 

and [CaF2] structures can be built up from the cubic Si structure by simply replacing 

Si with metal atoms or vacancies. Fig. 3.3 shows how they all consist of a basic cube 

of Si atoms with half the cell parameter of Si (2.7 A instead of 5.4 A) which is 

surrounded by a larger cube of Fe atoms with a cell parameter very close to that of Si 

(5.4 A). By varyingthe amount of Fe atoms in this outer cube and the way in which 

they are distributed the different phases can be formed. In the case of FeSi[CsCI] all 

the Fe positions are filled. If half the Fe atoms in this outer cube are removed in an 

ordered fashion (every second atom) then yFeSh[CaF2] is formed. The cubic 

symmetry in which the Fe atoms are distributed in this phase gives rise to a singlet in 

its Mossbauer spectrum (see Appendix C). If on the other hand these Fe atoms are 

removed randomly the CaF 2 structure is not formed although the basic CsCI structure 

is maintained. This disordered phase with composition FeSh and CsCI structure is 

called Feo.sSi[CsCll This structure is still cubic but the Fe atoms in the outer cube are 

no longer distributed symmetrically around the inner Si cube and the Mossbauer 

spectrum of this phase is therefore not a singlet but a doublet (see Appendix C). The 

Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase is often confused with the yFeSi2[CaF2] phase in the literature. 

The y-Iabel is used although the Mossbauer spectra shows the characteristic doublet of 

the CsCI-structure Fe-disilicide. Another reason for the confusion is that if only XRD 

and RBS are used it is very difficult to discern between these two phases. Even the 

stable aFeSh can be built from the CsCI structure if the cubic structure is allowed to 

deform to the tetragonal structure. In some thin film cases this usually high 

temperature phase (>950 °C) has been found to form at temperatures as low as 550°C 

when grown onS-i(1I-l}-suhsttates-[Ch-93]:-This is tIiotighCto happen for the same 

reason that the cubic metastable phases are preferred in thin film silicide systems and 

that is the small crystal misfit anq close match in the positioning of the atoms in the Si 

substrate and the silicide overlayer. It has been found experimentaly that the 

metastable CsCI structures are favored when very thin films are formed (~15 A) and 

the substrate still has a large influence. When the films become thicker (several 
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hundred A) the stable compounds (c, a and ~ Fe-silicide) start forming. This IS 

ilustrated in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3.4. 

EFeSi FeSi[CsCI] 

----------4.5 A ----------- ----2.7 A----

Si 

-----------5.4 A ----------

FeSh[CaF2] aFeSiz 

5.14A 

----------5.4A----------- ----2.69A--

Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagrams of the crystal structures of sFiSi, FeSi[CsClj, 
FeSi2[CaF2} and aFeSi2 showing how they compare to the Si[C} structure. 
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Fig. 3.4 Fe-Si kinetic phase diagram showing which phases form when Fe reacts with 
Si (J 11) for different film thicknesses and different annealing temperatures [On-93]. 

Due to the semiconductor nature of the ~FeSi2 phase (see table 3.2) there is much 

interest in growing this phase epitaxially on silicon. As shown in Fig. 3.4 the ~FeSi2 

phase can be formed epitaxially on Si(111) by converting the CsCI structure phases to 

the ~ phase by increasing the annealing temperature. For very thin films tIns does not 

occur via the bulk stable 8-phase. Using Reactive Deposition Epitaxy (RDE) the ~

phase has also been formed by following the FeSi[CsCI]~Fel _ 

xSi[CsCI]~aFeSi2~~FeSi2 path [Ch-93] where the a-phase is formed at 550 °C. The 

success achieved in very thin film systems of growing the ~FeSb phase via the 

metastable mono and di-silicides has increased the interest in these CsCI and CaF2 

structure Fe-silicides. 

Fig. 3.5 shows the total energy curves for the a, ~ and y Fe-disilicides as well as the 

disordered d-phase (Feo.sSi[CsCIJ) calculated as a function of atomic volume by 

Miglio et. al. [Mi-95] . As can be expected the ~ phase has the lowest energy and 

slightly above this is the a phase with an energy difference of 14 me V latom. This is 

in agreement with the fact that the ~ phase is the bulk stable low temperature phase 

and a is the bulk stable high temperature phase. 29 me V latom above the a phase and 
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well below the ordered yFeSi2[CaF2] is the disordered Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase. It is also 

clear that the energy difference between the a and disordered Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase in 

thin film epitaxial configurations is even less than 29 me V /atom because the d-phase 

has a smaller lattice misfit with Si than the a phase (the arrow in Fig. 3.5 indicates the 

equilibrium volume of Si and this corresponds to the energy minimum of the d

phase). This corresponds to previous results showing that the ordered yFeSh[CaF2] 

phase does not usually form when a thin film of Fe reacts with Si(111) but rather the 

Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase forms. It will be shown that this also agrees with the results of 

this study where the disordered Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase was formed epitaxially on 

Si(100). 
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Fig. 3.5 Total energy curves versus atomic volume for all the FeSi2 phases. The arrow 
indicates the equilibrium volume of crystalline Si [Mi-95}. The d phase is the 
disordered Feo.5Si[CsCl] phase. 

As in the Co-Si and Ni-Si systems the CsCl structure iron mono and di-silicides grow 

epitaxialy on Si(111) substrates simply by reacting the metal with the substrates. From 

the cubic symmetry of both Si and the CsCI structure it could be expected that these 

phases would also easily grow epitaxialy on Si(100) but this is not the case as a 

continuous film of CsCI Fe-silicide has until now never been formed on Si(100). The 

only success in forming CsCI-structure Fe-silicides on Si(lOO) has been by implanting 

Fe into Si(100) substrates followed by Ion Beam Induced Epitaxial Crystallization 
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(IBIEC) during which Fe-silicide precipitates (three dimensional islands) form. It has 

been found that even when the CsCI or CaF2 structure silicides (Co and Ni-silicides) 

are successfully grown on Si(100) the growth is still in a direction perpendicular to 

the (111) planes of silicon [Va-99]. This results in the formation of pyramid structures 

at the reaction interface. Si(100) is the most used substrate in the integrated circuit 

industry and for this reason it is necessary to be able to grow technologically desirable 

silicides on these substrates. Si(100) was therefore used in all the Fe-Si studies carried 

out in this study. 

There have been reports of varying degrees of success in the formation of epitaxial 

~FeSh using SPE, MBE and IBS techniques [Ma-95]. SPE and MBE techniques 

result in a mixture of type A and type B beta phase at temperatures ranging from 200 

to 750°C. The most successful experimental procedure of this sort for growing the 

beta phase on Si<100> had the following steps [Vo-94]. 

• Deposition of 1-2 A of Fe followed by a stoichiometric co-evaporation of Fe and 

Si for a total of7 A ofFeSh at room temperature. 

• Annealing of the template at 400 to 500°C. 

• In order to increase the ~FeSh template thickness the first two steps are repeated 

several times, each time increasing the annealing temperature by 20 to 50°C. 

• Once the ~FeSh template has been formed its thickness can be increased by 

MBE. 

IBS has also been used with some success to form ~FeSh epitaxially on Si<100>. 

The following is a typical procedure [Re-92]. 

• 4xl017 atoms/cm-2 of Fe is implanted into Si<100>. The implantation energy is 

300 keY and the substrate temperature is 350°C. 
- -- - -.. 

• The sample is then annealed at 850°C to form a stable ~FeSh film. 

• 1050 °c anneal to transform the beta to the alpha phase and to anneal out any 

defects. 

• Long anneal at 800°C to convert the alpha phase back to epitaxial beta. 

In this study we investigate the use of diffusion barriers and laser annealing on the 

growth of epitaxial Fe-silicide films on Si<100>. Previous work done in the Co-Ti-Si 
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system showed that high quality epitaxial CoSi2 films could be grown through a Ti 

intermediary film [La-91, Hs-9l] where the function of the Ti was to getter away the 

residual native oxide on the silicon and act as a diffusion barrier. The diffusion 

barrier causes the CoSh phase to form as first phase whereas this is usually the third 

phase to form in Co-Si thin film diffusion couples. This is similar to the Ni-Si system 

where a Ni-Zr alloy intermediary layer causes NiSi2 to form as first phase instead of 

Ni2Si [De-90]. In both these cases the diffusion barrier limits the supply of the metal 

to the reaction interface. This means that the concentration at the reaction interface 

changes in such a way that another phase becomes thermodynamically more viable. 

This approach is called Concentration Controlled Phase Selection [Pr-97]. Another 

function of the diffusion barrier is to regulate supply to the reaction interface in such 

a way that the reaction is more uniform. As in the Co-Ti-Si system Ti and Ni 

diffusion barriers have been used to improve the epitaxial growth ofFeSh films on Si 

[Ky-94, Ch-85]. The use of a diffusion barrier also caused the aFeSh to form at 

temperatures below its bulk equilibrium temperature. As in the IBS growth technique 

these groups also found that long anneals at 800°C improved the epitaxy of the first 

formed FeSh. If an epitaxial film of aFeSh formed an anneal at this temperature 

would convert the film to epitaxial beta phase and if a polycrystalline film of ~FeSh 

formed it would improve the epitaxy. 

3.2. Sample preparation 

Several different alloys were used as diffusion barriers between Fe and Si<lOO> 

substrates. They were FegoV20, Fe30V70, Fe30Ti7o, Fe30Cr70 and Fe30Nho. Some samples 

were prepared with 100 A of the alloy between the Fe (500-600 A) and the Si<lOO> 

substrate. Other samples were prepared with 500 A of the alloy directly on top of the 

Si<l 00>. A" control set of samples wasma"de-wHhout a barrier layer with 500 A of Fe 

on top of the Si<lOO> substrate. The samples were divided into two groups. In the 

first group just the Fe-V alloys were used to study the effect of the Fe:V ratio in the 

diffusion barriers on silicide formation and also to study the reaction of different Fe-V 

composition alloys with silicon. In the second group of samples different metals were 

alloyed with Fe and used as diffusion barriers. The samples were prepared in a 

vacuum co-deposition system with base pressure below 10-7 Torr. Samples were 
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heated in a vacuum diffusion furnace at a pressure of 2x 1 0-7 Torr to induce reaction. 

An excimer laser was used for the laser annealing. The following annealing and 

etching procedure was studied. 

• 800 °C, 10 minutes 

• selective etch 

• 800 °C, 3 hours 

• laser anneal 

The aim of the selective etch was to remove the alloy and un-reacted Fe and leave 

only the Fe-silicide that has formed during the first anneal. Several etches were 

investigated to determine which would be the most effective at removing the alloy and 

un-reacted Fe (see Fig. 3.6) and still leave any silicide that has formed. From this 

investigation ( see Table 3.4) it was decided to use a 10% HCI etch for the Fe-Ti, Fe

Cr and Fe-Ni alloys and a 10 % HN03 etch for the Fe-V alloy. The second anneal is to 

force the system to form the ~FeSh phase and assist in possible improved epitaxy. 

Energy (MeV) 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

60~--~--------~--------~--------~~ 

50 

10 

-virgin 
·· ···· 5 minutes 10% He} etch 
- - 5 minutes 10% HNO" etch 

Si(100) 
lOO'&' 500.&. 

FesV7 Fe 

.... . .... : .. ~·~·N 
.\ 
·1 
.1 

1 
O~-------T~~----~--~--~~~----~ 

200 250 300 350 400 
Channel 

Fig. 3.6 RBS spectra showing that while Hel only removes the Fe film but not the 
Fe3V7 alloy, HN03 removes both. The virgin sample structure was Si<1 00>/1 00 A 
Fe3V/ 500 A Fe. The surface position ofSi, V and Fe are indicated on the spectra. 
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Table 3.4 Summary of the effectiveness of different etches. A tick means that the 
material was etched and a cross that the material was not. 

material HCI HN03 H2SO4 

Fe ..j ..j ..j 

Fe3V7 x ..j -

Fe3Cr7 ..j x ..j 

Fe3 Ti7 ..j - ..j 

Fe3Ni7 ..j - ..j 

FegV2 ..j ..j --:v 

FeSh x x ? 

3.3. Effect of the Fe-V alloy composition in diffusion barriers 

The following four sets of samples were prepared using a ultra high vacuum MBE 

deposition system. 

A: Si<100>1100 A Fe30V70/500 A Fe 

B: Si<100>/500 A Fe30V70 

C: Si<l 00>11 00 A FegoV20/500 A Fe 

D: Si<100>/500 A FegoV20 

These samples were annealed at temperatures ranging from 200 to 550 °C in order to 

see what the first phase is in the different systems. In sample group A the XRD and 

CEMS measurements showed that ~FeSi (8=0.25 mmls and ~EQ=0.47 mmls) was the 

first phase to form and was present after annealing at 450 °C for 30 minutes (see Fig. 

3.7 for XRD spectra). In sample group C and D the ~FeSi phase had formed after 30 

minutes at 550 °C (see Table 3.5). The sample group B, which had only a 500A film 

of the Fe30V70 alloy showed no reaction even at 550°C. XRD analysis of the FegoV20 

alloy (sample group D) showed only Fe reflections while analysis of the Fe30 V 70 alloy 

(sample group B) showed neither Fe nor V reflections. It seems therefore that the 

Fe30V70 composition forms a chemically stable, probably amorphous alloy. 100 A of 

this alloy allows Fe to diffuse through at 450 °C to form ~FeSi but does not itself react 

with Si or Fe up to 550°C. The Fe30 V 70 alloy only reacted with Si to form FeSi2 after 

annealing at 600 °C for 12 hours. The FegoV20 alloy reacts with Si to form a mixture 

of ~FeSh and ~FeSi at 550°C. In none ofthe samples was ~FeSi2 ever seen as the first 

phase. 
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Table 3.5 Phase formation measured in the first sample group used to determine the 

diffusion barrier with the best Fe-V alloy composition. 

Sample phases 
Chan yield 

Ana lysis 1: treatment 
(%) * 

Si<IOO>/IOOA Fe30V701500A Fe 

AI virgin Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

A2 200°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

A3 350°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

A4 450°C 30 min cFeSi, Fe, Si 100 XRD, RBS, 

CEMS 

AS 550°C 30 min cFeSi, Si XRD, RBS 

AIS 800°C I Omin, SE, 800°C 3hr ~FeSi2' Si 100 XRD, RBS, 

CEMS 

AIS 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr, laser FeosSi[CsCI] 85 CEMS 

AI6 800°C 10min, SE, laser FeSi2 § 100 RBS 

Si<lOO>/500A FeJOV70 
-

Bl virgin Si XRD, RBS 

B2 200°C 30 min Si XRD, RBS 

B3 350°C 30 min Si XRD, RBS 

B4 450°C 30 min Si XRD, RBS 

BS 550°C 30 min Si XRD, RES 

B8 600°C 12 hr FeSi2 100 RES 

BII 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr ~FeSi 2' Si 100 XRD, RBS 

BII 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr, laser FeSi2 § 100 RES 

B12 800°C 10min, SE, laser FeSi2 § 100 RBS 

Si<lOO>/IOOA FeSOV20/500A Fe 

CI virgin Fe, Si XRD, RES 

C2 200°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

C3 350°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

C4 450°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

CS 550°C 30 min cFeSi, Fe, Si XRD, RES 

CIS 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr ~FeSb, Si 100 XRD, RES 

CIS 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr, laser FeSi2 § 90 RBS 

CI6 800°C 10min, SE, laser FeSi2 § 100 RBS 

Si<IOO>/500A Fe80 V 20 

01 virgin Fe, Si XRD, RES 

02 200°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

03 350°C 30 min Fe, Si XRD, RBS 

04 450°C 30 min Fe, Si XRO, RBS 

DS 550°C 30 min cFeSi, [3FeSb, Si XRD, RES 

06 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr ~FeSi 2' Si 100 XRD, CEMS 

0 6 800°C 10min, SE, 800°C 3hr, laser Feos Si[CsCI] 90 CEMS, RES 

D7 800°C 10min, SE, laser FeSi2 § 100 RBS 

SE= selective etch, *2 MeV alpha channelling was not earned out on all the samples, I When only RBS 

is done only the composition is given, § RBS only gives compositional information and therefore the 

crystalline phase cannot be identified. 
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Fig. 3.7 RES and XRD measurements of a Si<lOO>/lOO 1 Fe30V7r/500 A Fe sample 
showing the formation of £FeSi after 30 minutes heating at 450°C. RUMP simulation 
shows about 4001 of phase formation. 

Samples from each of the sample groups were annealed at higher temperatures in 

order to force the system into forming the ~FeSh phase. They all underwent the same 

heat treatment namely: 800 °C 10 minutes + 5 minutes 10% HN03 + 800 °C 3 hours . 

The etch was to remove the alloy and any unreacted Fe after the first anneal. The 

second anneal was to assure the formation of the ~FeSi2 formation and to improve the 

quality of the film. At this stage XRD measurements showed that only ~FeSh had 

formed in all the samples (for example see Fig. 3.8(b)) but channelling showed that 

the films were not epitaxial, implying polycrystalline growth. The samples were then 

all inadiated using a 0.8 J/cm2 excimer laser. Channelling measurements were can-ied 

out inside the laser spot. From sample groups A, C and D 85, 90 and 90% channelling 

minimum yields were measured respectively. Sample group B showed no channelling 

(see Table 3.5). Preliminary Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS) 

measurements of the samples from group A and D showed that laser caused the 

~FeSb phase to regrow as Feo.sSi[CsCI], which then grew epitaxially on the Si<100> 

(see Table 3.5). The use of the Fe30 V 70 alloy as a diffusion bamer therefore resulted 

in the formation of a uniform polycrystalline film of ~FeSb on Si(100). This could 

then be converted into an epitaxial film of the metastable Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase after a 

0.8 J/cm2 laser anneal (Liquid Phase Epitaxy) (see Fig. 3.8). The alloy diffusion 

ban-ier with the least amount of Fe was therefore the most successful at facilitating the 

formation of epitaxial Fe-silicide. The stable nature of the alloy and the fact that there 
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was little Fe in the diffusion barrier both contributed to the slow diffusion of Fe 

through the barrier which seems to lead to better quality film growth. A literature 

search has shown that the Feo.sSi[CsCl] has been grown epitaxially on Si<lll> by 

converting the f3FeSi2 phase with a pulsed laser (0.7 J/cm2
) [Ba-94, Gr-92]. The only 

examples of Feo.sSi[CsCl] grown epitaxially on Si(100) was by implanting Fe atoms 

into the silicon followed by Ion Beam Induced Epitaxial Crystallisation (IBIEC) [Ma-

96, De-95]. In these experiments continuous films were not fOlmed but rather 

precipitates of the metastable phase. It was shown that the precipitates (three 

dimensional islands) did grow in the [100] direction. After the success of growing 

epitaxial Feo.sSi[CsCl] on Si(lOO) using the Fe30 V 70 diffusion barrier it was decided to 

keep the 30:70 composition but to try other metals in the place of vanadium to see if 

we could improve the epitaxy even further. 
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Fig. 3.8 (a)RBS random and channelled spectra of an annealed Si<lOO>IIOoA 
Fe30V701500 A Fe sample. The j3FeSi2 silicide showed channelling with a minimum 
y ield of 85% after a 0.8 J/cm2 laser anneal. (b) XRD analysis shows that j3FeSi2 had 
formed before the laser anneal. 

3.4. Effect of different alloys as diffusion barriers 

Due to the success of the F e30 V 70 diffusion barrier it was decided to prepare a group 

of samples with a variety of diffusion barriers all with 30at.% Fe. The same furnace 

and laser annealing treatment developed in the previous section was used on these 

samples and also on samples without any diffusion barrier. The alloys used were 

Fe30Cr70, Fe30Ni70, Fe30Tho and Fe30V70. The diffusion barriers were 100 A thick, 

were all covered with a 500 A Fe film and deposited onto Si(100) substrates. 
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Fig. 3.9(a) shows the reaction during and after the furnace annealing process in the 

sample that had 500 A of Fe deposited directly onto the silicon substrate. The RES 

spectra acquired after the sample had been annealed at 800 °C for 10 minutes shows a 

very non-uniform Fe distribution. The Fe to Si ratio does not correspond to an 

equilibrium phase. The second anneal flattens out the Fe diffusion profile further. Fig. 

3.9(b) shows that there is no channelling in the iron after the laser anneal. Optical 

micrographs of the surface of the annealed samples showed what looked like either 

balling or very non-uniform reaction (see Fig. 3.10). The optical microscope also 

showed that the laser anneal did not improve the uniformity. This would explain the 

non-uniform Fe distribution shown in the RBS spectra of the reacted samples both 

before and after the laser anneal . Optical micrographs of samples where Fe reacted 

with Si through a diffusion barrier did not show any balling (see Fig 3.11 and 3.12). 

(a) 
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Fig. 3.9(a) RBS spectra showing phase formation in a Si<l 00>/500 A Fe sample. The 
annealed samples show a very non-uniform Fe distribution. (b) Random and 
channeled spectrum showing that there is no channeling in the Fe-silicide. 

Fig. 3.13 to 3.15 show RBS spectra of samples where Fe reacted with silicon through 

a series of different diffusion barriers. As in the case of the F e30 V 70 diffusion barrier 

the RBS shows that a uniform silicide with the composition of FeSi2 has formed after 

the fust anneal of 800 °C for 10 minutes in all the samples (see Table 3.6). CEMS 

measurements showed this phase to be the semiconducting pFeSi2 (see Table 3.7 and 

3.8). The samples were then etched and again annealed at 800 °C for three hours in an 

attempt to improve the quality of the pFeSh films . CEMS measurements still showed 

that only the pFeSh phase was present in all the samples (see Table 3.7 and 3.8 and 
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Fig. 3.16 and 3.17) and RBS measurements showed no channelling (2 MeV alpha's) 

indicating that the silicide films were polycrystalline. At this stage the optical 

microscope already showed a difference in surface morphology between the samples 

that had used different diffusion barriers. The samples using Fe30Ni7o diffusion 

barriers for example showed a course grained surface indicating a large grain size (see 

Fig. 3.11). The samples using Fe30Cr70 diffusion barriers on the other hand were very 

smooth under the microscope indicating a small grain size (see Fig. 3.12). 

--------- 50Jlm 

Fig. 3.10 (a) Optical micrographs of a sample that had Fe deposited directly onto 
Si<100> and annealed at 800 DC for 10 minutes, selectively etched and then again 
annealed at 800 DC for 3 hours showing what seems to be either balling or non
uniform consumption of the surface Fe. (b) Shows the sample after a 0.7 J/cm2 laser 
anneal still showing the non-uniform surface film. 

--------- 50 Jlm 

Fig. 3.11 Optical micrograph of a SilFe3oNi7r1Fe sample after 800 DC 10 min, 
selective etch and 800DC 3 hours before (a) and after (b) a 0.7J/cm2 laser anneal. The 
unlased sample shows a course or large grain structure and did not channel. CEMS 
showed this film to be j3FeSi2 (see Fig. 3.17). The lased sample shows a cellular 
pattern under the microscope and RBS showed a 80% minimum yield (CEMS showed 
the film to be Feo. 5Si[CsCI}). 
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--------- 50 iJ.m 

Fig. 3,12 Optical micrograph of a Si1Fe30Cr7r/Fe sample after 800 °C 10 min, 
selective etch and 800 °C 3 hours before (a) and after (b) a 0.7J/cm2 laser anneal 
showing a smooth surface in both cases indicating a jine grain structure. No 
channelling 'was present in either of the samples (see Fig. 3.13). CEMS showed the 
jilm in (a) to be {JFeSi2 and thejilm in (b) to be Feo,5Si[CsClj (see Fig. 3.16). 
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Fig. 3. 13(a) RBS spectra showing phase formation in a sample with a 100 A Fe30Cr70 
diffusion barrier deposited onto the Si substrate before 500 A Fe was deposited. The 
reacted samples show a uniform jilm of FeSi2. (b) Shows that there is no channelling 
present in the silicide. 
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Fig. 3. 14(a) RES spectra showing phase formation in a sample with a J 00 A Fe30Ni7o 
diffo.sion barrier deposited onto the Si substrate before 500 A of Fe was deposited. 
The reacted sample shows a uniform film of FeSi2. (b) The channelling spectra shows 
a 80% minimum yield. 
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Fig. 3. 15(a) RES spectra showing phase formation in a sample with a 100 A Fe30Ti7o 
diffusion barrier deposited onto the Si substrate before 500 A of Fe was deposited. 
The reacted sample shows a uniform film of FeSi2. (b) The channelling spectra shows 
a 85% minimum yield. 
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Table 3.6 Phase formation measured in the second sample group used to determine 
the diffusion barrier with the best Fe-metal composition. 

sample phases 
Chan yield 

Analysis t treatment 
(%) * 

Si<100>/lOO Fe30Cr7of500A Fe 

Q5 Virgin Fe, Si CEMS, RBS, 

XRD 

QI 800°C 10min pFeSi2 CEMS, RBS 

Q4 800°C 10min, SE pFeSi2, EFeSi CEMS, RBS 

Q3 800°C 10min, SE, 80avC 3hr pFeSi2 100 CEMS, RBS 

Q2 800°C 10min, SE, 800v C 3hr, laser FeosSi [CsCI] 100 CEMS, RBS 

Si<lOO>/lOO \. Fe30Ni7of500A Fe 

R5 Virgin Fe, Si CEMS, RBS, 

XRD 

RI 800°C 10min pFeSi2, EFeSi CEMS, RBS 

R4 800°C 10min, SE pFeSi2, EFeSi CEMS, RBS 

R3 800°C lOmin, SE, 800v C 3hr pFeSi2 100 CEMS, RBS 

R2 800°C 10min, SE, 800v C 3hr, laser Feo.sSi [CsC I] 80 CEMS, RBS 

RO 800°C 10min, SE, 800v C 3hr, laser, pFeSi2 100 CEMS, RBS 

800°C 3hr 

Si<100>1100 \. Fe30Ti7o/500A Fe 

P5 Virgin Fe, Si RBS, XRD 

PI 800°C 10min FeSi2 § RBS 

P4 800°C 10min, SE FeSi2 § RBS 

P3 800°C 10min, SE, 800v C 3hr FeSiz § 100 RBS 

P2 800°C lOmin, SE, 800v C 3hr, laser FeSi2 § 85 RBS 

Si<100>1100 <\ Fe30 V 7o/500A Fe 

A I Virgin Fe, Si RBS, XRD 

A I7 800°C 10min FeSiz § RES 

A I8 800°C 10min, SE FeSiz § RBS 

AI9 800°C 10min, SE, 800v C 3hr FeSi2 § 100 RBS 

A20 800°C lOmin, SE, 800v C 3hr, laser FeSiz § 85 RBS 
.. SE= selectIve etch, *2 MeV alpha channellmg was not earned out on all the samples, .j. When only 

RES is done only the composition is given, § RES only gives compositional information and therefore the 

crystalline phase cannot be identified. 
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Table 3.7 CEMS fitting parameters (see Appendix C) for the Si<1 00>/1 00 A 
Fe30Cr7r1500 A Fe sample group. rl2 is the full width half maximum of the fitted 
singlets (S) and doublets (D). 

Interaction 8(mm/s) L'.EQ(mm/s) ['f2(mm/s) Intensity(% ) Phase 

Sample Q5-virgin 

SI -0.87 0.12 39.9 Natural Fe 

S2 -0.11 0.18 19.3 + 
S3 +0.87 0.12 40.9 Natural Fe 

Sample QI-800°C 10minutes 

0 1 0.088(5) 0.56(1) 0.12 49.7 13FeSi2 

O2 0.14(4) 0.32(1) 0.12 50.3 13FeSi2 

Sample Q4-800°C lOmin+5min 10% HCI 

0 1 0.073(2) 0.55(2) 0.12 44.6 13FeSi2 

O2 0.091(1) 0.34(4) 0.12 38.9 13FeSi2 

0 3 0.28 0.51(1) 0.12 16.7 I>FiSi 

Sample Q3-800°C 10min+5min 10% HC1+800°C 3hrs (see Fig. 3.16) 

DI 0.082(2) 0.56(5) 0.12 48 13FeSi2 

D2 0.11(3) 0.33(4) 0.12 55.2 13FeSi2 

Sample Q2-800oC IOmin+5min 10% HCI+800°C 3hrs+0.7J/cm< laser anneal (see Fig. 3.16) 

0 1 0.16(1) 0.58(3) 0.22 100 FeosSi[CsCl] 

+ S2 IS probably as a result of the Fe-Cr alloy. 

The samples were then all annealed using a single laser pulse from an excimer laser 

with a laser spot energy of 0.7 J/cm2
. CEMS measurements showed that only 

Feo.sSi[CsCI] was present inside the laser spot (see Table 3.7 and 3.8 and Fig. 3.16 

and 3.17). The laser therefore caused the bulk stable orthorhombic ~FeSh to melt and 

regrow as the metastable cubic Feo.sSi[CsCI] which has a better crystal match to the 

cubic silicon substrate. RBS measurements on the samples with the Fe30Ni70, Fe30 Ti70 

and Fe30 V 70 alloy diffusion barriers showed channelling inside the laser spot 

indicating epitaxial regrowth of the Feo.sSi[CsCl] after the laser anneal (see Fig. 3.8, 

3.14 and 3.15). The sample with the Fe30Cr70 alloy diffusion barrier showed no 

channelling indicating a polycrystalline film of Feo.sSi[CsCI]. The sample with the 
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Fe30Ni70 alloy diffusion barrier showed the best channeling with an 80% minumum 

yield. This is the first time that a continuous film of epitaxial Fio.sSi[CsCl] has been 

formed on Si(100). Annealing of the samples that channelled after the laser anneal for 

3 hrs at 800 DC caused the channelling to disappear. CEMS measurements of these 

samples showed that the post laser thermal anneal converts the metastable 

Feo.sSi[CsCI] phase back to 13FeSb (see table 3.8 and Fig. 3.18). 

CEMS and RBS measurements therefore show that although the samples with the 

Fe30Cr70 diffusion barrier did not channel and the sample with the Fe30Nho diffusion 

barrier did channel after the laser anneal they both had formed Feo.sSi[CsCI] inside the 

laser spot. This indicates that the amount of Fe in the diffusion barrier (Fe30 V 70 versus 

F egO V 20) as well as the type of metal in the alloy influences the quality of the formed 

silicide. Silicon is the dominant diffusing species in FeSi and Fe3Si [Ma-95]. It is alo 

the dominant diffusing species in most transition metal silicides. For this reason it can 

probably be assumed to be the dominant diffusing species in FeSb. The reaction 

during the formation of the disilicide therefore takes place at the silicide/alloy 

interface where the iron arrives after it has passed through the·diffusion barrier. As the 

diffusion barrier does not influence the silicon diffusion through the silicide any 

differences in phase formation are caused by changes in iron diffusion through the 

different diffusion barriers. The different grain sizes in the 13FeSi2 film formed with 

the Fe30Ni70 and Fe30Cr70 diffusion barriers is therefore caused by the differences in 

iron diffusion through the two diffusion barriers. The larger grained 13-phase formed 

with the Fe30Nho barrier is converted to epitaxial Feo.sSi[CsCI] by the laser pulse 

whereas the fine grained 13-phase formed with the Fe30Cr70 barrier forms 

polycrystalline Feo.sSi[CsCI]. Another difference seen under the optical microscope 

between the samples that channeHed-and- thuse--that did not was the presence of a 

cellular pattern inside the laser spot. This can clearly be seen in Fig. 3.11(b) and could 

have been caused by either columnar growth or diffusion paths as a result of the 

reordering of atoms to form an epitaxial film. Similar patterns have been seen before 

in systems where laser induced metal silicide formation has taken place [St-80]. 
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Fig 3.16 Mossbauer spectra of the samples that used a Fe30Cr70 diffusion barrier 
showing how the laser anneal transforms the pFeSi2 phase shown in (aj into the 
FeO.5Si[CsCl] phase shown in (b). The f3-phase is fitted with two doublets which are 
added to give the simulation, while the FeO.5Si phase is fitted with only a single 
doublet. RES showed no channelling in either sample (see Fig. 3.13). The un
symmetric shape of the doublets are due to the large amounts of vacancies in the Fe
silicides. 

Table 3.8 CEMS fitting parameters (see Appendix Cj for the Si<100>/100 A 
Fe30Ni7r/500 A Fe sample group. il2 is the full width half maximum of the fitted 
singlets (Sj and doublets (D). 

Intel·action 8( mm/s) t.EQ(mm/s) fl2(mm/s) Intensity(%) Phase 

Sample RS- virgin 

S, -0.86(1) 0.1 2 47.3 Natura l Fe 

S2 -0.86 0.18 52.7 Natura l Fe 

Sample Rt-800°C 10min 

0, 0.088(7) 0.53(2) 0.12 25.3 pFeSi2 

O2 0.099(3) 0.31(1) 0.11 19.6 pFeSb 

0 3 0.29 0.45(7) 0.1 7 55 .1 EFeSi 

Sample R4-800°C 10 min + 5min 10%HCI 

D, 0.082(7) 0.59(1) 0.12 30.8 pFeSi2 

O2 0.095(8) 0.32(1 ) 0.12 31.4 pFeSb 

0 3 0.30(7) 0.47(1) 0.13 37.8 EFeSi 

Sample R3-800°C 10 min + 5min 10%HCI + 800°C 3hrs (see Fig. 3.17) 

0, 0.085(3) 0.56(5) 0.12 49.5 pFeSi2 

O2 0.10(3) 0.32(5) OJ I 50.5 pFeSb 

Sa mple R2-800°C 10 min + 5min 10%HCI + 800°C 3hrs + 0.7J/cm2 Iaser anneal (see Fig. 3.17) 

0, 0.15 0.45 0.22 100 Feo.sSi[CsCI] 

Sample RO-800oe 10 min + 5min 10%HCI + 8000e 3hrs + 0.7J/cm2 laser anneal + 8000e 31m (see Fig. 3.18) 

0, 0.092(3) 0.55(3) 0.13 52 pFeSi2 

O2 0.11 (2) 0.34(3) 0 .13 48 pFeSi2 
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Fig. 3.17 Mossbauer spectra of the samples that used a Fe30Ni7o diffusion barrier 
showing how the laser anneal transforms the pFeSi2 phase shown in (a) into the 
Feo.5Si[CsClj phase shown in (b). The j3-phase is fitted with two doublets which are 
added to give the simulation, while the Feo.5Si phase is fitted with only a single 
doublet. The Feo.5Si phase was epitaxial with a minimum yield of 80% (see Fig. 3.14). 
The un-symmetric shape of the doublets are due to the large amounts of vacancies in 
the Fe-s ilic ides. 

~FeSi2 after post laser thermal anneal 
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Fig. 3.18 Mossbauer spectra showing the pFeSi2 phase. This sample was thermally 
annealed at 800°C for 3 hours after the laser anneal. RBS channeling showed that the 
pFeSi2 phase was again polycrystalline. The un-symmetric shape of the doublets are 
due to the large amounts of vacancies in the Fe-s ilic ides. 

3.5. Summary and conclusions 

In section 3.3 the reaction between two different Fe-V alloys (Fe30V70 and Fe80V20) 

and single crystal Si(100) is described. It was found that the composition of the Fe-V 
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alloy had a large effect on its reaction with Si and also its ability to act as a diffusion 

barrier (see Table 3.5). While the Fe rich diffusion barrier readily reacted with Si the 

Fe poor alloy remained stable up to 550°C. XRD measurements of the un-annealed 

alloy's showed no Fe or V reflections from the Fe30V70 alloy while the FegoV20 alloy 

showed Fe reflections. This indicates a stable probably amorphous Fe-V phase which 

can only accommodate a certain amount of Fe. In the Fe rich alloy the excess Fe 

reacts with the Si upon heating making it an unstable diffusion barrier. CEMS and 

XRD confirmed that EFeSi was the first phase to form in all the samples when the 

alloys were used as diffusion barriers. It formed earliest (450°C) in the sample with 

the Fe30V70 diffusion barrier. 

A sample treatment recipe involving thermal and laser annealing, was developed 

which made it possible to form the metastable Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase epitaxially on 

Si(100) using either the Fe30V70 or the FegoV20 alloy as diffusion barrier. The Fe30V70 

barrier gave the best results with a RBS channelling minimum yield of 85%. This is 

the first time that a continuos film of the cubic Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase has been formed 

epitaxially on Si(100). 

It was decided to experiment with different Fe-metal alloy barriers, all with 30 at.% 

Fe, to try and improve the epitaxial quality. A series of samples were made with 

different Fe30M70 alloy diffusion barriers (M=Cr, Ni, Ti and V). They all underwe'nt 

the same 800°C 10 minute anneal, selective etch and 800 °c 3hour anneal. The 

samples were then irradiated with a 0.7J/cm2 laser pulse to induce epitaxy. The same 

procedure was carried out on samples without any diffusion barrier. The samples 

without any diffusion barrier (pure Fe on silicon) did not form a uniform film of 

silicide after thermal or laser annealing (see Fig. 3.9). The samples with diffusion 

barriers on-the other hand had formed-relatively uniform polycrystaHine ~FeSiz after 

the 3 hour anneal. After the laser anneal they had formed the metastable Feo.sSi[CsCl] 

phase. At this stage RBS measurements showed different amounts of channeling (see 

Table 3.6). The sample with the best epitaxial Feo.sSi[CsCl] were those that had used 

a Fe30Nho alloy as diffusion barrier. These samples were again annealed at 800°C for 

3 hours and CEMS showed that the Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase had returned back to the 

stable ~FeSiz phase. Samples were also laser annealed without the second 800°C 3 
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hour thermal anneal. No channelling occurred in any of these samples (see Table 3.5). 

The second anneal therefore seemed necessary to improve the quality of the 13FeSh 

before the laser anneal. 

The samples which formed epitaxial Feo.sSi[CsCI] showed a rough grainy texture 

under the optical microscope indicating large grain sizes, while those that formed 

polycrystalline Feo.sSi[CsCI] showed a smooth surface indicating a small grain size. 

This difference was already visible in the 13FeSh phase, which formed after the 

thermal annealing part of the sample treatment. After the laser anneal the epitaxial 

Feo.sSi[CsCI] also showed a cellular pattern which is either caused by columnar 

growth or diffusion paths resulting from the reordering of atoms to form the epitaxial 

film from the polycrystalline 13-phase (see Fig. 3.11(b». Similar cellular patterns have 

been reported in Co, Fe, Ni, Pd and Mo silicide systems, after laser induced phase 

formation [St-80]. The cells were thought to form during the rapid quenching of the 

melt caused by the laser. The idea was that the cells grow in columns in the direction 

of solidification with walls consisting of an impurity rich phase due to lateral rejection 

from the solid. These walls then cause the cellular pattern. Another possible cause was 

thought to be density and temperature gradients at the solid/liquid interface which 

cause convection and result in these diffusion paths. After the laser anneal the surface 

of the polycrystalline Feo.sSi[CsCI] became smoother (see Fig. 3.12) with no cellular 

structures. The samples with the larger grain sizes (rough texture), which also 

channelled, formed the cellular structures after laser annealing. The samples with the 

smaller grain sizes (smoother texture), which did not channel, solidified after the laser 

anneal without forming the cellular structures. The grain size therefore influences the 

mechanism by which the melted film re-grows. 

Having the -iron react with the silicolnhf6ugh a diffusioIf barrier vastly -improved the-~~----

. homogeneity of Fe-silicide formation. In the samples where Fe was deposited directly 

onto the Si(100) substrate the Fe reacted very non uniformly. This was obvious from 

the Fe RBS signal and also from optical micrographs of the surface morphology (see 

Fig. 3.9 and 3.10). In the samples where the Fe first passed through a diffusion barrier 

uniform films of 8FeSi, 13FeSh and Feo.sSi[CsCl] could be formed. 
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As in the case of Ti and Ni-Zr diffusion barriers, used in the Co-Si and Ni-Si systems 

respectively, the use of the diffusion barrier has not only improved the homogeneity 

of the iron silicide films but also the epitaxy. It has been argued that this is because 

the Fe arrives at the reaction interface in a more ordered fashion allowing more time 

for the atoms to find equilibrium lattice positions. In our case the slower formation of 

the ~FeSi2 through the diffusion barrier did not lead to epitaxy but did allow the 

formation of larger grains. These large grains were then transformed into epitaxial 

metastable Feo.sSi[CsCl] using the laser. The rapid regrowth of the melt after laser 

annealing forced the system to choose the phase that would allow the fastest lowering 

of energy. As shown in Fig. 3.5 the Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase is energetically very close to 

both the a and ~ phases. The very good crystalline match between the CsCl structure 

metastable phase and silicon further improved the thermodynamic viability of the 

Feo.sSi[CsCl] phase. 

Table 3.5 and 3.6 show a summary of all the results discussed in this chapter. 
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4. EFFECT OF STRESS ON TiSh FORMATION 

4.1. Introduction 

The EHF and phase diagrams of the Ti-Si binary system are given in Fig. 4.1 from 

which it can be seen that there are two liquidus minima with a temperature of 1330 °c 
at 14 and 84 at. % Si. If the effective concentration at the reaCtion interface is 14 at. % 

Si then because non-congruently melting silicide phases usually do not form as first 

phase, the EHF diagram shows that TisSi3 would be preferred thermodynamically, 

while if the effective concentration is 84 at.% the EHF diagram shows that TiSi2 

would be the preferred first phase. The true concentration at the reaction interface 

could be anywhere between these two values and could be influenced by impurities 

and the presence of silicon and titanium oxides. Titanium in particular has a very high 

affinity for oxygen. The EHF model therefore predicts a whole range of phases and 

this is exactly what is found experimentally. Different groups [Pr-93] have observed 

TiSi2, TisSi3 and TiSi as first phases. It is interesting that TiSi is reported, as non

congruently melting phases are usually not formed in thin film silicide systems unless 

forced to do so stoichiometrically, in which case it would form as a final phase. In our 

experiments thin films of Ti were deposited onto Si(100) substrates meaning that Si 

was always in excess and for this reason TiSh being the most silicon rich phase would 

always be the final phase. TiSi2 occurs in two phases, namely the low temperature 

high resistivity (60 J.!Q-cm) C49 phase and the high temperature low resistivity (15 

J.!Q-cm) C54 phase. The C54-TiSi2 phase is currently the most widely used silicide for 

ULSI circuits as it possesses the lowest resistivity of all silicides, a low contact 

resistance, good thermal properties and is compatible with the self aligned silicide 

process. TiSh forms the contact between the first layer of metalisation and either Si02 

or Si in the active regions of devices. The TiSh acts as a barrier to reaction between 

the Al metal conductor and the underlying Si while still allowing a good electrical 

contact. The TisSi3 phase is also a widely used industrial material. It is usually used as 

a coating in high temperature applications due to its heat resistance, hardness and 

chemical stability. Oxidation takes place above 1000 °c in an air or oxygen 

environment: It is sometimes alloyed with other coatings to improve their oxidation 

resistance. 
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In this work the effect of stress on Ti-silicide formation m thin-film systems IS 

investigated. 

4.2. Sample preparation and stress measurements 

Four sets of samples were prepared in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) deposition 

system. The samples were made in two steps. The first step was to introduce stress 

into the substrate. This was done by growing or depositing either Si02 or Si3N4 films 

of varying thickness onto the Back Side (BS) of Si(1 00) wafers (625 f.!m thick wafers) 

(see section 2.1 and Appendix A). In the second step 500 A of Ti was deposited onto 

the Front Side (FS) of the same wafers. The four sets of samples had the following 

geometry. 

BS:400 nm Si3N4 / Si<100> / FS:50 nm Ti = Sample group A 

BS:200 nm ShN4 / Si<100> / FS:50 nm Ti = Sample group B 

BS:400 nm Si02 / Si<100> / FS:50 nm Ti = Sample group C 

BS:200 nm Si02 / Si< IOO> / FS:50 run Ti = Srupple group D 
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Fig. 4.1 EHF and phase diagram of the Ti-Si binary system. Each triangle on the 
EHF diagram shows the amount of energy per mole of atoms that will be generated if 
that phase were to form as a function of composition. The dashed triangles indicate 
noncongruently melting phases. 
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The radius of curvature of each of the samples was measured by reflection of laser 

light prior to the first deposition and then again after the first and second depositions. 

There were therefore three measurements carried out on each sample. From these 

measurements the stress in the deposited thin films was calculated using Stoney's 

equation (see section 2.2.8 and Appendix A). Table 4.1 shows the results of the stress 

calculations in the BS and FS films at room temperature. 

Table 4.1 The radius of curvature and related stress values in thin films for different 
samples after the Back Side (BS) and Front Side (FS) depositions respectively. 
Negative and positive stress values are defined as compressive and tensile 
respectively. 

Sample 
Si Radius RefT(BS-Si) RefT (FS-BS) Stress (BS-Si) Stress (FS-BS) 

BS film undeposited 
group 

(m) (m) (m) (MPa) (MPa) 
A 400nm Si3N. 121 24.79 1080 1459 33.2 

B 200nm ShN. 406 53.75 733 1345 97.9 

C 400nm SiOz 165 -93.82 -4381 -385 -8.2 

D 200nm SiOz 421 -164.72 1518 -439 47.3 

Fig. 4.2 shows how the front side and the back side depositions each contribute to the 

total stress in the sample. The figure shows how the total stress anywhere in the final 

sample is a combination of the stress induced by each ofthe thin film depositions. The 

deposition process heats the samples and when the samples return to room 

temperature the different thermal expansion coefficients cause different amounts of 

contraction in the films and the substrate. Metallic films usually have larger thermal 

expansion coefficients than Si while insulators like Si02 have smaller thermal 

expansion coefficients (see Appendix D). When a film is deposited onto silicon using 

vacuum deposition the sample heats up due to radiative heating from the molten metal 

and the e-gun. In the case of thermally grown oxides the samples are heated to above 

1000oe. If the film is comprised of an insulator (in this case Si02) and it is cooled to 

room temperature the film wants to shrink less than the thick silicon. This means that 

the Si squashes the Si02 film and it experiences a compressive stress. In the case of a 

metallic film the film wants to shrink more than the Si substrate. The substrate limits 

the metallic film's ability to shrink and the metallic film therefore experiences a 

tensile stress. The stress in the Si3N4 film is positive (tensile, see table 4.1) at room 

temperature. It therefore has a larger thermal expansion coefficient than Si and 
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therefore acts like a metallic film. F ig. 4.2 shows that the stress in the substrate is 

caused by the combined effect of the BS and FS depositions. 

BS Substrate FS 
Si02 Si<100> Ti 

T=tensile stress 
C=compressive stress 

C T 

C' T' 

C T 
+C +T' 

C Stress contribution 
from the BS 
deposition 

C' T' Stress contribution 
from the FS 
deposition 

C 
+C' T' 

The total stress is a 
com bination of both 
the FS and BS 
depositions 

Si02 shrinks 
less than Si 
during cooling 

I 
BS I Substrate 

Si3N4 1 Si<100> 

T C T 

FS 
Ti 

C'T' 

T 
+C' 

C T 
+T' +C' T' 

Si3N4 shrinks 
more than Si 
during coo ling 

Fig. 4.2 Schematic showing the stress in the sample as a result of the combined BS 
and FS depositions. The stress is due to differences in thermal expansion coefficients 
that result in different amounts of contraction when the samples return to room 
temperature after deposition. 

A typical stress calculation is now performed using sample group A (BS:400nrn 

ShN4) as an example (see also Appendix A). In our experimental set up the so called 

bow (b) of the sample was measured. This is illustrated in section 2.2.8 and can be 

related to the radius of curvature of the sample. The bow is measured before and after 

the BS deposition and the difference is known as ilb. For this sample the measured 

value for ilb was 91.88 j.lm. The other parameters needed to do the calculation of the 

stress in the deposited thin film are the Poisson ratio for silicon (VSi = 0.28), the 

Youngs modulus for silicon (YSi = 160 GPa), the thickness of the silicon substrate (tSi 

= 625 j.lm) and the in-plane dimension of the sample (L=0.135 m). The relationship 

between ilb and the effective radius (reff) is (see Appendix A equation A.8) 

(!_~J=_l_= 8ilb = 8x91.88xlO-
6 

= 1 
r ro reff L2 0.1352 24.79 
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where ro and r is the radius before and after deposition. This result can now be used in 

the Stoney' s equation (see Appendix A equation A.5) to calculate the stress in the 

deposited thin film (crf). 

CTf = ~ tSi _1_ = 160 x l0625xl0 _1_ =1459MPa 2 ( J [ 9 J ~ -6 f 
C-V)Si 6tf reff 1-0.28 6 x 400 x l0-9 (24.79) 

The stress at different depths in the substrate (crSi(Z)) can be calculated using the 

following equation (see also Appendix A equation A.4) 

CTSi (z) = (~) ~ = 2.22 x lOll (_Z_) 
1- v Si reff 24.79 

where z = 0 is in the middle of the substrate and z = 'li( 625) at the FS of the substrate 

where the Ti will be deposited. The stress in the FS surface of the substrate is 

therefore 

crd'li(625)) = crsi(312.5) = 2.79 MPa 

4.3. Kinetic measurements 

4.3.1. in situ Real time RBS 

Two samples were analysed using the in situ real time RBS technique [Th-98] (see 

section 2.2.2). The samples were therefore annealed in the scattering chamber while 

Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) was being carried out. Both samples 

underwent the same temperature treatment, which was 25-500°C at 30°C/min (~16 

minutes), and then 500-700°C at 1.7°C/min (~118 minutes). Data was acquired 

continuously and a RBS spectrum was written every two minutes. Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 

shows a RBS spectrum of each of the samples acquired when the samples had reached 

600 °C. RUMP simulations [D0-85] of these spectra showed that 900A of TiSh had 

formed in both samples. Fig. 4.5 shows a clear surface oxygen signal. TIllS spectrum 

was constructed by adding several spectra together in the temperature range 630 to 

670 °C in order to improve the statistics. Fig. 4.6 shows that there is no difference in 

the amount of TiSh formation for the two samples throughout the entire temperature 

ramp. At first glance it therefore seems that there are no stress-induced effects, which 
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influence the TiSi2 phase formation. The thickness versus temp plots in Fig. 4.6 do 

not however have the normal shape expected for a temperature ramp. The increase in 

thickness with temperature should be exponential and not almost linear as measured 

here [Tu-92]. The exponential increase should continue until the Ti is consumed. This 

deviation is ascribed to oxidation, which is visible in the form of an oxygen peak in 

Fig. 4.5. In this figure several in situ RBS spectra have been added to improve the 

statistics enough to see the oxygen signal. This is necessary as oxygen has a small 

Rutherfored scattering cross section due to its small atomic number relative to the 

metals. The formation of TiSi2 is therefore in competition with the formation of Ti

oxide, which explains why the TiSh thickness increases slower than expected as the 

temperature is ramped. A difference in TiSh growth rate due to stress effects would 

only be seen if the stress effect was larger than the oxidation effect. The oxygen peak 

in Fig. 4.5 is not as prominent as in the RBS spectra acquired from samples that were 

almealed isothermally as these were acquired using a glancing angle geometry to 

improve the resolution (see section 4.3.2). The vacuum in the scattering chamber 

during the in situ annealing was in the 10-6 Torr range whereas the vacuum during the 

isothermal anneals was below 10-7 Torr. The poor vacuum in the scattering chamber is 

due to outgassing from a very large surface area during heating. Oxidation effects will 

therefore be much greater in the in situ analysis process than in the isothermal 

annealing process. 
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technique (25-500 °C at 30 a/min and then 500-700 °C at 1. 7 a/min). There is no 
marked difference between the samples. The dashed line shows the exponential shape 
expected for a ramped sample with no impurities in the Ti. The deviation from the 
theoretical curve can be ascribed to oxidation. 

4.3.2. Conventional isothermal anneals 

RBS analysis 

Conventional isothermal vacuum anneals were done on samples from all four groups 

at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C for different times to induce reaction. Samples from each 

group were annealed together in the furnace. Previous work done by Cheng [Ch-99] 

showed that there was still a relatively large amount of stress left in the back side (BS) 

films in similarly prepared samples in this temperature range (see Fig. 4.7). The room 

temperature stress values measured in the BS fi lms in this study were of the same 

order or larger than those measured by Cheng (see table 4.1 and F ig. 4.7). XRD 

showed that in three of the sample groups only TiSh(C49) had formed below 650°C 

(see section on XRD). In the third sample group (BS :200nm Si02) XRD showed that 

TisSi3 had formed. F ig. 4.8 and 4.9 shows RBS spectra from each sample group after 

annealing at 600°C for 10 minutes. A glancing angle RBS geometry was used to 

improve the resolution. This geometry not only improved the thickness resolution of 

the Ti-silicides but also by counting for longer times the oxygen signal became clearly 

visible (see F ig. 4.8 and 4.11). The detector was at 15 degrees and the sample was 
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turned 70 degrees toward the detector. The full width half maximum of the detector 

was 15 keY. 
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Fig 4.7 Stress as a/unction o/temperature measured in the BS film [Ch-99}. The BS 
films were (a) Si02 and (b) CoSi2. There is still a relatively large amount 0/ stress in 
the samples in the temperature range 400 to 600 °C that was used in this study. 
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angle RBS geometry was used to improve the resolution. 
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Fig. 4.9 Blow up of the Ti peaks in Fig. 4.8 showing different amounts of reaction for 
the samples with different back side films. All the samples have formed TiSi2 except 
for the BS: 200nm Si02 sample which has formed Ti5Si3. This was confirmed using 
XRD (see section on XRD analysis). Of the samples that formed TiSi2 the BS: 400nm 
Si02 sample reacted the slowest. 
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The RUMP simulations showed that both the samples with ShN4 films deposited on 

the BS formed l250A of TiSh. The BS:400nm Si02 sample formed only 970A of the 

di-silicide, while the BS:200nm sample did not form any TiSh but 480A of TisSi3 . 

The virgin showed no signs of silicide formation. Although oxygen was present in the 

un-reacted Ti of all the annealed samples only the BS:200nm Si02 sample showed 

reflections from an oxide when analysed using XRD (see section on XRD analysis) 

Fig. 4.10 shows the RBS spectrum of a BS:200nm ShN4 sample that has been 

annealed for 10 minutes at 600°C. The overlaid RUMP simulation [D0-85] had the 

following structure: Si<100>11200A TiShl160A Ti+O. The simulation also showed 

50at.% oxygen present in the un-reacted Ti thin film. 
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Fig. 4. 10 RBS sp ectrum and RUMP simulation of sample with BS: 200nm Si3N4 that 
has been annealed at 600°C for 10 minutes showing 1200A ofTiSi2formation. 
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Fig. 4.11 Overlay of the oxygen peak in the virgin and annealed sample. The virgin 
sample showed a 30A film of Ti03 on the surface while in the annealed samples the 
oxygen has diffused throuhgout the Ti film. The oxygen diffusion can be seen by the 
broadening of te oxygen signal in the annealed sample. 

Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 show the non linear growth of the silicides as a function of time at 

450 and 600 °C for all four sample groups. Both sample groups with the Si3N4 on the 

backside formed the same amount of TiSi2 and reacted faster than those with 400nm 

of Si02 on the backside at all temperatures. The BS :200nmSi02 samples reacted the 

slowest of all and formed the Ti-rich TisSi3 phase instead of the di-silicide. All the 

samples showed the presence of oxygen in the un-reacted Ti films . In the virgin 

samples the oxygen was only on the surface in the form of a film with composition 

Ti03. In the reacted samples the oxygen was present throughout the Ti film (see Fig. 

4.11). The oxygen concentration increased throughout the Ti thin film as the 

annealing time increased from a few atom percent to excess oxygen. 
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Fig. 4.12 Ti-silicide thickness versus time plots for the four different sample groups 
that have been annealed at 450°C showing non-linear or diffusion limited kinetics. 
The two BS:Si3N4 sample groups always formed almost the same amount of TiSil and 
always formed more disilicide than the BS:400nm SiDl samples. The BS:200nm SiDl 
always reacted the slowest and did not form the disilicide but the Ti-rich Ti5Si3 phase. 
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Fig. 4.13 Ti-silicide thickness versus time plots for the four different sample groups 
that have been annealed at 600°C showing non-linear or diffusion limited kinetics. 
The two BS:Si3N4 sample groups always formed almost the same amount of TiSil and 
always formed more disilicide than the BS:400nm SiDl samples. The BS:200nm SiDl 
always reacted the slowest and did not form the disilicide but the Ti-rich Ti5Si3 phase. 
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4.3.3. XRD analysis 

There are two crystal phases with the same TiSiz composition. They are the 

metastable C49 (base-centred orthorhombic) low temperature phase and the stable 

C54 (face centred orthorhombic) high temperature phase. The low temperature C49 

phase has a high resistivity (60 f...lO cm) while the C54 phase has a low resistivity (15 

f...lO cm). In general it is found that upon annealing Ti-Si binary thin film couples the 

first crystalline disilicide to form below 650°C is the C49 phase followed by its 

conversion to the C54 phase above 650°C [CI-92, Co-94]. The other phase which has 

also been reported as a first phase is the hexagonal TisSb phase (see Appendix B). If 

the disilicide forms as first phase the EHF model states that the effective 

concentration at the reaction interface is on the Si-rich side of the phase diagram (see 

Fig. 4.1). If the Ti-rich TisSb phase forms then the effective concentration is on the 

Ti-rich side of the phase diagram. 

Fig. 4.14 to 4.17 shows the XRD spectra of a set of BS:400nmSi02, BS:400nmSi3N4 

and BS:200nmSi02 samples that have annealed at 450, 550 and 600°C (see summary 

in Table 4.2). The virgin samples show no silicide reflections. In the reacted samples 

the C49 phase is present in the BS:400nmSbN4, BS:200nmSbN4 and BS400nmSi02 

samples whereas TisSi3 is present in the BS200nmSi02 samples. In both samples that 

formed TiSiz only the C54 phase is present at 650°C (see Fig. 4.18). Fig. 4.15 to Fig. 

4.17 show less reaction in the BS: 400nm Si02 samples than in the BS: 400nm SbN4. 

In Fig. 4.15 there has not grown enough silicide in the BS: 400nm Si02 film to be 

detected while there is already a strong C49 reflection in the BS: 400nm SbN4 

sample. The XRD results therefore agree with the RBS, that the reaction in the 

BS:400nm Si02 samples is slower than the in the BS:400 Si3N4 samples throughout 

the temperature range 450 to 600°C. XRD also shows that the only TiSiz phase to 

form in this temperature range was- the-C49 phase which cancels out the possibility 

that the differences in growth rates was due to either phase transitions between the 

C49 and the C54 phases or the growth of both phases simultaneously. Although RBS 

showed the presence of oxygen in the un-reacted Ti in all the annealed samples XRD 

only showed oxide reflections in the BS:200nmSi02 samples (see Table 4.2). These 

reflections were from the hexagonal Ti60 phase. 
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Table 4.2 Summary of the XRD results showing which phases formed in the different 
sample groups at different temperatures. 

Temp and time BS:400nm Si4N4 BS:200nm Si4N4 BS:400nm Si02 BS:200nm Si02 

450°C 15 hours TiSi2(C49) TiSi2(C49) TiSiz(C49) Ti5Si3• Ti60 

550°C 20 minutes TiSi2(C49) TiSh(C49) TiSi2(C49) Ti5Si3• Ti60 

600uC 20 minutes TiSh(C49) TiSi2(C49) TiSi2(C49) TisSi3• Ti60 

650°C 30 minutes TiSi2(C54) TiSh(C54) TiSh(C54) 
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Fig. 4.14 XRD spectra of virgin samples with different BS layers taken in B-2B 
geometry. Reflections from the Ti film and the Si substrate are present. 
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Fig. 4.15 XRD spectra of three samples with different BS layers annealed at 450 DC 
taken in B-2 B geometry. Not enough silicide has formed in the BS: 400nm Si02 sample 
to be detected although the BS: 400nm Si3N4 and BS: 200nm Si02 samples already 
show reflections from the TiSidC49j and Ti5Si3 phases respectively. 
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Fig. 4.18 XRD spectra of two samples with different BS layers annealed at 650 DC 
taken in B-2e geometry. Both samples just show the high temperature TiSi2(C54) 
phase. 
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4.3.4. Effect of capping films on TiSh formation 

Oxidation of the Ti thin film during Ti-silicide formation makes accurate kinetic 

measurement very difficult. Initialy the two reactions do not effect each other but as 

reaction progresses the combination of the oxygen building up at the silicide/Ti 

interface (snow plough effect) and the consumption of Ti by the oxidation process on 

the surface results in the slowing down of the silicide growth rate. Oxygen can enter 

the system in two stages of the sample processing. The first stage is during the 

deposition of the Ti thin film and the second stage is during the annealing. RBS 

showed that the virgin samples had a 30 to 50A film with composition Ti03 on the 

surface (see Fig. 4.11). After annealing oxygen was measured throughout the 

thickness of the Ti film. The amount of oxygen increased as annealing time increased. 

An experiment with Ab03 and Ti-oxide capping films was carried out to investigate 

their effectivity in limiting the influence of oxygen on the kinetics of TiSi2 formation. 

Three sets of sample were prepared with between 700 and 750 A of Ti deposited onto 

Si<lOO> substrates in an e-beam vacuum deposition system with a base pressure of 

10-7 Torr. One set was then capped with a 720A Ab03 film while another was capped 

with a thin «loOA) film of Ti-oxide. The Ti-O deposition was done by bleading 

oxygen (10-5 Torr) into the chamber while depositing Ti. The third control set of 

samples had no capping layer. These samples were then annealed at 600°C for 

between 5 and 30 minutes (see Fig. 4.19) in a vacuum furnace at a pressure of less 

than 2xlO-7 Torr. 

Fig. 4.19 shows that the samples with the Ti-O cap react the fastest to form TiSh 

(C49 phase) and the samples with no cap react the slowest. RBS also showed that the 

samples with a Ti-O cap reacted the fastest (see Fig. 4.20). The Ti-O cap therefore 

seems to be the best cap of the two. Ab03 does not react with oxygen and therefore 

only acts-as a diffusion barrier during the annealing process. The Ti-O cap however 

seems to form a gettering sight which cleans up the Ti film of oxygen acquired during 

the deposition process and also forms a barrier for atmospheric oxygen in the furnace. 

This is similar to the Hf cap used in the lateral diffusion studies discussed in chapter 

5. Although it seems that the caps did limit the effect of oxidation RBS still showed 

the presence of oxygen in the annealed samples. 
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Fig. 4.19 XRD spectra showing phase formation at 600°C in samples with different 
capping layers. In the samples with no capping layer (aJ TiSi2(C49) just started 
forming after 30 minutes. In samples with an Al20 3 capping layer (b) after 30 minutes 
the TiSi2(C49) phase formed and there was still some Ti metal left. The C49 peak is 
larger than in the similarly annealed sample with no cap. In the samples with a Ti
oxide capping layer (c) the TiSi2 (C49) phase had already formed after 5 minutes. 
After 30 minutes all the Ti was consumed showing that the Ti-O cap is more effective 
at limiting oxidation than the Al20 3 cap. 
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Fig. 4.20 RES spectra showing how a Ti thin film reacts faster with Si(100) when 
covered with a Ti-O cap to form TiSi2. The sample without any cap shows very little 
reaction while the sample with the Ti-O cap already has a definite shoulder 
corresponding to TiSi2. 

4.3.5. Discussion 

XRD analysis showed that the TiSi2(C49) phase formed and grew in the BS:400mn 

ShN4, BS:200nm Si3N4 and BS:400nm Si02 samples whereas in the BS:200nm Si02 

samples the TisSi3 phase formed as first phase and continued to grow. Previous 

studies have shown Si to be the dominant diffusing species during TiSh formation 

[B0-82, Ni-83] . In some ofthese studies radioactive Si tracer experiments have shown 

a very high mobility of Si in TiS2 and that silicon diffusion takes place by a vacancy 

mechanism [Bo-82] which could indicate linear kinetics. Both non-linear (diffusion 

limited) [Hu-83 , Pi-88] as well as linear (reaction limited) [Pi-88] TiSh kinetics have 

been reported in the literature. A possible reason for this inconsistency is that Ti 

oxidises very easily. This means that as the silicide is formed the oxides are piled up 

at the interface forming a snow plough effect which limits the access of Ti to Si 

thereby slowing down the silicide formation. The TisSi3 phase is reported to grow 

with linear or diffusion limited kinetics [Ma-95]. In this study non-linear kinetics gave 

the best fit to the data and therefore Fig. 4.21 shows plots of TiSi2 and TisSh 

thickness versus square root of time for the BS:200nm Si3N4 and BS:200mnSi02 

samples that were been annealed at 450, 500, 550 and 600 °e. The relatively poor fit 

to the data in some cases is due to the effect of the oxygen which could be seen in the 
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RBS spectra (see Fig. 4.8 and 4.11). The virgin samples only showed surface oxygen 

whereas the annealed samples showed oxygen throughout the Ti film even at 450°C. 

Different capping films were used to try and limit the effect of oxidation (see Fig. 

4.20). Even though a Ti-oxide cap did increase the reaction rate the effect of oxidation 

could not be eliminated. 
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Fig. 4.21 Plots of (a) TiSi2 thickness versus square root of time and (b) Ti5Si3 
thickness versus square root of time, for the samples with 200nm of Si3N4 and 200nm 
of SiD2 respectively deposited on the backside. Some of the straight line fits were 
relatively poor. This is due to the retarding effect of the oxygen absorbed in the un
reacted Ti-films. 
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Fig. 4.22 shows the Arrhenius plots of the Ti-silicide formation which took place in 

the four sample groups. Ideally a control sample group would have been made which 

had no BS film to induce stress. Unluckily due to the high work load of the 

manufacturing laboratories this could not be done in time. The activation energy for 

the TiSh formation (gradient of the Arrhenius curve) varied between 2.1 and 2.2 eV 

in all three the sample groups which formed the disilicide. The activation energy of 

the TisSh phase was slightly smaller at 1.geV. The reaction rates for the TiSh 

formation in the two sample groups with Si3N4 deposited on the BS are basically the 

same. The two BS:ShN4 curves therefore lie within the experimental error of each 

other. The reaction rate for the formation of TiSh in the 400nm Si02 samples is 

almost half that of the BS:ShN4 samples (see Table 4.3) and therefore this line lies 

below the previous two lines. This means that the samples with a tensile stress in the 

BS film react faster than those with a compressive stress. The TisSh reacts the slowest 

and therefore its line lies at the bottom and at a slightly different angle due to the 

slightly smaller activation energy of this phase. The sample group which formed the 

TisSh phase had the largest compressive stress in the BS film. The measured 

activation energy for TiSh corresponded well with the values reported in the literature 

of2.1eV [CI-92] and 1.8eV [Hu-83]. The fact that the activation energy stays constant 

in the sample groups that formed TiSh(C49) indicates that there is not a change in the 

reaction mechanism but only a change in the speed of the process. Previous research 

shows the Si diffusion mechanism in TiSh to be vacancy diffusion [Bo-82]. In a 

recent article Cheng et. al. [Ch-99] reported on the effect of stress induced by 

backside deposition on the growth of TiSh on Si<100> wafers. Although he did not 

measure the total kinetics as a function of stress in the backside film he did find that 

as the stress went from tensile (+870 MPa) to compressive (-550 MPa) the TiSh 

thickness formed would decrease with as mUGh as 50 % after annealing for 30s at

temperatures between 650-800 °c. This is in agreement with the trends observed in 

this study in which even greater stress effects are seen. The larger effects reported in 

this study can be explained using Fig. 4.7, which shows that the stress in the BS film 

decreases as temperature is increased. The samples would therefore be more stressed 

in the lower temperature range used in this study (450-600°C) than those used by 

Cheng (650-800°C). It is important to realise that if the BS film is under compressive 

stress the Si wafer at the BS-interface is under tensile stress. The opposite side of the 
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wafer (where the Ti is deposited) is again under compressive stress (see F ig. 4.2). 

This is because the substrate is much thicker than the backside film and can be 

assumed to have zero stress in the middle (see Appendix A). Cheng argued that 

compressive stress on the front surface would lead to a loss in vacancies in order to 

try and counter the increase in pressure. Tensile stress on the other hand would lead to 

an increase in vacancies to accommodate the increase in volume. As the TiSi2 grows 

with a vacancy diffusion mechanism [B0-82] a compressive stress would retard the 

diffusion of Si atoms (by limiting the amount of vacancies) and tensile stress would 

enhance the diffusion of Si atoms (by increasing the amount of vacancies). This 

agrees with our result of a constant activation energy and a decreasing reaction rate as 

stress becomes more compressive (see table 4.3) which implies no change in reaction 

mechanism only a change in the rate at which the silicide grows. 

Temp [Oc] 
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Fig. 4.22 Arrhenius plots for the four different stress situations. The measured 
stresses in the backside film is also shown on the figures. The activation energies are 
the same for all the samples which formed TiSi2 while the activation energy for the 
Ti5Si3 phase was a bit smaller. The more compressive (negative) the stress the more 
the reaction rate decreases. The activation energy of the TiSi2 phase corresponded 
well with reported values in the literature [CI-92, Hu-83] (see table 4.3). A literature 
search showed that the Ti5Si3 phase has previously been found to grow with diffosion 
limited kinetics [Ma-95]. No references to the activation energy could however be 
found. The actual data points are only shown for the Ti5Si3 phase. 
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Table 4.3 Table showing the measured stress in the back side film before the FS 
deposition (negative =compressive, positive=tensile), the activation energy and 
reaction rate for each sample at 500 °C. The data was analysed for non-linear or 
diffusion limited ((12) kinetics. 

Stress at 
Sample Activation energy Reaction rate 

BS film Phase 
(eV) (t Il2

) group 
(Mpa) 

@ 500°C (rn2/sec) 

BS:200 nm Si3N4 + 1345 TiSi2 2 . l±O.2 1.6x lO-I ~ 

BS: 400nm Si3N4 + 1459 TiSi2 2.1 ±O.2 1.3x lO- '• 

BS:400 nrn Si02 -385 TiSi2 2.2±O.2 7.9x LQ-I Y 

BS:200 nm Si02 -439 Ti5Si3 1.9±O.2 1.6x lO-I ~ 

As discussed before three phases have been reported to compete to form as first phase 

in this system. They are TisSi3, TiSi and TiSb where TiSi is a non-congruently 

melting phase that will probably have a barrier to nucleation. This is in agreement 

with the EHF model as the two liquidus minima (both at 1330 °C) makes it such that 

there is little to choose thermodynamically between any of the phases on the phase 

diagram. In the situations where TiSb has formed the effective concentration at the 

reaction interface is therefore on the silicon rich side of the phase diagram (Fig. 4.1). 

In the sample group BS:200nm Si02 the Si supply has been slowed down so 

effectively by the compressive stress that the effective concentration has moved 

toward the Ti-rich side of the phase diagram where the TisSi3 phase is 

thermodynamically more viable (see EHF diagram Fig. 4.1). 

Appendix A shows that after the BS deposition the stress in the substrate is three 

orders of magnitude smaller than in the BS film. This is because the substrate is of the 

order 1000 times thicker than the BS film. The force and moment equilibrium at the 

interface then equates to a stress which is force per area that is of the order of 1000 

times smaller in the thick substrate than in the thin film. The same can be said after 

the FS deposition. The stress measured in the FS film was smaller than the stress 

measured in the BS film after the first deposition. The curvature of the substrate after 

the FS deposition (second deposition) is a linear combination of the effects of both 

depositions. The final stress in the thin film is therefore also a linear combination of 
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the stress induced by the two depositions. The final stress is very small (see Appendix 

A) and it could be argued that it is too small to induce such a large effect on the 

kinetics of the TiSh formation. The actual stress in the growing silicide thin film is 

however unknown. The just formed silicide is very thin and the stress in it might be 

relatively large. Seeing as we do not understand the mechanism with which stress 

influences the growth process we cannot judge what is a large or small value for 

stress. 

4.4. Summary and conclusions 

The main aim of this study was to investigate the effect of stress on Ti-silicide 

formation by depositing Ti films onto silicon substrates that were under different 

amounts of stress. The stress in the silicon was induced by depositing a film with a 

different thermal expansion coefficient to silicon on the Back Side (BS) of the 

substrate. As the sample cools after deposition the substrate deforms (strain) inducing 

stress throughout the sample structure (see Fig. 4.2). Samples were prepared with 

varying amounts of stress in the Si substrate by varying the thickness and type of BS 

film. Si02 BS films caused compressive stress in the surface of the Si substrate while 

Si3N4 films caused tensile stress in the surface of the Si substrate (see Appendix A). 

Ti thin films (500A) were deposited onto the Front Side (FS) of these stressed 

substrates and annealed to induce reaction. The temperatures used were 450 to 600°C. 

Fig. 4.7 shows that the stress in similar systems is almost totally relaxed at 

temperatures above 600°C [Ch-99]. 

Two sets of samples were manufactured with 400 and 200nm of ShN4 on the BS 

respectively. These samples both had tensile stress in the FS of the substrate. XRD 

and RBS showed that both these samplegroups-fermed only-the T-iSh(C49) phase up 

to 600°C and the TiSh(C54) formed above 650°C-(see section on XRD analysis). Two -

further sample groups were manufactured with 400 and 200nm of Si02 on the BS. 

The BS:400nm Si02 sample group also formed TiSh(C49) up to 600°C and 

TiSi2(C54) at 650°C while the BS:200nm Si02 formed the ThSis phase up to 600°C. 

Kinetic measurements of the phase formation (see table 4.3) showed that the samples 

which had tensile stress in the BS films (1345 to 1459MPa) formed TiSh(C49) much 
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faster than those with compressive stress in the BS films (-385MPa). This can clearly 

be seen in Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 where the BS:400nm Si02 curve lies below the two 

BS:Si3N4 curves for all annealing times and temperatures. The kinetics of theTisSi3 

phase in the BS:200nm Si02 sample group, which had the largest compressive stress 

in the BS film (-439MPa) was the slowest of all. Arrhenius curves (see Fig. 4.22) 

showed that the activation energy of the three sample groups which formed TiSiz was 

very similar at about 2.1 e V, which corresponded well with results found in the 

literature [CI-92, Hu-83]. Only the pre-exponential factor varied with changing stress 

(see Table 4.3), which implies that the reaction mechanism does not change only the 

reaction rate. The activation energy of the TisSh phase was a little smaller at 1.geV 

but still compared to the TiSiz activation energy within the statistical error. The pre

exponential factor was drastically smaller though resulting in much less silicide 

formation. 

In Appendix A it is shown that while the stress in the BS films was relatively large 

the stress at the surface of the Si wafer after the BS deposition was three orders of 

magnitude smaller but still the same polarity. Cheng et. al. [Ch-99] argued that such 

compressive stress in the surface of the Si wafer would lead to a loss in vacancies as 

the system tried to accommodate the increased pressure and tensile stress would 

likewise lead to an increase in vacancies as the system tried to accommodate the 

increase in volume. He further argued that as TiSi2 grows with a vacancy diffusion 

mechanism a compressive stress would therefore retard growth and a tensile stress 

would speed up growth. This would agree with our result that the reaction mechanism 

does not change as the stress goes from compressive to tensile only the reaction rate. 

It also agrees with the result. that the samples with a compressive stress in the BS film 

(compressive stress in the substrate surface) react slower than those with a tensile 

stress in the BS film (compressive str~ss in ~l?e_ ~ub~trate surface) .. In the case of the 

BS:200nm Si02sampies the compressive stress was so large that the lack of vacancies 

moved the effective concentration at the reaction interface towards the Ti-rich side of 

the phase diagram making TisSi3 thermodynamically the more viable phase. This can 

be seen from the EHF diagram (see Fig. 4.1) where the TisSi3 phase triangle shows 

that this phase leads to the highest change in free energy in the Ti-rich region of the 

phase diagram as TisSi4 is a non-congruently melting phase and therefore would not 
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generally form as a first phase in a silicide system. For this model to be true it would 

imply the following two points. 

1. The TiSi2 reaction kinetics are diffusion limited because if they were reaction 

limited then speeding up or slowing down the diffusion would not influence the 

reaction rate without changing the reaction mechanism 

2. The stress in the forming silicide is the same polarity as the stress in the surface of 

the substrate before the Ti film is deposited, as this is where the diffusion takes 

place. The silicon substrate only supplies the diffusing species. 

The stress calculated in the Ti thin film and the surface of the Si substrate after the FS 

deposition is much smaller than after the BS deposition (see Appendix A). It could be 

argued that these stress values are too small to have any effect on the silicide 

formation. The actual stress in the growing silicide is however unknown. The just 

formed silicide film is very thin and due to the force equilibrium on either side of the 

silicide/substrate interface the stress experienced (force per area) in the thin film 

might be relatively large. 

A Ti-oxide cappmg layer seemed to limit surface oxidation, which is a constant 

problem in the Ti system. It was found that a Ti-oxide capping layer speeded up the 

formation of TiSi2 as can be seen in Fig. 4.20. The Ti-oxide capping film was more 

effective than a Ah03 capping film as it seemed to form a gettering site for oxygen in 

the Ti film acquired during the deposition process. The majority of groups have 

reported diffusion limited (non-linear) [Hu-83, Pi-88, Ma-95] growth kinetics for the 

TiSh phase but linear or reaction limited kinetics have also been reported [Pi-88]. In 

all these experiments the reaction kinetics was derived from a thickness versus time 

plot. Any build up of oxygen at the reaction interface (snow plow effect) would slow 

down the reaction rate making the plot look non-linear. Radioactive Si tracer 

experiments done by Botha [Bo-82] show a very high mobility ofSi in TiSh and that 

silicon diffusion takes place by a vacancy mechanism which could. indicate reaction 

controlled kinetics. Radioactive tracer measurements directly monitor the movement 

of the Si and are not influenced by surface oxidation or impurity build up at the 

reaction interface (snow plow effect). If the growth mechanism is reaction controlled 

then the stress must be having a direct influence on the reaction at the Tilsilicide 

interface and cannot be influencing the reaction by speeding up or slowing down the 

diffusion process as put forward by Cheng. Either that or the stress in the silicon itself 
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does influence the ability of the substrate to supply Si to the forming silicide. It would 

be useful to measure the stress in the forming silicide in. situ. as it is grown. This 

could shed more light on the possible mechanism by which stress influences phase 

growth. 
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5. Ru-AI, Pt-AI AND Cr-Si LATERAL DIFFUSION COUPLES 

5.1. Introduction 

Conventional bulk diffusion has been a topic of study for many years. These studies 

have addressed various technical problems encountered whenever two dissimilar 

materials are joined together. The discovery of the transistor in 1947 and the 

subsequent development of Si-transistor based technology in the 1950' s that later 

developed into the commercial integrated circuit industry which first saw light in the 

early 1960's started a huge interest in thin film interactions. The modem integrated 

circuit is a complicated multilayer structure with more than 20 layers of metalisation. 

Lateral diffusion couples have been used in the development of these complicated 

structures. Fig. 5.1 shows a structure in a device and a comparable lateral diffusion 

couple. 

Fig. 5.1 SEN1 micrographs and schematic diagrams of silicide formation in a device 
structure (left) and a lateral diffusion couple (right) [Zh-82}. 

There are major differences between thin film and bulk diffusion couples. In thin film 

systems usually only one phase forms and grows at a time. The next phase only starts 

growing when one of the species has been consumed. In bulk diffusion couples a 
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variety of phases grow simultaneously in parallel layers. In bulk diffusion couples all 

the equilibrium phases are usually present. In thin film systems metastable phases are 

often reported and non-congruently melting phases usually do not form in metal 

silicide systems. Apart from their technological importance lateral diffusion couples 

with diffusion lengths of between fifty . and several hundred micron act as a bridge 

between thin film and bulk diffusion regions. Depending on reacting species, lateral 

diffusion couples have been reported to have thin film and bulk characteristics. In 

many lateral diffusion systems several phases have been found to co-exist [Zh-83, BI-

92, Li-88] and in the Ni-Si system [Zh-83] the non-congruently melting Ni3Sh phase 

forms which generally does not form in thin film systems. Fig. 5.2 shows a typical 

example of a lateral diffusion couple. In this case an Al island deposited onto a Ru 

thin film on top of an oxidised Si wafer. 

--------- lOOf.lm 
Fig. 5.2 Optical micrographs of a typical lateral diffusion couple before (a) and after 
annealing (b). The sample has an Al island (3800 A) deposited onto a Ru thin film 
(300 A) and was annealedfor 29 hours at 550°C. 
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A literature search has shown that apparently no lateral diffusion studies have been 

cruTied out on the Ru-AI, Pt-AI and Cr-Si systems. There has only been one study 

cruned out on a lateral diffusion system using a nuclear microprobe [Di-94] . In the 

past SEM and TEM have been used [Zh-83 , Ch-85] . The Nuclear Micro Probe (NMP) 

has been used before to study lateral non-uniformities during reaction in Au-AI thin 

film systems [De-97]. The major advantage of doing RBS in the NMP is that it gives 

compositional information as a function of depth anywhere on the sampled area. This 

makes it possible to generate a three dimensional image of the sample. 

5.2. R u-AI system 

5.2.1. Thin film couples 

There are five equilibrium compound phases on the Ru-Al binary phase diagram, with 

the liquidus minimum on the far AI-rich side (Fig. 5.3). According to the EHF 

diagrrun shown in F ig. 5.3 there is very little to choose thermodynamically between 

the phases RuA16, Rll4AI13, RuAh and RU2Ah at the composition of the liquidus 

minimum. This would mean that any of the four could be expected as a first phase. 

Fig. 5.4 shows XRD and RBS spectra of samples that have been annealed at 550 DC 

for various times. The virgin sample structure was: Si02/850 A Al/2000 A Ru which 

means that there is excess Ru in the system. The XRD spectra show that RuAl2 and 

RU2Ah are definitely present in the rumealed samples. It seems that these two phases 

coexist. The first phase seems to already be present in the virgin samples (the virgin 

was 1 year old when XRD was carried out) and could be either RuAl6 or RuAh. It is 

difficult to say as the RuAl6<314> line and the RuAh<115> line overlap. The 

RuAb<202> line (80% intensity in a powder sample) is not present in the virgin 

sample however, which probably means that RuAl6 is the first phase to form followed 

by RuAb and RU2Ah (see Fig. 5.4). Ru is in excess in this system and the Al is 

already consumed after 20 minutes. Previous studies did not fmd RuAl6 as fust phase 

[Wa-95] but as RuAl6 does not grow to completion and already forms at room 

temperature it would not be noticed at the high temperatures that these studies (550 

DC) were carried out at. It is important to note that the most ruthenium rich phase, 

RuAl is not detected even after annealing for 10 hours with excess ruthenium. This 
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implies some sort of nucleation barrier to the formation of the RuAl phase. A higher 

temperature could not be used as AI melts at 660 DC. 
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Fig. 5.3 EHF and phase diagram for the Ru-Al binary system, showing that at the 
liquidus minimum composition the effective heat offormation of RuA16, Ru;tA I 13, RuAl2 
and RU2Al3 are nearly the same. 
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Fig. 5.4 XRD (left) and RBS (right) spectra of a series of samples with composition 
Si02/850 A AI/2000 A Ru before annealing (virgin) and after annealing at 550 °C for 
different times. It seems that RuAI6 is the first phase to form followed by RuAI2 and 
RU2AI3. The Al is already consumed after 20 minutes. 
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Wang et. al. studied the Ru-AI thin film system in the situation where there is excess 

Al [Wa-95] . In their case the Al contained 0.8 wt.% Si. Annealing at 550 °C resulted 

in the formation of a mixture of RuAh and Rll4AII3 . To summarise the results of both 

studies; if the system has excess AI then RuAh and Rll4Al 13 will form and if the 

system has excess Ru then RuAh and RU2Ab will form. The results of tlus study are 

summarised in table. 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Phase formation in the Ru (2000 A)-AI(850 A) thin film system heated at 
550°C. 

Time 
AI 

(minutes) 
RuAl6 RU4A1 J3 

0 x x 

20 

120 

600 

5.2.2. Lateral diffusion couples 

AI-island geometry 

Optical microscope study 

RuAl2 RU2Al3 RuAI Ru 

x 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 

Samples were prepared using electron beam vacuum deposition and then annealed in 

a standard vacuum furnace to induce phase formation. The lateral diffusion couples 

were made by depositing islands of aluminium (3800 A thick) onto a tllin film of 

rutheluum (300 A), through a silicon mask with 780 x 390 )..tm rectangular holes. The 

lateral diffusion structure was deposited onto an oxidised Si substrate. The minimum 

distance between the islands being 1 mm. Fig. 5.5 shows optical nUcrographs of a 

virgin sample (a) and a sample that has been annealed at 550 °C for 29 hours (b) . Fig. 

S.S(c) is a schematic diagram of the island edge in the reacted sample viewed from the 

side. The optical micrographs show four important points. 

1. The island edge does not move during reaction. 

2. Dark patches appear allover the island surface. 

3. The reaction region seems smooth and uniform. 

4. It looks like there is only one phase present in the reaction region (B). Regions A 

and C are the AI island and the Ru tlun film respectively. 
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Fig. 5.5 Optical micrographs and schematic of the island edge in a virgin and 
annealed (550°C 29 hours) sample. The virgin sample structure had 3800 A thick Al 
islands deposited onto a 300 A Ru thin film. A Ti glue layer «20 A) was used between 
the Ru thinfilm and the Si02 substrate to prevent peeling. 

The dark patches are areas where the aluminium has been consumed non-uniformly 

leaving voids where the underlying Ru-aluminide thin film is visible. This can be seen 

in Fig. 5.6 where the AI-island RBS spectrum shows Ru present on the surface. A 

further indication in this spectrum of the non-uniform Al island is the slanted front 

edge of the Ru signal. Voiding has been well documented in metal alurninide thin film 

systems [De-97, Co-90]. The voiding occurs because of very fast grain boundary and 

interface diffusion of the AI. The voids are spread over the full area of the island and 

not just at the edge, indicating that the entire island provides the Al that is consumed 
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by the lateral growing phase. The fact that the island edge stays in the same place also 

indicates that not just the AI near the edge takes part in the lateral phase formation. 

This is in contrast to lateral diffusion couples like Ni-Si [Zh-82] and Cr-Si where the 

island shrinks laterally as phase formation takes place. The fact that the phase 

formation occurs to the outside of the island also implies that Al is the diffusing 

species as there is no Al outside the island before annealing. 

Nuclear microprobe study 

The three regions visible in the optical micrographs of the island edge in the annealed 

sample are also visible in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8. Fig. 5.6 shows the RBS spectra from 

each of these three regions. A RUMP [Do-85] simulation of region A shows a RuAl6 

film covered by a very uneven film composed of Ru, Al and oxygen. The non

uniformity in the Al island can be seen by the sloping front edge of the Ru signal. 

RUMP simulation show region B to be a uniform (1500 A) Rll.4AI13 film. Region C is 

the surrounding un-reacted Ru thin film (300 A). 
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Fig. 5.6 Overlay of RBS spectra showing the Ru signal, acquired using the nuclear 
microprobe in regions similar to A, Band C in Fig. 5.5. The horizontal arrows 
indicate the expected Ru signal heights for Ru and Ru<tA1 J3. The vertical arrow 
indicates the Ru surface position. 
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Fig. 5.7 Plot of Ru and Al RES peak heights as a function of lateral position for a 
virgin sample. The origin of the horizontal scale is at the island edge. 
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Fig. 5.8 Plot of Ru and Al RBS heights as a function of lateral beam position for an 
annealed sample (550 °C 17 hours). The origin of the horizontal scale is the position 
of the original island edge. 
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T~ ~ -' - ._-

Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show plots of Ru and Al RBS signal heights as a function of 

lateral position measured with the NMP for virgin and annealed (550°C 17 hours) 

samples. The original island edge corresponds to the origin of the x-axis. Fig. 5.8 

shows that the position of the island edge does not move after the sample is annealed 

and lateral diffusion takes place. It is therefore concluded that Al is the diffusing 

species and that Al diffuses to the surrounding reaction region from the entire island 

and not just from. the island edge. The Al diffuses non-uniformaly from the entire 

island passing through the underlying phase and into the surrounding reaction region. 

This is confirmed by the voids visible over the full area of the island (see Fig. 5.2 and 

5.5). After the composition of the different regions had been identified using RBS an 

optical microscope was used to measure the width of the lateral reaction region for 

different annealing times. 

Fig. 5.9 shows how far the Rll4AI13 phase has grown laterally in micrometers as a 

function of time at 550°C. The phase grows with linear time dependence indicating 

reaction limited growth kinetics. The fact that the phase grows linearly indicates that 

it has not grown far. enough for the long distance that the Al must diffuse to slow 

down the phase growth. If this were to happen the phase would start growing non-

linearly or with diffusion limited kinetics, which would mean that the availability of 

Al would decrease at the reaction interface, as the phase grew thicker. When the so-

called critical thickness is reached it would be energetically more viable for a more 

Ru-rich phase to nucleate and grow. In this case, due to the reaction limited growth 

kinetics of the Rll4AI13 phase, the availability of Al does not decrease as the phase 

grows thicker and therefore the same phase continues to grow as it stays energetically 

the most viable. 
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Fig. 5.9 Lateral thickness of the Ru~113 as measured, using an optical microscope, 
for different times at 550 °C showing linear time dependence and therefore reaction 
limited growth. 

Ru-island geometry 

Samples were also made with 2000 A thick Ru islands deposited onto a 300 A Al 

thin-film on top of an oxidised Si wafer. Due to the good adhesion between Al and 

Si02 a Ti glue layer was not necessary. Fig. 5.10 shows an optical micrograph of a Ru 

island after annealing at 500 °C for 19 hours. Regions (a) and (c) are the Ru island and 

the Al thin-film respectively. Region (b) was found to be a region of depleted AI 

surrounding the island. This can be seen from the EDS measurements in table. 5.2 

that were taken in the three different regions using a scanning electron microscope. 

The accelerator voltage necessary to excite the Ru L lines was 10 kV and therefore the 

sampling depth was always more than just the surface thin films and included the 

Si02 substrate. This is why for example the concentration of Al is not 100 in the thin 

film but much less. This means that the absolute values cannot be trusted but they can 

still be used to compare the three regions. Table 5.2 gives the relative concentrations 

measured in the three regions. The depletion zone therefore has a factor four times 

less AI than the Al thin-film and no Ru. The Al has therefore diffused out of this 

region and has not been replaced by Ru. As Al is the diffusing species the reaction 

interface is at the Ru-aluminide I Ru-island interface. The aluminide does not grow 

laterally but Al diffuses upward into the island consuming Ru as it goes. As each Al 
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atom moves into the island it leaves a void. The Al thin film therefore recedes leaving 

a depletion zone. 

Fig. 5.10 Optical micrograph of the a Ru island on a sample that has been annealed 
for 19 hours at 500 Dc. In the virgin sample 2000 A thick Ru islands were deposited 
onto a 300 A Al thin film. The Al and Ru compositions at positions (a) , (b) and (c) are 
shown in table. 5.2. 

Table. 5.2. SEM EDS results (lOkVacceleration voltage) showing the depletion of the 
Al-thinjilm around the Ru-island. Regions (a) , (b) and (c) are shown in Fig. 5.10. 

Region AI(relative concentration) Ru(relative concentration) 

(a) Ru island 30 620 

(b) depletion region 10 0 

(c) Al thin-film 40 0 
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5.3. Pt-AI system 

5.3.1. Thin film couples 

The Pt-Al system has many different equilibrium phases. Fig. 5.11 shows that the 

PtsAht phase has the largest effective heat of formation at the composition of the 

liquidus minimum, followed by PtgAht, PtAl2 and Pt2Ah. Both PtgAI21 and PtsAl21 

have large atom per unit cell ratios (116 and 416 respectively) which could cause 

nucleation difficulties. If nucleation were therefore taken into consideration the EHF 

model would predict either PtAh or PhAl3 as first phase . 
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Fig. 5.11 EHF and phase diagram for the Pt-Al binary system. 
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Most thin film studies find Pt2Ah as the fust phase [Co-87, Co-92] (see table 5.3). 

The metastable PtAl4 phase has also been reported as first phase [Co-87, Co-92]. As 

this phase is a metastable phase it is difficult to determine its heat of formation 

experimentally. Since, however PtAl4 has a composition very close to that ofPtsAl21 it 

can be expected according to Miedema [De-88] that PtAl4 and PtsAhl should have 

very close heats of formation and therefore very close effective heats of formation. If 

nucleation difficulties are therefore ignored the EHF model would predict the 

formation of either PtAl4 or PtsAhI as first phase. 

Table 5.3 Phase formation in the Pt(1500 A)-AI(3 mm) thin film system heated at 
different temperatures [Co-8 7, Co-90}. 

Temp 
AI PtA 14 PtgAI2 1 PtAIz 

(0C) 

310 x 

375 x 

450 x x 

510 x x 

5.3.2. Lateral diffusion couples 

AI-island geometry 

Optical microscope study 

Pt2AI) PtAI PtsAI3 Pt2AI Pt3AI Pt 

x x 

x 

Samples were prepared using electron beam vacuum deposition and then annealed in 

a standard vacuum furnace to induce phase formation (see phase diagram in Fig. 

5.11). The lateral diffusion couples were made by depositing islands of Al (2500 A) 

onto thin films of Pt (400 A) on top of oxidised Si wafers, through a silicon mask with 

780 11m x 390 11m rectangular holes. The minimum distance between the islands 

being lmm. Fig. 5.12 shows optical micrographs of the island edge in a virgin sample 

(a) and a sample that has been annealed at 500 °c for 780 minutes (b). Fig. 5.12 (c) is 

a schematic diagram of the island edge in (b) viewed from the side. Four important 

points should be noticed in the optical micrographs. 

1. The island does not shrink laterally i.e. the island edge does not move. 

2. The entire island surface becomes rough. 

3. The reaction zone looks smooth and homogenous. 
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4. Two colour regions are visible in the reaction zone (B and C) with four regions in 

total A, B, C and D. 

1 (c) 

A B CID 
Al Phases i Pt 
island formed I film 

-: 

-20 o 20 40 60/-lill 

Fig. 5.12 Optical micrograph of the edge of an Al island (2500 A) on a thin film (400 
A) of Pt (a) before heating and (b) after heating for 780 minutes at 500 °C showing 
lateral phase formation. (c) Schematic representation of the phase formation. 
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The fact that the position of the island edge stays in the same place indicates that the 

Al island is not being consumed from the edge as is the Ni island in the Ni-Si system 

[Zh-85]. The Al is therefore being supplied to the reaction zone from throughout the 

island. This would also explain the rough texture of the island surface, which is 

caused by voiding in the aluminium. This can be seen in Fig. 5.13 where the RBS 

spectrum for the AI-island shows that the Pt signal front edge slopes forward almost 

to its surface position. This indicates a very non-uniform Al island. Void formation in 

aluminide thin film systems is well documented [Co-90]. The voiding usually occurs 

in the aluminium thin film due to very fast diffusion of the Al along grain boundaries 

and interfaces. The Al is selectively consumed in certain regions but the underlying 

aluminide thin film still grows uniformly. 

Nuclear Microprobe study 

The Nuclear Microprobe (NMP) was used to analyse composition as a function of 

position, by scanning a 2 Me V alpha beam over an area of the sample similar to that 

shown in Fig. 5.12(b) and carrying out Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 

(RBS). The beam size was 2 f.lm and the backscattering angle 176° (annular detector). 

Fig. 5.13 shows an overlay of normalised RBS spectra from each of the 4 regions 

identified in Fig. 5.12(b). A RUMP [Do-85] analysis of RBS measured in region A 

shows a very uneven film of Al covering 2400 A of a film with composition PtsAb. 

The surface Al film varies in thickness from 300 A to 2300 A. This is not strange as 

aluminide thin film systems are well known for their uneven consumption of the Al 

thin film [Co-90, De-87]. RUMP analysis of spectra measured in regions B, C and D 

give a 1500 A film ofPtgAhl, a 1300 A film ofPtAh and 400 A ofPt respectively. As 

shown in Fig. 5.13 the Pt peak heights correspond with these phase compositions. 

Fig. 5.14 and 5.15 show plots of the Pt and Al RBS signal heights as a function of 

lateral position measured with the NMP for a virgin and annealed (500°C 780 

minutes) sample. The original island edge was taken as the zero point position. In the 

reacted sample the zero point also stays at the edge of the AI-island because the island 
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edge does not recede as reaction takes place. It is therefore concluded that Al is the 

diffusing species during phase formation and that AI diffuses to the reaction region 

from the entire island and not just from the island edge. The Al diffuses non

uniformly from the bulk of the island passing through the underlying phase 

(composition PtsAbJ) and into the surrounding reaction region, which is confirmed by 

the rough surface of the entire island (Fig. 5.12(b)) and the non-uniformity shown by 

the RBS spectra of the AI film left on the island (see Fig. 5.13). After the composition 

of the different regions had been identified with RBS, optical microscopy was used to 

measure the width of the reaction regions for different annealing times (Fig. 5.16). 

The x-scale shows how far the PtgAhl and PtAh phases have grown laterally in 

micrometers as a function oftime at a temperature of 500°C. It is clear that both these 

phases grow with a parabolic time dependence, indicating diffusion limited growth 

kinetics. 
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Fig. 5.13 RES spectra of the three different regions labeled A, B, C and D in Fig. 5.16 
acquired in the NMP. The horizontal arrows indicate the phases that Ru signal 
heights correspond to. The island consists of a Pt~121 film covered by a non-uniform 
film of AI. 
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Fig. 5.16 Lateral thickness of Pt~/21 and PtAI2 phases as measured using an optical 
microscope for different annealing times at 500°C, showing a parabolic time 
dependence and therefore diffusion limited growth. The one curve shows how the 
phase (Pt~b) in region B grows relative to the original interface and the other 
curve, how the phase (PtAI2) in region C grows relative to region B. The region 
between the two curves therefore corresponds only to the growth of PtAh 

Pt-island geometry 

The Pt islands would not stay attached to the substrate after annealing. They pealed 

off together with the underlying AI-thin film. This could be because the Pt bonds well 

to the Al due to phase formation. As seen in the Cr-Si and Ru-AI system a crack or 

void forms around the island if the thin film is composed of the diffusing species. The 

stress in the thick Pt island (probably due to large differences in thermal expansion 

coefficients between the metals and the underlying Si02) then causes the island and 

underlying film to peal off. 
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5.4. Cr-Si system 

5.4.1. Thin mm couples 

The Cr-Si binary system has four compound phases listed on the phase diagram (see 

Fig. 5.17). These are Cr3Si, CrsSi3, CrSi and CrSi2. Of these only CrSi is a non

congruently melting phase. As usual in silicide systems the non-congruently melting 

phase does not form during thin film solid state interactions unless forced to do so 

stoichiometrically. The other phases all form with CrSi2 always found as the first 

phase. The growth kinetics of CrSi2 has been measured to be reaction limited with Si 

being the dominant diffusing species [Ei-83]. Subsequent phase formation is 

dependent on the relative amount of Cr and Si present in the sample. Excess Si would 

mean only CrSb will form. If there is excess Cr then the other phases will form 

starting with CrsSi3 and then Cr3Si if there is enough excess Cr. If the atomic ratio of 

Cr to Si is 1:1 then CrSi will form as the final phase after CrsSb (see Fig 5.18) [pr-

93]. 
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Fig. 5.17 EHF and phase diagram of the Cr-Si binary system. The EHF diagram gives 
the heats of formation of the different phases in KJ/mol. at as a function of 
composition. 
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Cr 

Cr 1 
-: -

Fig. 5.18 Schematic diagrams of phase formation in the Cr-Si thin film system [Pr-
93]. 

5.4.2. Lateral diffusion couples 

Cr-island and Si-island lateral diffusion couples were deposited onto Si02 substrates. 

In both cases the planned island thickness versus thin film thickness was 

2500 A : 400 A. RBS showed 10 at.% oxygen present in the Cr island and thin film 

after deposition. The samples were annealed at 600°C for 3 hours in a vacuum 

furnace at 2x 1 0-7 Torr. 
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Optical microscopy 

Cr-island on Si-thin film 

Fig. 5.19 shows the optical micrographs of the edge of the Cr island in a virgin and 

annealed sample. In both cases the Cr island is on the left. To the right of the edge the 

Si thin film onto which the island has been deposited is visible. Fig. 5.19(a) shows the 

micrograph of the virgin sample, while Fig. 5.19(b) shows the sample that has been 

annealed at 600°C for 3 hours. As in the virgin sample the island edge is still well 

defined. None of the annealed samples in this sample group showed any lateral 

reaction under the optical microscope, even after annealing for 12 hours at 600 °c 

----------20/-lm 

Fig. 5.19 Optical micrographs of the island edge (Cr island on Si thin film) in the 
virgin sample (a) and the 600°C 3 hours annealed sample (b). In both cases the Cr 
island is on the left with the underlying Si thin film visible on the right. In the virgin 
sample the edge of the island is well defined and shows no lateral growth. As in the 
virgin sample no lateral reaction is visible at the edge of the island in the annealed 
sample. 
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Si islands on Cr thin film 

Fig. 5.20 Shows optical micrographs of the edge of a Si island in a vrrgm and 

annealed sample. In both cases the Si island is on the left. To the right of the island 

edge the Cr thin film onto which the island has been deposited is visible. Fig. 5.20 (a) 

shows the well-defined edge of the Si island in the virgin sample. Fig. 5.20(b) shows 

lateral reaction after annealing for 3 hours at 600°C. The amount of reaction was not 

reproducible and in some cases there was no reaction, even after longer anneals . The 

Si island itself has shrunk: and a reaction area with a width of about 30 ).lID has formed 

around the edge of the island. The reaction zone and surrounding Cr thin film are very 

rough. The rough surface complicates RBS analysis. 

----------20~m 

Fig. 5.20 Shows optical micrographs of the Si island edge in the virgin sample (a) and 
the 600 °C 3 hour annealed sample (b). In both cases the Si island is on the left. In the 
virgin sample the island edge is well defined and shows no lateral reaction. In the 
annealed sample a reaction zone has become visible at the island edge. The reaction 
zone and Cr thin film are rough compared to the smooth surface of the Si island on 
the left. 
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Nuclear microprobe study 

The NMP was used to study the phase formation in both Cr-island and Si-island 

geometry. A 2 MeV apha beam (±2 /-lm) was scanned over a region on the edge of the 

island similar to the areas in the optical micrographs while the backscattered signal 

was aquired. RBS spectra could therefore be acquired from anywhere on the mapped 

area giving the composition as a function of position and depth. 

Cr-island geometry (600°C 3 hours) 

In this geometry 3000 A thick Cr islands were deposited onto a 400 A Si thin film and 

annealed at 600°C for 3 hours. Fig. 5.21 shows that the Cr has not moved from the 

island. Fig. 5.22 is a RBS spectrum acquired in a region on the island. A simulation of 

this spectrum shows that the Cr has reacted with all the underlying Si to form a film of 

CrsSb. The Cr that has not reacted to form the silicide has been oxidised to form a 

capping film of Cr203 which is the composition of the native Cr-oxide. The oxidation 

of the Cr has therefore prevented further phase formation and therefore the Cr rich 

Cr3Si phase has not been formed. In Fig. 5.21 the Si peak heights vary on and off the 

island region. This is not because the Si has moved but because of different Si 

compositions. The peak height in the island region corresponds to the CrsSi3 phase 

and in the thin film region correspond to Si02. Fig. 5.23 is a RBS spectrum from the 

thin film region off the island. The simulation shows that the Si thin film has been 

oxidised completely to form Si02. The dip and spike in Fig. 5.21 shows that the Si in 

the region directly next to the island edge has diffused into the island leaving a crack 

or void in the Si thin film that runs around the island effectively cutting off any 

further Si supply. 

Fig. 5.24 shows a diagram of the edge of the island. The oxidation of both the Si and 

the Cr has played a large role in limiting silicide formation. It does however seem that 

the void or crack that developed in the Si thin film at the edge of the island would 

have prevented any further Si moving laterally. The oxidation of the Si thin film 
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around the island would have prevented any lateral movement of the Cr out of the 

island. 
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Fig. 5.21 Plot of RBS Cr and Si peak heights as afunction of lateral position in an 
annealed sample. Simulations of RBS spectra from the Cr island show that the Cr 
height corresponds to afilm ofCr5Si3 covered with Cr-oxide. The Si under the island 
has formed a silicide with composition Cr5Si3. From the spike and dip in Si counts at 
the island edge it can be concluded that some Si has moved into the island leaving a 
region of depleted Si just off the island edge. The rest of the Si thin film has reacted 
with oxygen to form SiD2. The amount of silicon in SiD2 is less than in Cr5Si3 and 
therefore the Si peak heights drop moving off the island. 
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Fig. 5.22 RBS spectra generatedfrom a 2D gate set on the Cr island. The sample has 
been annealed at 600 DC for 3 hours. The overlayed simulation has the following 
structure Si<>18200 A Si021700 A Cr5SiJI2500 A Cr60;/1800 A Cr203. The arrows 
indicate the Si and Cr surface positions. 
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Fig.5.23 RBS spectra generated from a 2D gate set on the Si thinfilm with no Cr 
island ontop of it. Simulation overlay shows 8700A of Si02 with no pure Si left. The 
virgin blanket samples had only 8200 A of Si02. All the Si has been oxidised. The 
sample has been annealed at 600 DC for 3 hours. The arrows indicate the Si and Cr 
surface positions. 
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Cr-oxide > 3000A 

700 A Cr5Si3 500 A Si02 

8200 h.. Si02 
II 

Cr Island m vIrgm SI thmfilm m vIrgm 

Fig. 5.24 Diagram of the edge of a Cr island viewedfrom the side after annealing for 
3 hours at 600 °C. The diagram has been constructed from the RBS spectra in Fig. 
5.22 and 5.23. 

Si-island geometry (600°C 3 hours) 

In tlus geometry 2300 A thick Si islands were deposited onto a 500 A Cr thin film and 

then annealed at 600 °C for 3 hours. Fig. 5.25 shows NMP RBS Cr and Si signal 

heights as a function of lateral position. The mapped area was at the edge of an island 

similar to the area in Fig. 5.20(b). The Cr signal height stayed relatively constant over 

the mapped area. The Si signal heights showed three regions of constant composition. 

They are on the island, in the lateral diffusion region and off the island in the tlun 

film. Fig. 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28 show RBS spectra and RUMP simulations from these 

three regions. From these simulations it can be seen that under the island the Si has 

reacted with the underlying Cr to form the most Si rich CrSi2 phase. There is still 

excess Si left on the surface. In the reaction region the Si has also reacted with the 

underlying Cr to form CrSi2 but there is less Si left on the surface in this region. The 

remaining Si contains 50 at.% oxygen in this region. The region off the island 

contains Si that must have come from the island edge where the Si film has become 

thinner. RBS shows that the composition in this region is non-uniform and contains 

oxygen. This could be the Cr and or the Si being oxidised. Fig. 5.29 shows a 

schematic diagranl of the island edge and lateral diffusion zone. 
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Fig. 5.25 Plot of RES Cr and Si peak heights as afunction of lateral position at the 
edge of a reacted Si island. The Cr peak height stays constant throughout the mapped 
area. From the Si peak heights three homogeneous regions can be identified. 

Fig. 5.29 has been generated from simulations done on RBS spectra taken in the three 

constant composition regions using the NMP. The Si has reacted with all the 

underlying Cr to form the most silicon rich CrSb phase. The Si island becomes 

thinner nearer the island edge as some of it diffuses into the surrounding thin film. 

The surrounding Cr has reacted with silicon and oxygen. Simulations of RBS spectra 

taken from the off island region shows a non-uniform mixture of Cr, Si and O. 
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Fig. 5.26 RBS spectrum and overlaid RUMP simulation from a region on the Si island 
in a sample that has been annealed for 3 hours at 600 °C. The simulation was: 
Si02/I200 A CrSi2/II 00 A Si. The arrows indicate the Si and Cr surface positions. 
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Fig. 5.27 RES spectrum and overlaid simulation of the region on the edge of the 
island. The simulation was: Si02/1200 A CrSi2/400 A SiIO/ . The arrows indicate the 
Si and Cr surface positions. 
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Fig. 5.28 RBS spectrum with the overlaid simulation from the thin film region off the 
island. The simulation was: Si0211600 A (Cr203+0.5Si02)/300 A Si/Cr/.20s. The 
arrows indicate the Si and Cr surface positions. 
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Fig. 5.29 Schematzc showzng structure of the edge of the Sz zsland. Constructed from 
the R UMP simulations in Fig. 5.26 to 5.2S. The region marked U?" was too small to 
analyze accurately. 
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The effect of different capping layers on lateral formation. 

Si02 and Hf capping layers were used in an attempt to eliminate the effect of 

oxidation. The caps were deposited as blanket thin films onto Si-island geometry 

lateral diffusion couples. The samples were then annealed for 12 hours at 600°C. Fig. 

5.30 shows that there was very little or no lateral reaction in the samples with no cap 

and the Si02 cap. As mentioned before the uncapped samples did not always show 

lateral reaction even after long anneals. The samples with the Hf cap consistently 

showed lateral reaction. Hf has a high affinity for oxygen and getters the oxygen from 

the underlying Cr-thin film. RBS however showed extensive reaction between the Hf 

and the underlying Cr and Si. Ti caps have been known to improve silicide formation 

in Co-Si systems [Tu-95]. In this study we also showed that Ti-oxide caps led to faster 

TiSb formation (see section 4.3.4). 

Si02/250 A Cr/2200 A Si 

(b Si02/400 A Crll600 A Sil1800 A Si02 

(c) l=~_~iL-..~~~~ Si02/300 A Crll950 A Sill25 A Hf 

Fig. 5.30 Optical micrographs showing the improved lateral growth using a HI-cap to 
prevent oxidation and getter oxygen from the underlying films. All the samples were 
annealedfor 12 hours at 600°C. 
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5.5. Summary and conclusion 

In the thin film: Ru-AI system it was found that if there is excess Al then RuAh and 

R14AI13 will form whereas if Ru is in excess then RuAh and RU2Ah will form. In 

lateral diffusion couples two geometries, AI-island and Ru-island, were studied. In the 

Ru-island geometry where Ru is in excess there was no lateral diffusion but it was 

found that the Al was consumed around the island leaving a void or crack. In the AI

island geometry where Al is in excess, RuAl6 formed under the island and RU4AI13 

grew laterally (see Table 5.4). Voids were present over the entire island surface 

showing that the Al is consumed non-uniformly. The island edge did not move as is 

the case in the Cr-Si system. The laterally grown phase was uniform in thickness and 

composition and grew linearly (see Fig. 5.9) indicating reaction limited kinetics. The 

fact that the phase grows with reaction limited kinetics explains why only one phase 

namely R14AII3 grows laterally. If the phase had grown with diffusion limited kinetics 

the effective Al concentration at the reaction interface would decrease as the phase 

grows and the diffusion length increases. After a critical thickness is reached the EHF 

model predicts that it will become energetically viable for a more Ru-rich phase 

(probably RuAh) to start growing. 
\ 

As in the Ru-AI system both Pt-island and AI-island geometry's were studied. In the 

Pt-island geometry the islands pealed off after annealing. This was probably due to 

the same crack formation seen in the Ru-AI thin film around the Ru-island. The 

difference in thermal expansion coefficient between the metal films and the Si02 

substrate caused stress in the island structure and the crack weakened the adhesion 

allowing the island and underlying film too peal off. In the AI-island geometry three 

phases grew simultaneously namely, PtsAI21, PtsAb and PtAh (see Table 5.4). Of 

these only PtAh is found in thin film systems. The PtsAb phase is not reported in 

thin film studies but the metastable PtAl4 phase is, which has very much the same 

composition [Co-90]. -These three phases have more negative"EHF values than Pt2Ah 

that usually forms first in thin film couples (see Fig. 5.11). They also have very 

similar EHF values, which could explain why they grew simultaneously from the 

start. Both lateral phases were already present after 18 ~m of lateral reaction. The 

relatively poor lateral resolution of the NMP could also mean that if PhAh did not 

grow to more than two micron it would not be detected. The island edge again did not 
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move while the entire island became rough indicating non-uniform Al consumption. 

Both lateral phases grew uniformly and non-linearly (see Fig. 5.16) indicating 

diffusion limited kinetics. 

Table 5.4 Summary of lateral diffusion studies 

System Island Lateral phase Diffusing Diffusion Island edge References 

formation species mechanism recedes 

Ni NiSi, Ni3Si2, Ni2Si, Ni 
Vacancies and 

yes [Zh-83] 

Ni-Si Si NisSi2, Ni3Si Ni yes [Zh-82] 
defects 

Ni2Si 

Cr Voiding around Si 
Vacancies and 

Cr-Si island 
defects 

Si CrSi2 Si yes This work 

Pt 
Pt-Si 

Pt2Si Pt yes [Zhe-83] 

Si Not reported -

Pd Pd2Si Pd+ Si [Ch-84] 
Pd-Si 

Si Not reported -
Pt Islands peeled off - Grain This work 

Pt-AI Al PtAI2, PtgAI2b Al boundaries No (island This work 

PtsAI21 and interfaces forms voids) 

Ru Voiding around the AJ Grain This work 

Ru-AI island boundaries No (island 

Al RuAI 6 and RU4AII J Al and interfaces forms voids) This work 

Pd Islands peeled off - Grain Not reported [BI-92] [BI-

Pd-AI boundaries 99] 

Al Pd2AIJ and PdAIJ Al and interfaces 

Ni Not reported -

Ni-AI Al NiAIJ and Ni2AIJ AI<500°C no [Li-88, Liu-

Ni>500°C 88] 

Pt No reaction - [Ne-97] 
Pt-Ge 

PtGe2, Pt2GeJ, PtGe2 Ge Ge [Ne-97] 

Ir-Ge Ir IrGe4, IrJGe7, lrGe ? yes [Ha-99] 

Oxidation was a big problem in the study of the Cr-Si system. Both Cr and Si 

oxidized in the vacuum furnace at 600°C. This is not strange for Cr but crystalline Si 

does not usually oxidize at 600°C and 10-7 Torr. The silicon thin film and islands in 

the lateral diffusion couples were deposited at room temperature in an e-beam system. 

Such films are amorphous and porous and are known to react much faster with 

oxygen due to the lower binding energy than crystalline Si and the large reactive 

surface area due to the porosity [Ad-89]. It is also possible that small undetectable 
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amounts of Cr diffused into the Si breaking the Si-Si bonds and making it 

energetically more viable for these Si atoms to react with oxygen. It has been found 

that Si dissolved in metals like Au and Ag is more reactive with oxygen than Si bound 

in a crystalline substrate [Ju-99]. This has also been found in previous studies where 

amorphous Si reacted faster and at lower temperature through gold to form Si02 than 

crystalline Si [Ju-99]. The Cr-island geometry samples showed no lateral reaction. 

There was a region of depleted Si forming a crack or void around the island. In the Si

island geometry CrSi2 grew laterally. This is also the first phase in thin film diffusion 

couples. No kinetics could be measured due to the excessive oxidation in the system. 

The extent of reaction was not reproducible. In most annealed samples there was no 

lateral reaction. Unlike the aluminide systems the island area shrunk, meaning Si is 

sourced more from the edge and not from the entire island. Different caps were used 

to study their ability to limit oxidation. Hf was the most effective. This is probably 

because it has a higher affinity for oxygen than Cr and was able to act as a gettering 

site. Caps have previously been shown to improve silicide formation in the Co-Si [Tu-

95] and Ti-Si (see section 4.3.2) systems. 

The following are three areas where the study of lateral diffusion couples can improve 

the understanding of solid state interactions (see table 5.4 for a summary of lateral 

diffusion studies). 

1. Lateral diffusion couples can be used to study the transition between thin film and 

bulk diffusion. A good example of this is where the critical thickness of phases 

has been measured (eg. NbSi and AhPd2 [BI-92]). This is the thickness that a 

phase grows before another phase is thermodynamically favored at the reaction 

interface allowing both phases to grow simultaneously. NbSi seems to have a 

critical thickness of about 30 ~m at 600°C. 

2. Information can be obtained about the diffusing species. If as in the Ru-AI and Pt

Al systems only one island geometry grows laterally it shows that the island 

species is the majority diffusing species in the formed phases. If a phase were to 

form where the thin film species is the dominant diffusing species then a crack can 

form as was seen in the Ru-island and Cr-island geometry's in this study. This 

happens because the growth interface is not at the thin-film/phase interface 
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meaning that as the thin film is consumed it separates from the phase. If several 

phases grow simultaneously as in the Ni-Si system the phases can also start to 

consume each other. In this situation it is not easy to draw conclusions on the 

diffusing species. Although Ni is reported as the dominant diffusing species in the 

metal rich and Si rich phases it is interesting that both the Ni-island and Si-island 

geometry show lateral formationofNbSi [Zh-82]. From this it could be concluded 

that both Ni and Si diffuse readily through the phase. 

3. The Si islands in the Cr-Si system and the Ni islands in the Ni-Si system shrink 

laterally indicating that the material is consumed from the edge of the island, 

while in the Pt-AI and Ru,.AI systems the entire Al island is consumed and the 

island edge does not move. This gives information about the diffusion mechanism. 

Al is known to diffuse quickly along grain boundaries and interfaces in noble 

metal-aluminide systems [Co-90, De-97]. Diffusion of Ni through NbSi and Si 

through CrSb is via vacancies and defects. The latter two silicide systems do not 

have the very fast interfacial diffusion which enables the aluminide systems to 

supply Al to the reaction region from anywhere in the island without limiting the 

growth. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Instead of studying phase formation in conventional thin film binary diffusion 

couples, various unconventional thin film sample structures were used to investigate 

the influence of certain parameters on phase formation. Iron-silicide formation on 

Si(100) through metal alloy dIffusion barriers (chapter 3), Ti~silicide formation on 

stressed Si(lOO) substrates (chapter 4) and phase formation in various lateral 

diffusion couples (chapter 5) was studied. 

In chapter 3 a variety of Fe-alloys were used as diffusion barriers (100 A) through 

which Fe thin films (500 A) reacted with Si(100). By decreasing the effective 

concentration of Fe at the growth interface it was hoped that the semiconducting 

I3FeSi2 phase could be formed directly. The barriers used were Fe80V20, Fe30V70, 

Fe30Tho, Fe30Cr70 and Fe30Ni7o. Some of these alloys (Fe80V20 and Fe30V70) were used 

as direct sources of Fe during Fe-Si interactions by depositing a thick (500 A) film of 

the alloy onto a Si(100) substrate. Samples were also prepared with 500 A of Fe 

deposited directly onto Si(100). In none of the samples did XRD ever show 

reflections from the metal alloyed with Fe. In some of the samples with excess Fe 

XRD did show Fe reflections when just the alloy was analysed. This indicates that a 

relatively stable phase forms between all these metals and Fe. Since no reflections 

other than Fe and Si were visible in the virgin samples it could be concluded that the 

co-deposited Fe-alloys which acted as diffusion barriers were amorphous. 

In previous studies it has been shown that diffusion barriers can be used effectively to 

improve the quality of formed silicides and in some cases to increase the degree of 

epitaxiality. In some of these systems this was because the diffusion barrier affected 

the phase formation sequence (eg. Co-Si system with Ti diffusion barrier and Ni-Si 

system with NiZr diffusion barrier) [Pr-97], while in other cases it was ascribed to the 

way in which the diffusion barriers supplied the diffusing species to the reaction 

region (Fe-Si(111) system with Ni diffusion barrier) [Ky-94]. In the case of the Fe-Si 

system onSi(1 00) (this study) it was found that, while the diffusion barriers did 

improve the homogeneity of the formed silicides and also in some cases caused the 

formation of epitaxial silicides in combination with laser annealing, the phase 

formation sequence was not effected (8FeSi was the first phase see Table 3.5). The 
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effect of the diffusion barriers used in this study on the phase formation must 

therefore be solely due to the way in which Fe is supplied to the reaction region. 

A number of different diffusion barriers were used between the Si(lOO) substrate and 

the Fe film. The diffusion barriers were always of the form of an Fe-M alloy where M 

was either Ni, V, Cr or Ti. Annealing the samples at 800°C for 10 minutes caused the 

formation of polycrystalline pFeSh. A second anneal at 800°C for 3 hours after the 

unused metals had been etched off still only showed the presence of polycrystalline 

pFeSh. The silicide formed in this way did however differ greatly from the samples 

where Fe reacted directly with Si(100). Even though no channelling was observed in 

the pFeSh formed through the diffusion barriers the films were much more uniform 

(see Fig. 3.8 and 3~13 to 3.15) than those formed by reacting Fe directly with the 

Si(100) substrate (see Fig. 3.9). 

Previous studies have shown that annealing a sample with a pulsed laser leads to 

improved epitaxial growth of silicides compared to conventional thermal annealing. It 

has also been shown that polycrystalline pFeSi2 can be converted to epitaxial 

Feo.5Si[CsCI] on Si(111) substrates [Gr-92]. In this study, which was carried out on 

Si(100) substrates, it was found that the laser could be used to convert the already 

formed pFeSh into epitaxial Feo.5Si[CsCI]. To our knowledge this is the first time that 

a continuous film of the metastable Feo.5Si[CsCI] has been formed epitaxially on 

Si(100). The samples in which the Fe reacted with the Si substrate through Fe30 V 70, 

Fe30Nho and Fe30 Ti70 diffusion barriers, epitaxial Feo.5Si[CsCI] formed, while in the 

samples that used a Fe30Cr70 alloy as diffusion barrier the Feo.5Si[CsCI] showed no 

channelling and was therefore not epitaxial. Samples that were laser annealed without 

a second 800°C thermal anneal did not show any channelling irrespective of the 

diffusion barrier used. The second thermal anneal therefore improves the quality of 

the pFeSh allowing the lasertotI-ansforni it into epitaxial Feo.5Si[CsCI]. The diffusion

barrier therefore influences not only the structure of the first phase but also all 

consequent phase formation. This can be seen under the optical microscope where the 

roughness of the pFeSh and Feo.sSi[CsCl] films vary depending on the diffusion 

barrier used in the sample (see Fig. 3.10 to 3.12). Another interesting feature visible 

under the optical microscope is the cellular structure visible in all the samples that 
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form epitaxial Feo.sSi[CsCI] after laser annealing. The samples that do not form the 

cellular structure but have undergone the same energy density laser anneal 

(0.7 J/cm2
), form polycrystalline Feo.sSi[CsCI]. These cellular structures have been 

seen previously in laser annealed silicide systems [St-80]. The samples that formed 

the epitaxial silicide had the larger grain sizes (rougher texture). The cellular 

structures appeared only in those samples with larger grain sizes. 

In chapter 4 the effect of stress on Ti-silicide formation is reported. The stress is 

induced in the silicon by depositing either SbN4 or Si02 onto the Back Side (BS) of 

the substrate. This back side film deforms the sample due to differences in thermal 

expansion coefficients. The deformation leads to strain and therefore stress throughout 

the substrate. The curvature of the samples was measured using a reflecting laser 

technique at room temperature before and after the Back Side (BS) deposition. The 

stress was then calculated from the curvature values using Stoney's equation (see 

Appendix A equation A.S). The curvature was also measured and the stress 

calculated after the Ti thin film, which was to react with the silicon, was deposited on 

the front side of the substrate. The samples with Si3N4 deposited on the back side all 

had relatively large tensile stresses in the back side film after deposition while those 

with Si02 deposited onto the back side had relatively large compressive stresses in the 

back side film. The stress was also calculated in the the Si substrate before and after 

the Ti film was deposited. As the substrate was much thicker than the back side films 

the stress in the substrates was much smaller (see Appendix A). The samples which 

had Si3N4 deposited (400 and 200 nm) onto the BS had tensile stresses in the Front 

Side (FS) of the Si wafer before the Ti deposition, while those that had Si02 deposited 

onto the BS (200 and 400 nm) had compressive stress in the FS of the wafer before Ti 

deposition. These samples were then heated for various times at temperatures ranging 

from 450°C to 650 °c to induce Titanium-silicide formation. The phase formation 

and kinetics was studied usingXRDandRBS. It was found that- the samples with 

Si3N4 on the BS formed the TiSi2(C49) phase below 650°C. Above this temperature 

the TiSiz(C54) phase formed. There was no marked difference in the TiSiz(C49) 

kinetics in the two sets of samples. Of the two sets of samples with Si02 on the BS the 

400 nm samples formed the TiSiz(C49): The Arrhenius plot of this phase showed that 

the activation energy was within error the same as that of the TiSi2 formed in the 

samples with Si3N4 deposited onto the BS (2.1eV). The reaction rate of the TiSiz(C49) 
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formed in the BS:400 run Si02 samples was about half that of the samples with Si3N4 

deposited onto the BS. The compressive stress in the substrate therefore causes slower 

silicide formation. The fact that the activation energy stays the same indicates that the 

reaction mechanism does not change. The TiSi2 was found to form with diffusion 

limited or non-linear kinetics for all three these sample groups. The fourth sample 

group with 200run of Si02 deposited on the BS did not form the di-silicide but rather 

the Ti-rich TisSi3 phase at the same temperatures. The activation energy was 1.geV 

and the reaction rate was slower than that of the TiSh phase. 

Cheng et. al. [Ch-99] also found that compressive stress in the substrate slowed the 

formation of TiSh and tensile stress speeded it up. They argued that this slowing of 

reaction rate was because the compressive stress decreased the amount of vacancies in 

the growing silicide film and thus limited the diffusion. Tensile stress on the other 

hand speeded up the reaction because this led to the creation of extra vacancies and 

therefore enhanced diffusion. This interpretation is supported by previous work done 

by'Botha et. al. [Bo-82] in which he showed that TiSh grows by a silicon vacancy 

diffusion mechanism with a high mobility of silicon. The fact that the BS:200 run 

Si02 samples formed the TisSb phase rather than TiSh can be explained according to 

the EHF model. The EHF model predicts that because TiSh forms as first phase the 

effective concentration at the reaction interface is on the Si-rich side of the phase 

diagram making TiSi2 the thermodynamically more viable phase. As the number of 

vacancies decrease the silicon supply to the reaction interface is limited and this 

moves the effective concentration toward the Ti-rich side of the phase diagram where 

TisSi3 formation is thermodynamically prefered (see EHF diagram Fig. 4.1). 

The third type of sample structure studied in this work were lateral diffusion couples. 

In chapter 5 phase formation is studied in Ru-Al, Pt-Al and-Cr-Si lateral diffusion 

couples. This chapter also contains a summary of all published lateral diffusion work 

as well as results obtained through private communications. A typical lateral diffusion 

couple consists of an island of one material on a thin film of another. After annealing 

reaction takes place and phases start to form laterally, growing away from the island. 

Lateral diffusion couples can give useful information concerning three major aspects 

of solid state interactions. 
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1. They can be used to study the transition between thin film and bulk diffusion. A 

good example of this is to determine the critical thickness that a phase grows 

before another phase begins to form. The EHF model forecasts that this would 

happen when the effective concentration at the reaction interface changes due to 

the long diffusion path that the diffusing species has to travel. As the diffusing 

species becomes limited the effective concentration is moved to a region in the 

EHF diagram where another phase becomes thermodynamically favoured. 

2. Information can be obtained about the diffusing species. In the Ru-AI and Pt-AI 

systems it can clearly be seen that the Al moves out from the island into the 

reaction region while there is no net movement of either Pt or Ru indicating that 

Al is the dominant diffusing species. There is no lateral reaction in either of the 

systems when the island consists of the noble metal. 

3. The Si Isl~md in the Cr-Si and the Ni island Ni-Si system shrink laterally during 

phase formation indicating that material is sourced to the reaction region from the 

edge of the islands while in the Pt and Ru-AI systems the entire Al island is 

consumed and the island edge does not move. This gives information about the 

diffusion mechanism. Al is well known to diffuse quickly along grain boundaries 

in noble-metal-aluminide systems [Co-90, De-97]. Diffusion of Ni through NhSi 

and Si through CrSh is via vacancies and defects. The latter two silicide systems 

do not have the very fast interfacial diffusion which enables the aluminide systems 

to supply Al to the reaction region from anywhere in the island without limiting 

the growth. 

In the Ru-AI thin film system it was found that when Ru is in excess then RuAh and 

RU2Ah will be the first phases to form. If on the other hand Al is in excess then RuAl6 

is the first phase to form followed by RuAh and R14AI13. In the AI-island Ru-AI 

lateral diffusion couples RuAI6 formed under the island and only the R14AI13 phase

grew laterally at 550°C indicating that at 50 J..lID the phase had not yet reached the 

critical thickness. Although the Al island formed the characteristic voids the lateral 

grown phase was uniform in thickness and composition and grew linearly indicating 

reaction limited kinetics (see Fig. 5.9). The fact that the R14AI13 phase grows with 

reaction limited kinetics explains why it has not reached its critical thickness. The 

EHF model predicts that if the phase grows with diffusion limited kinetics it will 
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Chapter 6. Summary and conclusion 

reach a critical thickness where the effective Al concentration will drop enough to 

thermodynamically favour a more Ru-rich phase. In this case the diffusion length does 

not effect the availability of Al and therefore the Rll4Al13 continues growing without 

other phases forming. In the Ru-island geometry there was no lateral reaction but the 

Al was consumed in a region around the Ru-islands. 

In the Pt-AI system the Al islands reacted laterally and three phases grew 

simultaneously namely, PtsAhl, PtsAhI and PtAh. Of these three phases only the 

PtAh phase is found in conventional thin film systems where Pt2Ab is usually found 

as first phase. The PtsAhl phase formed under the Al island and the other two phases 

grew laterally. These two phases grew non-linearly indicating diffusion limited 

kinetics (see Fig. 5.16). All three these phases have very similar EHF values on the 

AI-rich side of the phase diagram where the liquidus minimun is situated which means 

that thermodynamically all three phases are equally likely to form and this explains 

why all three phases grew simultaneously. Even if one of the phases were to nucleate 

first as it grows with diffusion limited kinetics it would only grow to a relatively small 

lateral thickness before the critical thickness is reached allowing the next phase to 

nucleate and grow. 

Oxidation was a big problem in the study of the Cr-Si system. Both Cr and Si 

oxidized in the vacuum furnace at 600 DC. This is not strange for Cr but crystalline Si 

does not usually oxidize at 600 DC and 10-7 Torr. The thin film and islands in the 

lateral diffusion couples were deposited at room temperature in an e-beam system. 

Such Si films are amorphous and porous and are known to react much faster with 

oxygen due to the lower binding energy than crystalline Si and the large reactive 

surface area due to porosity [Ad-89]. It is also possible that small amounts of Cr 

diffusion into the Si could break the Si-Si bonds making it energetically more viable

for these Si atoms to react with oxygen. It has been found that Si dissolved in metals 

like Au and Ag is more reactive with oxygen than Si bound in a crystalline substrate 

[Ju-99]. This has also been found in previous studies where amorphous Si reacted 

faster and at lower temperature through gold to form Si02 than crystalline Si [Ju-99]. 

The Cr-island geometry showed no lateral reaction. There was a region of depleted Si 

forming a crack or void around the island indicating that the Si had diffused into the 

Cr-island. In the Si-island geometry CrSh grew laterally. This is also the first phase in 
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Chapter 6. Summary and conclusion 

thin film diffusion couples. No kinetics could be measured due to the excessive 

oxidation in the system. The amount of reaction was not reproducible. In most 

annealed samples there was no lateral reaction. Different caps were used to study their 

ability to limit oxidation. Hf was found to be the most effective, probably due to its 

higher affinity for oxygen than Cr and was therefore able to act as a gettering site for 

the oxygen. Caps have also been shown to improve silicide formation in the Co-Si 

[Tu-95] and Ti-Si (see chapter 4) systems. 
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Appendix A Stress calculations in thin films using Stoney's equation 

Biaxial stress in thin films 

When a thin film is deposited onto a planar substrate the stress in the thin film due to 

differences in thermal expansion is biaxial with both components in the plane of the 

film. There is no stress in the direction normal to the plane, and yet there is strain in 

the direction normal to the film. In a three dimensional isotropic system the stress () 

and the strain £ are related to each other by the following equations. 

&x = J.- [0-x - v(a y + a z)] 
Y 

&y = J.- [ay -v(ax + aJ] 
Y 

&z = J.- [a z - v(a x + a y)] 
Y 

(A. I) 

Where Y and v are the Young' s modulus and Poisson' s ratio respectively. In thin film 

systems which do not have a stress component in the direction normal to the plane (z

direction) the equations simplify to the following. 

(A.2) 

From these equations we have 

(A.3) 

If a thin film of Al were deposited onto a Si wafer at liquid nitrogen temperature and 

then allowed to reach room temperature then the wafer would bend because AI has a 

larger thermal expansion coefficient than silicon. Assuming good adhesion the Al thin 

film is constrained by the substrate and will be compressed. F ig. A.1 shows a 

schematic of the cross section through such a curved sample. The following derivation 

assumes that the thin film thickness tf is much less than that of the substrate ts, so that 

the neutral plane where there is no stress can be taken in the middle of the substrate. 

Fig. A.l(b) shows the stress distribution in the thin film and substrate and the 

corresponding forces and moments. At equilibrium the moment produced by the stress 

in the film must be equal to that produced by the stress in the substrate. Since the film 
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is very thin the tress crf is uniform across the film thickness. The moment Mf (force 

times perpendicular distance) due to the force in the thin film with respect to the 

neutral plane is 

ts' 
M f = O"f Wtf _l 

2 

where W is the width of the film and tf is the thickness of the film. 

tf I....-- M /-Film 
~\ \ . /' 
~ ·. 9 

t ----d __ . 
s ~ 

Substrate 

(a) 

z Film 

Neutral Plane 

(b) 
Subl'!trate 

Fig. A.I (a) Cross sectional view of a thin film under compressive stress on a bent 
substrate. (b) A schematic showing the stress distribution in the film and substrate 
and the corresponding forces and moments. 
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To calculate the moment in the substrate the following geometrical relations can be 

derived. 

d lld 

r (t~i ) 
therefore 

1 lld cmax 
r (t~d) C~i ) 
Where r is the radius of curvature of the substrate measured to the neutral plane, d is 

an arbitrary length of the substrate measured at the neutral plane and lldJd=Emax is the 

strain measured at the outer surface of the substrate. In the substrate the stress and 

therefore the strain is zero at the neutral plane. The strain increases linearly with 

distance z measured from the neutral plane (i.e. it obeys Hookes law and increases 

linearly with stress) so that 

CSi (z) 
z 

1 

r 

where EsiCz) is the strain in a plane parallel to and at a distance z from the neutral 

plane. By assuming biaxial stress in the substrate (equation A.3) the following 

equation gives 

aSi(z) = (~) cSi(z) = (~) ~ 
1- v Si 1 - v Si r 

(AA) 

the stress in the substrate as a function of distance z from the neutral plane. Using AA 

one can determine the moment produced by the stress in the substrate. 

t s; / 2 t s; / 2 ( Y) 2 
MSi = W fzaSi(Z)dz = W f -- ~dz 

1- v Si r 
-ts; / 2 -t s; / 2 

( Y) Wt~i 
= I-v Si Ur 
In equilibrium MFMSi which gives Stoney's equation, 

( ) 

2 Y tSi 
af - -- --

I- v Si 6rtf 
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This equation shows that by measuring the curvature and thicknesses of the film and 

substrate the biaxial stress in the film can be calculated. In this study the curvature 

was measured by a reflected laser technique. Usually the undeposited wafer is not 

completely flat. For this reason the change in radius is taken into consideration and 

equation AA and A.5 (Stoney's equation) take the form 

Y tSi 1 1 
( ) 2 ( J 

O"f = 1 - v Si 6tf -;- - ro 
(A.6) 

O"Si (z) = (~) (! -~Jz 
1- v Si r ro 

(A.7) 

where ro is the radius before the film is deposited and r the radius after. In our 

experimental setup we measured the bow b of the sample (see Fig. 2.9). The bow can 

be related to the radius by 

r} 
r=-

8b 

This means that if bo is the bow before deposition and b is the bow after deposition 

then 

u -r~ J ~ re~ ~ :2 ~b (A.8) 

with L\b=b-bo. Tables A.I and A.2 show the result of the bow measurements on the 

set of samples used in this study. The values used for the Youngs modulus (Y) and the 

Poisson ratio (v) for Si were 160 GPa and 0.28 respectively (see Appendix D). The 

final column is the stress calculated at the surface of the sample where the Ti film is 

deposited using equation AA. 

Table A.I Stress measurement results for the different samples used in this study after 
the BS deposition. The final column is the stress as calculated at the surface of the 
substrate. 

Sample BS film L\b (!J.m) reff (m) (Jf(MPa ) (Js (Mpa) 

A 400nmSi3N4 91.88 24.79 1459 2.78 

B 200nmShN4 42.38 53.75 1345 1.28 

C 400nmSi02 -24.28 -93.82 -385 -0.73 

D 200nmSi02 -13 .83 -164.72 -439 -OA2 
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Table A.2 Stress measurement results for the different samples used in this study after 
the FS deposition. The final column is the stress O"s calculated at the surface of the 
substrate. 

Sample BS film ~b (/J-m) reff (m) O"f (MPa) O"s (Mpa) 

A 400nmShN4 2.11 1080 33.2 0.06 

B 200nmSi3N4 3.11 733 97.9 0.09 

C 400nmSi02 -0.52 -4381 -8.2 -0.02 

D 200nmSi02 1.5 1518 47.3 0.05 
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Appendix B X-ray and Crystallographic data of phases 

Table B.I Crystal parameters of different Ti-silicide and oxide phases. 

Compound 
Crystal Space 

Prototype 
Lattice constants (A) 

system group a b c 

Si Cubic Fd 3m C 5.4 

a.Ti Hexagonal P63/mmc Mg 2.950 4.686 

TisSi3 Hexagonal P63/mmc MnSSi3 7.444 5.143 

TisSi4 Tetragonal P4)2)2 ZrSSi4 6.713 12.190 

TisSi4(HT) Orthorhombic Pcrun Ge4SmS 6.645 6.506 12.69 

TiSi Orthorhombic Pcnma FeB 6.544 3.638 4.997 

TiSiiC49) Orthorhombic Cmcm ZrSi2 3.62 13 .76 3.85 

TiSi2(C54) Orthorhombic Fddd TiSi2 8.27 8.55 4.80 

Ti60 Hexagonal P31c 5.14 5.14 9.48 

Table B.2 Characteristic lines used for phase identification in the Ti-silicide system. If 
the phase was not detected in this study the two or three strongest powder diffraction 
lines are quoted. 

Intensity in 
Phase Strong lines in 28 hkl values 

powder (%) 

Ti 40.17 101 100 

38.42 002 30 

TisSi3 40.1 211 100 

42.7 112 60 

34.9 002 10 

TisSi4 37.2 213 100 

38.6 221 100 

41.7 115 100 

43.1 302 100 

TiSi 36.9 210 100 

46.2 112 85 

TiSi2(C49) 41.2 150 15 

TiSi2(C54) 30.0 220 10 

39.1 311 100 

42.2 040 43 

49.7 33] 45 

Ti60 39.9 -1-12 100 
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Table B.3 Crystal parameters of different Ru-aluminide phases. 

Compound 
Crystal Space 

Prototype 
Lattice constants (A) 

system group a b c 

Ru Hexagonal P63/mmc Mg 2.706 4.282 

Al Cubic Fm3m Cu 4.049 

RuAI6 Orthorhombic Cmcm 7.467 6.556 8.961 

RU4AL\3 Monoclinic C2/m 15 .862 8.188 12.736 

RuAl2 Orthorhombic Fddd TiSi2 8.012 4.717 8.785 

RU2Ah Tetragonal 14/mmm Al3Os2 3.079 ]4.33 

RuAI Cubic Pm3m CsCI 2.95 

Table B. 4 Characteristic lines used for phase identification in the Ru-aluminide 
system. If the phase was not detected in this study the two or three strongest powder 
diffraction lines are quoted. 

Phase Strong lines in 28 hkl values 
Intensity in 

powder (%) 

Ru 38.4 100 40 

44.0 101 100 

69.5 110 25 

78.5 103 25 

Al 38.6 ]11 100 

78.3 311 24 

RuAl6 56 314 8 

RU4A1 \3 24.7 -220 100 

26.9 221 100 

RuA12 30.2 202 60 

57.1 115 10 

RU2A13 43 .1 105 100 

RuAl 30.29 100 55 

43.4 110 100 
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Table B. 5 Crystal parameters of different Fe-silicides. 

Crysta l Space Lattice constants (A) 
Compound Prototype 

system group a b c 

Si Cubic Fd 3m C 5.4 

aFe Cubic Im3m 2.8664 

Fe3Si Cubic Im3m W 2.841(5) 

Fe2Si Cubic Pm3m CsCI 2.81 

FesSi3 Hexagonal P63/mcm MnsSi3 6.759(5) 4.720(5) 

cFeSi Cubic P2 j 3 4.48798 

FeSi[CsCI] Cubic Fm 3m CsC! 2.7 

aFeSi2 Tetragonal P4/mmm 2.69392 5.l361 

[3FeSh Orthorhombic FeSi2 9.879 7.799 7.839 

yFeSi2 C ubic Fm 3m CaF2 5.4 

Feo.sSi[CsCJ] Cubic Fm 3m CsCI 2.7 
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Appendix C Standard Mossbauer parameters of Fe-silicide phases 

Table Cl Mossbauer parameters of the stable and metastable Fe-silicides. Isomer 
shifts, 5, are quoted relative to aFe. H is the hyperfine field and &0 is the 
quadrupole splitting. 

Phase R(T) 8( mm/s) ~EQ(mm/s) Reference 

-0.870 0 
EFe -33.2(1) [Ma-95] 

+0.870 0 

EFiSi 0 0.26(1) 0.51(2) [Ma-95] 

FeSi[CsCl] 0 0.26 0 [Ma-95] 

0 0.076 0.525 
~FeSh 

0 0.091 -0.315 
[Fa-95] 

Feo.sSi[CsCl] 0 0.15(1) 0.59(1) [Ro-96] 

Feo.5Si[CsCl] 0 0.198 0.589 [De-95] 

yFeSi2[CaF2] The cubic symmetry of this hypothetical pbase would give rise to a 

singlet 

0 0.23(2) 0.47(2) 
aFeSh [Ma-95] 

0 0.26(2) 0.7(2) 

o The - 33.2T mternal magnetIc field can be sImulated by a senes of smglets of whlch the mner two 

are situated symmetrically around a defined zero reference point at a position of O.87mm!s. 
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Appendix D Mechanical properties of some materials 

Table D.l Modulus of elasticity (Young 's modulus), Poisson 's ratio and coefficient of 
thermal expansion for some materials. 

Material Modulus of Poisson's ratio Coefficient of 

elasticity thermal expansion 

(OPa) (l0-6/oC) 

Al and AI-alloys 69 0.33 23.6 

Cr 248 

Cu 110 0.34 17.0 

Au 78 0.42 14.2 

Fe 208 

Mo 320 4.9 

Ni and Ni-alloys 207 0.31 12.9-13.3 

Pt 172 0.39 9.5 

Rh 319 

Ti and Ti-alloys 104-116 0.34 7.6-9.8 

Ah0 3 393 0.22 6.5-7.6 

Diamond 1035 0.10-0.29 0.8 

Silica, fused 73 0.165 0.4 

Si02, thermally 84 0.17 0.6 

grown 

Si<100> direction 160 0.28 2.5 

ShN4 200 0.22 2.7-3.7 

MgAh04 260 7.6-8.8 

Nylon 6,6 1.58-3 .79 0.39 144 

Polyvinyl chloride 2.4-4.1 0.38 90-180 

(PVC) 
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